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Preface
This joint volume of proceedings gathers papers from the 1st International
Workshop on the Semantic Descriptor, Semantic Modelingand Mapping for Humanlike Perceptionand Navigation of Mobile Robots toward Large Scale LongTerm Autonomy (SDMM19) and the 3rd International Workshop on the Applications of Knowledge Representation and Semantic Technologies in Robotics
(AnSWeR19). SDMM19 held on November 8, 2019 and AnSWeR19 held on
November 4, 2019 during the International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems (IROS 2019) in Macau, China.

Preface
The 1st International Workshop on the Semantic Descriptor, Semantic
Modelingand Mapping for Humanlike Perceptionand Navigation of Mobile Robots
toward Large Scale Long-Term Autonomy (SDMM19)

A big portion of our common surroundings was created by humans, for humans. Over the centuries, we shaped
the environments surrounding us according to our own conceptions and convenience. With the growing need
for robots that can perform tasks on those large-scale dynamic environments, it is paramount that those robots
can understand the World in the same fashion as humans do. Being able to reason and perform high-level
tasks, with human-like learning and cognitive skills that can enhance their task planning and fast adaptation
to highly dynamic surroundings, while also storing and utilizing past experiences are crucial skills for the next
generation of robots. However, the current tools still mostly focus on machine-centric environment modeling,
which reiterates the need of a new human-like environment and knowledge model.
This workshop will introduce semantic descriptor, semantic modeling and mapping framework for humanlike
high-level perception and navigation of mobile robots toward large scale long-term autonomy in global dynamic
environment. Based on the understanding of visual sensory information processing of human from cognitive
science and efficient and flexible brain GPS model from neuroscience research and physiology*, triplet ontological
semantic model (TOSM) has been addressed and used not only in object detection and place recognition but in
generating layered semantic object-feature-topology-metric maps. With the framework idea and its extension
to AI algorithms, a set of attractive topics will be presented and discussed in the workshop including semantic
analysis and semantic information processing with semantic descriptors, space-time independent object detection
and place recognition, AI based long-term planning and robot localization, and TOSM based robust semantic
SLAM for global long-term autonomy.
The workshop is also aiming at providing a chance to robotic researchers, engineers, and students to review,
evaluate, and advance a formal semantic modeling and mapping framework for humanlike high-level environment
perception and navigation of robot. The topics covered by this workshop are relevant to the audience not only
from robotic researchers but computer vision scientists who study place recognition and localization under visual
appearance changes due to weather condition and time.
Topics of Interest
•
•
•
•
•

One entry in the list AI Planning for long-term mission (AI Planning)
Triplet ontological semantic model(TOSM) for workspace modeling and mapping (Semantic Modeling)
Semantic analysis and semantic descriptors for object detection and place recognition (Semantic
Descriptor, Object Detection, Place Recognition)
Learning semantic descriptors and object detection by using deep neural network (Semantic Descriptor, Deep Neural Network)
Global-local semantic SLAM for large scale long-term autonomy (Semantic SLAM)
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Preface
The 3rd International Workshop on the Applications of Knowledge Representation
and Semantic Technologies in Robotics (AnSWeR19)

This volume gathers papers from the 3rd International Workshop on Applications of Knowledge Representation
and Semantic Technologies in Robotics (AnSWeR19), which was held on November 4th, 2019 during the
IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS2019) in Macau, China.
As robots are slowly approaching our everyday lives, they will need to expose an increasing capability to deal
with different sources of knowledge about the world, in order to accomplish complex tasks based on Planning,
Computer Vision, Natural Language Processing and many other techniques.
While the problem of enabling robots to use available sources of knowledge has attracted attention relatively
recently in the robotics community, the Knowledge Representation community has been studying techniques to
model, integrate and exploit heterogeneous sources of knowledge for a long time.
The aim of the workshop is to promote and strengthen the dialogue between the Knowledge Representation
and Robotics communities that are working on connected, overlapping topics, and to find answers to common
research questions. The stimulated debate served as a background in fostering the application of Knowledge
Representation techniques in Robotics, and in highlighting Robotics as a fertile application field for the KR
community.
Three papers were accepted in this third edition of AnSWeR; all of these are presented in this volume.
Additionally, the workshop hosted 5 invited talks around the combination of KR and Robotics, namely :
1. Lars Kunze (UK) : Autonomous Robots in a Connected World;
2. Todor Stoyanov (SW) : Semantic mapping for robots and by robots: the role of high-level
information
3. Yuke Zhu (US) : Learning How-To Knowledge from the Web
4. Mathieu d’Aquin (IE) : Virtualized knowledge for robot understanding
5. Vera Ragavan (US) : An overview of IEEE 1872.2 WG “Autonomous Robotics Ontology
Progress” and “Towards an Ontology driven Design and Development Process”

The editors would like to thank all the authors for their insightful contributions to AnSWeR. A special thank
goes also to members of the program committee, which ensured a high quality standard for the workshop through
their review assessment.
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A Novel Semantic SLAM Framework for Humanlike
High-Level Interaction and Planning in Global
Environment
Sumaira Manzoor, Sung-Hyeon Joo, Yuri Goncalves Rocha, Hyun-Uk Lee, Tae-Yong Kuc
College of Information and Communication Engineering,
Sungkyunkwan University, South Korea
{sumaira11,sh.joo, yurirocha, zlshvl36, tykuc}@skku.edu

Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel semantic SLAM framework based
on human cognitive skills and capabilities that endow the robot with
high level interaction and planning in real-world dynamic environment.
Two-fold strengths of our framework aims at contributing: 1) A semantic map resulting from the integration of SLAM with the Triplet Ontological Semantic Model (TOSM); 2) Human-like robotic perception
system that is optimal and biologically plausible for place and object
recognition in dynamic environment proposing semantic descriptor and
CNN .We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework using mobile robot with Zed camera (3D sensor) and a laser range finder
(2D sensor) in real-world indoor environment. Experimental results
demonstrate the practical merit of our proposed framework.

1

Introduction

Building the autonomous mobile robot with human-like intelligence for semantic map construction and cognitive
vision-based perception are two the most significant challenges for long-term planning and high-level interaction
in indoor environment.
The problem to determine the appropriate method for building and maintaining the map that encodes both
casual and world knowledges has become an active research area in the robotics. Many studies in the last decades
have focused on spatial representation of the environment for building metric, topological and appearance-based
maps. However, semantic mapping of environment for the robots has not been as intensively studied. The
information provided by the conventional mapping approaches assists only in robot navigation while qualitative
information about the structure of environment for task planning is not generated. For instance, metric map
that contains geometric representation of the environment provides shape of the room without any semantic
understanding to indicate whether it is office or lecture room. Our proposed framework tackles this issue by
constructing the map that combines spatial representation with semantic knowledge of environment and provide
autonomous navigation to robot for perform high-level task without human intervention in global dynamic
environment.
The semantic interpretation of the environment also plays an essential role to improve the perception ability of
the robot for performing real-world operations such as object and place recognition in more reliable and intelligent
Copyright c 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
4.0).
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manner. Nowadays, approaches for robotic perception range from traditional computer vision using handcrafted
features to advanced deep learning with convolutional neural network or combination of both. However, these
artificial vision algorithms have practical limitations to process in real time [bohg17]. Therefore, biologically
plausible algorithms combined with analogies of artificial perception are getting the attention. Our proposed
framework handles the current challenges by developing the effective solution that enables the robot with the
potential of human-like vision for recognizing the objects and places using semantic perception.
The primary goal of our novel semantic framework is twofold for developing semantic perception system
and endowing the robot to incrementally build a consistent semantic map while simultaneously determining its
location within map.
Our proposed semantic SLAM framework makes an original contribution to three important research areas in
robotics with the following characteristics:
• Human-like brain GPS system for building semantic maps with emphasis on qualitative description of robot’s
surrounding
• Human cognition based 1TOSM with deeper domain knowledge acquired by semantic, topological and
geometric properties of the objects for providing the robot higher degree of autonomy and intelligence.
• Bio-inspired semantic perception system combined with object and place recognition that allows the robot
to relate what it perceives using semantic descriptor
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide an extensive literature review of semantic
mapping, semantic SLAM and perception system for autonomous mobile robot. In Section III, we explain the
key features of our proposed framework with complete details of major components of TOSM and recognition
model. In Section IV, we examine the significant effects of our proposed framework in simulated environment as
an illustration of its contents. Finally, we conclude our work with future direction in Section V.

2

Related Work

We focus our review on studies of three major concepts, which we consider are the most closely related to
our work: a) semantic SLAM b) ontology c) semantic perception for object and place recognition d) semantic
descriptor.
2.1

Semantic SLAM

This section, gives the understanding of SLAM, explain semantic SLAM structure, its concepts and related work
in this area.
A. Semantic Mapping
In the last few years, embedding the map with semantic information has become an active research area with
the motivation of human-like robot interaction and understanding of the environment. High-level features in
semantic map are used to model the human concepts about the objects, places and relationship between them
[Capobianco15]. Semantic mapping has recently become the center of attraction in research community which divides the semantic mapping approaches into three groups based on object, appearance and activity [Pendleton17].
Object based semantic mapping [Vasudevan08]methods depends on the occurrence of key objects to perform
object recognition and classification tasks by semantic understanding of environment. Appearance based semantic mapping approaches take sensor readings and interpret them for constructing semantic information of
the environment. Some studies use geometric features [Burgard07] and vision fused with LIDAR data for world
understanding and classification [Nüchter08] task. The activity based semantic mapping [Xie13] techniques use
information of external activities (e.g. sidewalk verses roads) around the robot for semantic understanding and
contextual classification of environment. These techniques are at their formative stage compared to other two
semantic mapping methods.
B. Semantic SLAM: Concepts
The large number of concepts and relationship among them in real-world environment lead to several taskdriven decisions which depends on the level of semantic organization and context of environment in which robot
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performs its task. Literature review shows two major concepts of constructing semantic relationships [cadena16]
based on the details and organization. The detail of semantic concept significantly affects the complexity of the
problem at different levels. For example, a robot needs only coarse categories such as rooms, doors and corridors
to perform a task “going form 1st room to 2nd room” while for the other task “pick up the glass” it needs to
know finer categories such as table, glass or any other object. The semantic concepts are not limited because
a single entity or object in real-world environment has many properties or concepts. For example, “moveable”
and “sittable” are the properties of a chair while “movable” and “unsittable” are the properties of a table. Both
table and chair have same class “Furniture”. However, they share “moveable” property with different usability.
So, this multiplicity of concepts is handled by Flat or hierarchical organization of properties
Semantic SLAM: Object/ Place Recognition
Semantic to the SLAM is included by using human-spatial concepts into the maps. Humans locate themselves by
object centric concepts instead of metric information and they use reference points rather than global coordinates.
The initial research into semantic mapping uses direct approach [Lowry16] with metric map segmentation built
by traditional SLAM system into semantic concepts. An early work in [Sabourin10] develops a system for scene
understanding via semantic analysis using image segmentation techniques and the SLAM algorithm is driven by
object recognition using human spatial concepts. The work shows that semantic concepts are organized in in
coarse to finer manner for indoor environment. An online semantic mapping framework [Pronobis12] of indoor
environment combined with object observations such as shape, size, room’s appearance that is built using three
layers of reasoning to address the problem of detection and learning of novel properties and room categories
for fully self-extendable semantic mapping. Data association problem also exists in metric and semantic SLAM
when building a map of environment with large number of objects of the same or different class and scales. This
problem is addressed in [Bowman17] by coupling geometric and semantic observations and taking the advantage
of object recognition for providing meaningful scene interpretation with semantically labeled landmarks.
2.2

Ontology

In recent years, reducing the semantic gap using ontologies has been studied by many researchers. An early
study [Durand07], has introduced an object recognition approach based on ontology and assigned the semantic
meaning to objects by matching process between concepts and objects. The work in [Ji12], handles the robot task
planning issues in domestic environment at the high symbolic level by combining classical AI approaches with
semantic knowledge representation. Its framework is based on semantic knowledge ontology to represent robot
primitive actions and description of environment. A study in [Riazuelo15], described the RoboEarth project using
knowledge-based system to provide web and cloud services to multiple robots. Its semantic mapping system is
based on visual SLAM mapping and ontology to describe the concepts, relations in maps and objects. A robotic
system with advanced abilities leads to the complexity in its software development. A case study presented in
[Saigol15] addresses this issue using an ontology as the central data store to process all information and showed
that knowledge-base makes the robotic system easier to develop, modify and understand. In the last few years,
a variety of approaches have been investigated to process the sensory information in dynamic world. Among
them, OnPercept [Azevedo18] is a recent approach that is based on cognitive ontology for performing the HRI
tasks by modeling the sensory information. A study [Lee18], proposes context query-processing framework using
spatio-temporal context ontology for enabling the indoor service robots to adapt the dynamic change from the
sensors in highly complex environment.
2.3

Perception

Perception system endows the robot to perceive and reason about its environment. The autonomous mobile robot
can perform its complex tasks such as object and place recognition, collision avoidance, task planning, decision
making, mapping, dynamic interaction, localization, and intelligent reasoning with high accuracy if perception
information is carefully processed. A recent study has [Sünderhauf18] highlighted the fact that robotic perception
is different from conventional computer vision perception because in computer vision image output is taken as
information while a robotics perception system translates the image output from information into actions for
taking decisions and actions in real world environment. Therefore, perception plays vital role for the success of
goal-driven robotic system. However, despite this difference, robot perception incorporates the techniques from
computer vision, and it is particularly evolving with the recent development in deep learning networks.
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In real-world applications, endowing a robot with human like-perception for navigation is a challenging task
that enables the robot to recognize scene and object when navigating through a dynamic complex environment
and building a 3D map by observing the surrounding. Therefore, regardless of selected navigation system, object
identification and place recognition play a vital role for environment representation and modeling.
A. Object Recognition
Reliable object recognition is an important and early step for a mobile robot to achieve its goal. Real time object
recognition systems work in two stages: Offline and online. Offline stage aims at reducing the execution time
without affecting system efficiency. Image pre-processing, feature extraction, segmentation and training processes
are performed in this stage. Online stage runs the process in real time to ensure the high-level interaction between
robot and its surrounding environment. Image retrieval, classification, object detection and recognition are the
examples of few processes that are carried out at this stage.
A key issue in this context is the interaction with object of different shapes and sizes. Despite significant
achievements and advent of digital camera, accurate object detection and recognition is still a challenging task
when real-world environment is considered. The reasons for this difficulty are occlusions, complex object shapes,
variations in geometric and photometric pose, noise and illumination changes.
Early efforts [Zou19] to handle this issue are based on template matching. Later approaches include statistical
classifiers including SVM, Adaboost and neural networks. On the other hand, computationally simple and
efficient approached based on local features such as scale-invariant descripts (e.g. SURF, SIFT), haarlike features
also exist. However, the limitations of these methods include accuracy that depends on number of features that
describe an image, segmentation that becomes highly complex in real world scenarios and not robust to relatively
large affine transformations. In literature, its alternative is to use Object Action Complexes (OACs) [Petrick08]
that combines the action, object and learning process to deal with the representational difficulties in diverse
areas.
The perception-action relationship based on cognitive understanding has been explored in [Yan14] by linking
both tasks through a memory component. In these studies, perception system uses three sensor modalities:
vision, audio and touch and their data are passed to the memory module for generating the motor control
signals and action unit translate them into robot responses. This intermediate process acts as robot’s brain for
improving the recognition task when mobile robot navigates in unknown environment. The study of attention
based cognitive architecture in [Palomino16] uses the reasoning as a bound between perception and action. The
core of this work is selection of active task based on the context data and accomplishment of task depends
on the presence of specific element in the scene. However, object-based visual attention system still requires
considerable efforts to accurately detect and categorize different objects.A recent study [Ye17] presents a vision
system for object detection and recognition from a visual input in real time by computing motion, color, motion
and shape cues and combining them in a probabilistic manner for assistive robots.
However, despite the vast analysis of existing perceptual systems for autonomous mobile robots, semantic
recognition system remains to be addressed for robust object recognition in real-world scenario.
B. Place Recognition
Visual place recognition becomes very challenging when real-world scenario is concerned. Therefore, visual
place recognition algorithms must endow the autonomous mobile robot to robustly handle the variation in
visual environment that occur due to dynamic, geographical and categorical changes [Martinez17]. The visual
appearance of places varies due to illumination changes (day and night), moving the furniture or different objects
from one place to another. The same place (room or corridor) might look different in different viewpoints, despite
sharing some common visual features. Humans can recognize a room (office or kitchen) because of their ability
to build categorical models of places. However, it is difficult for the robot to recognize the rooms based on their
distinctive features and categories.
Literature review [Ullah08] shows that contextual understanding of the place is very important for autonomous
mobile robot to effectively perform its task. A mobile robot can effectively interact with its environment if it
recognized the place and have a functional understanding of area
2.4

Semantic Descriptor

There have been few empirical investigations in recognizing the objects that have semantic similarities in their
shapes. A recent study [Tasse16], address this challenge and computes the semantic similarities between shapes,
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images and depth maps using semantic based descriptors. The central idea is to combine labeled 3D shapes with
semantic information in their labels for generating semantic-based 3D shape descriptor. An early study [Zen12],
uses enhanced semantic descriptors for complex video scene understanding by embedding semantic information
in the visual words. Recent developments in robot localization and mapping approaches have heightened the
need to use semantic descriptors for robot localization and mapping. A seminal study in [Panphattarasap18],
uses 4-bit binary semantic descriptor (BSD) for robot localization in 2-D map and performs semantic matching.
The semantic features such as gap between buildings and road junctions are detected using CNN in urban
environment. The purpose of BSD is to endow the robot with ability akin to human map reading.

3

Framework

Our proposed framework adds semantic techniques to SLAM to cope with the challenges in dynamic environment
by providing the robot advanced perception that is closer to human vision and improving the world understanding
capabilities of the robot for carrying out high-level navigation task in complex unstructured environments. Our
framework provides a closer representation with global environment by defining the Triplet Ontological Semantic
Model (TOSM) in which relations between the concepts are described for explaining semantic interoperability
of environment.
3.1

TOSM: Triplet Ontological Semantic Model

We accelerate the implementation of cognitive system in autonomous mobile robot by developing Triplet Ontological Semantic Model (TOSM) which is based on cognitive process of human perception and brain GPS model
from neuroscience research and physiology. The main characteristics of TOSM are:
• To endow the robot with semantic mapping of environment based on cognitive architecture modeling
• To define the relations between domain concepts (knowledge), their attributes (properties) with high-level
of abstraction and rules to reason based on the task and the environment
• To model the sensory information for performing the task planning
Our TOSM approach consisting of three major components for effective representation of domain knowledge
and information retrieval in indoor environment is shown in Fig 1. Unique characteristics of these three components represent relationship information with different objects that have spatial and non-spatial properties
for performing a specific task in overall robotic environment. The spatial properties represent the concepts of
position, shape and size of the objects in robotic environment while the non-spatial properties determine the
object category. We describe complete domain knowledge using spatial representation of the objects. Our proposed TOSM approach endows the robot to semantically map the objects and their positions in unexplored
environment by defining explicit, implicit and symbolic models, shown in Figure Figure 1
A. Explicit Model
Explicit model specifies the spatial representation of the entities such as shape of an object and its position in the
domain (global environment) by extracting all the geometrical features of that object and retrieving its physical
information from sensors.
B. Implicit Model
Implicit model describes the behavior of the robot and series of actions such as robot navigation to perform a
task. This spatial representation also defines the intrinsic relations between the entities, gives the semantic interpretation of environment which cannot be obtained using sensors and processes the fuzzy information to provide
the effective interaction of the mobile robot with its surrounding along with planning capabilities. Introducing
this model in our framework also enables the robot to take high-level decision by understanding the semantic
concepts that constitute task success, such as it allows the robot to interpret the semantics of automatic door
by understanding its salient events that auto-door opens and closes automatically, on sensing the approach of a
person.
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Figure 1: Triplet Ontological Semantic Model (TOSM)
C. Symbolic Model
We use symbolic model to encode the domain knowledge for describing semantic descriptions, sequence of actions
and complex capabilities of our environment in language-oriented way. Robot uses this knowledge through
relations that are represented by the links between existing entities. Based on the integrated components of
implicit, explicit and symbolic models, the TOSM approach coexist in SLAM allows the robots to perceive,
learn, understand and interact with the surroundings based on geometric and semantic information.
3.2

TOSM on demand database

We design robot-mounted on-demand database to construct semantic model of the environment for providing the
robot a semantic mapping and perception closer to human cognitive skills using TOSM. Our TOSM on-demand
database approach has three main practical advantages:
• It eliminates the demand to store several different maps
• It generates the maps only when they are required for a robot to perform the assigned task in global dynamic
environment
• It enriches the database semantically by adding conceptual meaning to data and relationships
We store, environmental and behavioral information together with robot knowledge and map data in ondemand database. Robot uses cloud database to plan the behavioral actions and on-demand database to builds
a dynamic driving map according Figure 1: Triplet Ontological Semantic Model (TOSM)to assigned task in
operating environment. If the robot needs additional information to download from network or cloud database
for performing a specific task, this information is also merged with the robot’s current knowledge and ondemand database is concurrently updated. The on-demand database of environment based on TOSM describes
the semantics of the domain with the set of relations. We have developed it using the protégé tool to explicitly
represent the class hierarchy for each individual. Individuals, also called instances, are defined to represent a
specific object in a class. For instance, automatic door is an individual of ‘Door’ class, as shown in Figure 2(a).
We describe our ontological model by creating individuals (instances) in corresponding classes, connecting them
with typed literals and defining relationships between objects of different classes. TOSM for on-demand database
is composed of three main components: classes, object properties and data properties.
A. Classes
We use classes to describe the concepts using collections or types of objects that share common properties
in indoor environment. Our ontological model consists of five classes: Map, MathematicalStructure, Time,
Behavior and EnvironmentElement. Ecah class represents an abstract group of objects that belongs to the
specific class. TOSM allows the classes to have single inheritance (one parent) and multiple inheritance. For
example, subclasses of object, Occupant, Robot and Place in EvnirnmentElement class have single inheritance
while AutomaticDoor class has multiple inheritance. Thus, all the properties of parents’ classes (Door, Object
and EnvironmentElement) are inherited by child class (AutomaticDoor). TOSM uses subclasses to represent the
concepts more specifically than super classes. Figure 2(a) also shows that we have developed our class hierarchy
with the systematic top-down view of domain in which we define the most general concepts of an entity in
high-level (superclass) and more specific concepts in low-level (subclass).
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Figure 2: TOSM Properties for on demand database. (a) Class Properties; (b) Object Properties; (c) Data
Properties
B. Object Properties
These properties explain the relationship between the classes based on their instances. The category of object and
set of properties determine the type of relationship between them. Figure 3 shows the expression of 3D geometric
relation between two classes: “Room1 hasBounday Boundary1” in which an object property “hasBoundary” links
the individual “boundary1” of MathematicalStructure class to the individual “room1” of “EnvironmentElement”
class. This geometric relation is inferred from visual perception and semantic map.
We divide the object properties into describedInMap, mathemeticalProperty, spatialRelationKnowledge and
temporalK. Figure 2(b) shows that mathematicalProperty includes hasBoundary,relativeToFrame and transformedBy, whereas spatialRelationKnowledge includes connectedTo and directionalRelations which is divided
into inFrontOf, insideOf and nextTo. Finally, temporalKnowledge include isAvailableAt and Timeinterval properties
C. Data Properties
These properties specify object parameters or typed literal, also called datatype (string, int, float). We retrieve
the individuals by connecting them with the specified literal values using placeSemanticKnowledge, temporalSemanticKnowledge, objectSemanticKnowledge , expliciitModel and symbol that are defined as data properties in
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Figure 3: Geometric Relation between Two Classes
our ontological model, as shown in Figure 2(c).
3.3

Semantic descriptor-based Learning and Recognition

Our proposed framework introduces real-time and near-perfect object detection and place recognition approaches
to mimic human visual system using semantic descriptor-based learning. The overview of our recognition model
inspired by human visual cortex and semantic descriptor is illustrated in Figure 4.
When autonomous mobile robot explores complex indoor environment to perform a task, the perception
module recognizes the objects and places by extracting data from sensors and retrieving from on-demand TOSM
database. It continuously updates symbolic state of the task based on semantic information of newly obtained
data from sensors and adds the implicit data about novel objects and places by identifying their classes in
knowledge base.
Our framework allows open-ended learning that enables the robot to adapt to new environment by acquiring
the knowledge in incremental fashion and accumulating conceptualization of new object categories. Apart from
extensive training data for learning, a robot might always be confronted with an unknown objects and places
in operating environment. Our framework handles this issue by processing visual information continuously
and performs learning and recognition simultaneously. Our recognition model performs object detection and
place recognition using convolutional neural network and semantic descriptor that is based on human perception
system. The overview of our recognition model is described in Figure 4.
Our proposed recognition model consists of two stages: Training stage and Testing stag

Figure 4: Semantic Descriptor-based Learning and Recognition Model
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A. Training Stage
At training stage, we use CNN to train the object detection and place recognition model using our own indoor
dataset for making the prediction using sensory input data and on-demand database. This stage is composed of
three major components: semantic analysis, sematic descriptor and training the recognition model.
We perform semantic analysis for explicit and implicit models to get the semantic information and characteristics of each object. Two major operations related to preprocessing of visual data and feature extraction are
involved in this step. We perform preprocessing to improve the performance of recognition model by reducing the
noise from data for better local and global feature extraction and detection. We extract semantic object features
from processed visual data including both global features and local features. We get the overall properties of
each object by extracting the global features (edges, corners and color) while salient regions by retrieving the
local features.
For semantic analysis, we extract the geometric features such as edges, lines, corners and shape in conjunction
with metric information related to size and pose estimation of object are extracted and integrated into explicit
model of our framework as global features. We store object properties and relationship between them as sensory
input data while actions of an object such as movability as information of object’s behavior in on-demand
database.
The result of object analysis at semantic level is the extraction of semantic descriptions as per human perception. Thus, we reduce the semantic gap by combining the visual features extracted at low-level and information
at high-level using semantic descriptor. We pass features vectors containing the geometric properties of the
objects such as edges instead of the whole image to train our recognition model.
B. Testing Stage
At this stage, we run our recognition model in real world by performing the semantic analysis on the visual
data and passing the feature vector to run our trained CNN model for object and recognition. Computational
simplicity and minimum storage requirements are the major motivating factors for us to pass the extracted
feature vectors instead of whole image to the recognition model. It also endows the robot with the ability of
human-like perception and semantic understanding of the environment.

4

Experiment

We perform the real-world experiments in conventional center to evaluate the performance of our proposed
semantic SLAM framework and extract the information of the environment and objects. These evaluations are
conducted on an Intel Core i7-4712MQ 2.30 GHz CPU, NVIDIA GeForce 840M GPU, and 12GB RAM. Our
recognition module uses ZED camera to detect objects and places while we perform localization and mapping
using the data obtained from laser range finder (2D sensor).
We use TOSM to represent semantic information by establishing the concepts and linking the conceptual and
physical objects of the environment. Figure 5. Shows the model of our environment in which operating areas is
highlighted in red color.

Figure 5: Experiential Real-world Environment
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Figure 6: Experimental Result. (a) Recognized objects, (b) Semantic representation of Environment (c) Semantic
database, (d) Topological map linking semantic environment with geometric information
Figure 6 shows all the steps involved in our real-world experiment. The robot localizes itself using topological map that endows the robot with spatial awareness. We build the semantic map by establishing semantic
relationship between a place node in a topological map and its concepts. After that, we associate the objects
that are recognized in a specific place with their topological nodes in the semantic map. Robot connects to the
database that stores semantic information and properties of objects and places in order to match the relations.
Figure 6(a) shows the objects recognized by our recognition model.
Our semantic map explains the structure of the environment at higher level that is closer to human-mapping
system. Figure 6(b) shows the semantic representation of the environment, in which places are represented
by rectangular boxes and objects are represented by circles. The blue circles indicate the columns, the orange
circles show the vending machine along with the green circles that represent tri-columns while red boxes are
places. Figure 6(c) shows the database that stores the ontology information for the robot mapping system and
properties of the physical objects that are recognized when robot navigates in the environment. Our topological
map shown in Figure 6(d) represents the environment by linking geometrical information and establishing the
relations of semantic information to edges and nodes of relation graph. The proposed relation graph is focused on
the environment mapping task and demonstrates semantic knowledge with the conceptual and spatial hierarchy.
It represents the relationships between the information of corridor-1 containing elevators and columns along with
the objects in coordidor-2 and coorid-3 that the robot knows.
We extract semantic map of our environment model based on occupancy grid as shown in Figure Figure 7
and add semantic concepts such as corridors and spatial relations like connectivity between different objects in
the environment.

5

Conclusion

In our semantic SLAM framework, we have presented the central idea to endow the mobile robot with intelligent
behavior. It has introduced the biological vision-based perception system for object and place recognition using
CNN and semantic descriptor. Furthermore, we have proposed human brain inspired semantic mapping system
to modulate the robot’s behavior when it navigates in the environment to perform a task. Moreover, our
TOSM approach represents the knowledge about the elements in the map. The experimental results indicate the
feasibly of our prof framework in real-world indoor environment. In the future we plan to investigate to build
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Figure 7: Semantic Map with Occupancy Grid Map
and updating a semantic map automatically without traditional maps and recognize objects and places using
semantic map.
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Abstract
While visual localization has improved in performance dramatically in
recent years due to the development of ever-improving robust representations of locations, this paper considers a different aspect of the problem – the belief generation process. Belief generation is the conversion
of a measure of similarity between two location representations to a
measure of sameness – that is, are these two representations captured
at the same location – which can be affected by the level of perceptual aliasing within the environment as well as the level of perceptual
change. While probabilistic formulations of visual localization address
these issues, environmental context can critically affect the performance
of these belief generation methods.

1

Introduction

Visual localization is the process of using information about the external environment captured from visionbased sensors to correct a mobile autonomous system’s belief about its location [LSN+ 16]. Visual localization
systems have improved to an astonishing degree and modern systems are capable of impressive place recognition
performance in extremely challenging conditions [SSD+ 15, AGT+ 18, KEC+ 18]. Much of this improvement
is inspired by the rapid advances in machine learning for computer vision [LBH15] which allows localization
systems to exploit sophisticated deep learning image representations. These robust representations can be used
to compare two locations and determine if the appearance of these locations are similar.
A key challenge in visual localization is translating from the similarity of two locations to whether these two
locations are actually the same place. Generally speaking, there are two scenarios that cause errors in visual
localization: perceptual aliasing and perceptual change. These scenarios cause false positive and false negative
errors respectively. Perceptual aliasing causes the system to believe observations from two separate locations are
actually of the same place (false positive). Perceptual change causes observations of the same location not to be
correctly identified as such (false negative).
Perceptual aliasing occurs when places in the environment look very similar and it is difficult to identify one
location from another. Motorway driving can produce perceptual aliasing: motorways often look very similar
over long distances, so you need to investigate highly distinctive elements – such as exit numbers on signs – to
Copyright c 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
4.0).
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know exactly where you are. Even if long stretches of the road appear superficially similar, you need to reject
the possibility that they are actually the same place.
The second scenario is perceptual change: places in the environment do not look the same as they did on
previous occasions. Perceptual change is particularly challenging when it happens uniformly over a region –
for example, if day turns to night or snow falls – as all places in that region will become difficult to recognize.
However, the spatial relationship between places does not change, so as long some similarity in appearance
remains, a weak location hypothesis can be formed and by observing multiple nearby locations and the spatial
relationship between them, a system can gradually build up confidence in its location belief.
There is an inherent conflict between resolving perceptual aliasing and perceptual change: perceptual aliasing
requires adhering to a strict matching strategy where places must be both highly similar and highly distinctive,
while perceptual change requires a permissive matching strategy where places may be matched together even
when they do not appear similar at all. Thus an important consideration for a localization system is context – is
the system in a situation when it should demand highly rigorous matching expectations or is a more permissive
strategy necessary?

2

Belief Generation

As discussed in [LSN+ 16], there are a number of methods for determining whether two location representations
were captured at the same location, such as voting methods [SBS07] and – when techniques inspired by textbased document analysis were used – the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) was used [NG12]
to measure the mutual information between representations. A probabilistic formulation was also often used.
Using a probabilistic framework has advantages: it provides a mechanism for managing uncertainty introduced
from various sources and it naturally outputs a measure that expresses the degree of confidence in the current
location belief. One well-known probabilistic framework for visual localization is FAB-MAP [CN08]. FAB-MAP
uses a Naı̈ve Bayes or a Chow-Liu [CL68] approximation to simplify the complex joint probability between the
visual words in its model, and introduces a hidden variable to reduce the probabilities to quantities that can be
calculated from training data.
An important aspect of location matching is geometric consistency – elements within the environment should
stay in the same physical position relative to each other. Geometric verification tests can eliminate false positive
matches using spectral clustering [Ols09] or RANSAC [FB81]. Furthermore, not only will elements within a
location remain geometrically consistent, but the spatial relationship of the locations themselves will remain
constant. These spatial relationships can be integrated into the localization belief probabilistically [BHK12]
or via other methods such as network flows [NSBS14]. The spatial relationship between locations is extremely
important information – in an extreme case, impressive localization results can still be achieved when appearance
information is ignored and only odometry information is used [BGU16].
A number of trade-offs between competing priorities have been observed. A localization system becomes
increasingly dependent on spatial information when there is extreme perceptual change [MW12, NSBS14, HB14],
thus increasing sensitivity to motion uncertainty and reducing viewpoint flexibility. It has also been shown
that methods that perform more effectively in perceptually changing environments do not provide as accurate
localization [SMT+ 18]. These trade-offs suggest a choice must be made as to the requirements of the application
and the operating environment.

3

Probabilistic Belief Generation

This section presents the formalism behind a probabilistic formulation of visual localization. Using a probabilistic
framework has many advantages: it provides a mechanism for managing uncertainty introduced from various
sources and naturally outputs a measure that expresses the degree of confidence in the current location belief.
Probabilistic localization also naturally integrates some spatial environmental context; if there is a great deal of
perceptual aliasing in the environment, the system’s confidence in its location belief will be low.
The probabilistic framework is applied recursively over time as the system moves through the world: the
prior belief is updated based on the system’s motion model. The uncertainty in the system’s location belief is
continuously increased by the error in the motion model, and would grow in an unbounded manner if it were
not constrained and corrected by the external observations of the world.
Formally, visual localization is probabilistically defined as follows (using the same notation as [CN08]): at time
step k, the system has made a series of observations Z k = {Z0 , Z1 , . . . , Zk }, and has previously visited locations
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{L0 , L1 , . . . , Lk−1 }. The likelihood of the system being in location Li at time k given the current observation Zk
is
p(Li | Z k ) =

p(Zk | Li , Z k−1 )p(Li | Z k−1 )
.
p(Zk | Z k−1 )

(1)

The second term in the numerator p(Li | Z k−1 ) is the location prior : the system’s prior belief about the
location before making the current observation Zk . It allows the localization to be updated recursively over
multiple timesteps: at time step k + 1 the output of Equation 1 becomes the new location prior and Equation 1
can be applied again.
The other two terms are the observation likelihood models. The first term in the numerator p(Zk |
Li , Z k−1 ) is the likelihood that the robot would make observation Zk if it is indeed at location Li , and the
denominator p(Zk | Z k−1 ) is a normalizing factor that determines the likelihood that the robot would make the
observation Zk anywhere within the environment, thereby introducing further spatial context into the localization
calculation.

4

Observation Likelihood Models

The observation likelihood models are the mechanisms by which context is introduced into the localization
calculation. The system’s observations naturally have a degree of uncertainty and have to be interpreted within
the context of the environment: for example, should the system have a strict or a permissive matching strategy?
Furthermore, the probabilistic framework does not implicitly ensure temporal environmental context (that is,
perceptual change) is included.
The observation likelihood models themselves need to be learned or at least embody some data-driven assumptions about the environment. For example, FAB-MAP learns its likelihood models from training data
[CN08]. Many visual localization systems employ learning techniques to improve the performance of its location
representations, including using state-of-the-art deep learning to learn about appearance change [LGMR18] or
viewpoint change [GSM18], and learning about the observation likelihoods is closely related to the chosen image
representation.
The performance of the observation likelihood model can be assessed independently of the performance of the
image representations. The likelihood models depend on prior belief about the likelihood of appearances which
naturally vary both due to the environment itself and to the conditions under which the environment is observed.
The performance of a system can depend critically on the correctness of the likelihood model. In [Low14],
a probabilistic visual localization system was evaluated on the St Lucia dataset [GMMW10]. Two observation
likelihood models (M 1 and M 2) were trained on the data – M 1 was trained using the data from the same time
of day as the test data and M 2 was trained using data from a different time of day. The performance of the
system increased from correctly localizing in 10% of places using M 1 to correctly localizing in over 70% of places
using M 2, with all other aspects of the system remaining unchanged.
Since the data used to train M 1 was only captured a few hours away from the data used to train M 2, these
results suggest that not only is the correct context necessary for generating a correct location belief, but that the
system must be flexible to change as the appearance of the environment varies. In fact, in some circumstances a
dynamically generated likelihood model approximated online using current environment data can out-perform a
pre-trained likelihood model that was calculated using exact ground truth data captured only a few hours earlier
[Low14]. However, a model that is approximated online also contains assumptions about the environmental
context [LM15]. If these assumptions are incorrect, it can also negatively affect the localization performance.

5

Conclusion

Visual localization has made transformative progress in recent years, with existing image description methods able
to perform robustly in impressively challenging scenarios of perceptual change and differing viewpoints. These
robust image description methods can be used to evaluate similarity between different location representations,
which a belief generation system can convert into a likelihood or confidence metric. However, belief generation
methods are sensitive to the environmental context in which the system is operating. Thus training of the
models for a belief generation system must be appropriate for the current environmental conditions, and if a
system is operating in a dynamic, perceptually varying environment the belief generation models must reflect
this variation.
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Abstract
Loop closure detection (LCD) is an important part in SLAM for the
autonomous mobile robot. A recent trend is to employ off-the-shelf
networks’ features to address LCD problem, which outperform traditional hand-crafted features. However, what kind of network is more
suitable in LCD and how to use their CNN features have not been wellstudied. In this paper, we compare many popular networks and introduce DenseNet in this field. The features extracted by DenseNet, which
preserve both semantic information and structure details, outweigh
other popular CNN features signicantly. Then a DenseNet featurebased framework (Dense-Loop) is proposed to address the LCD problem. We use the Weighted Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptor
(WVLAD) method to encode the local descriptors as the final global descriptor, which could resist geometry structure and viewpoint changes.
Furthermore, 4 max-pooling by channel and locality-sensitive hashing
(LSH) are adopted to ensure the real-time search. Extensive experiments are conducted on public datasets using Precision-Recall Curve
evaluation method. The results demonstrate Dense-Loop could achieve
state-of-the-art performance.

1

Introduction

In recent years, the combination of semantics and SLAM has become a research hotspot, and many related works
have appeared, such as DS-SLAM[YLL+ 18], DA-RNN[XF17] and so on. Most of these SLAM systems utilize
semantics in Visual Odometry (VO) and Mapping, while introducing semantic information into loop closure
detection (LCD) is indispensable and requires further research.
Visual place recognition is a basic part in re-localization and loop closure detection for mobile robots[LSN+ 16].
If the robot could determine whether an image of a place has been visited before, then this information could
help the robot re-localize itself, or correct the error and drift accumulated in the simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) process[LM13, MAT17].
Copyright © 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
4.0).
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However, this problem is very challenging. On the one hand, the same place may have different appearances
at different time due to the illumination or viewpoint changes. On the other hand, two different places may have
the similar texture and appearance. A false positive recognition of a place may corrupt the global optimization
process and cause severer unrecoverable localization and mapping failure[Cum08].
Many effective methods have been proposed to solve loop closure detection problem in robotics field. One of
the most prevalent methods is visual bag-of-words (BoWs)[MAT17, Cum08], which treats descriptors of local
features as visual words. This kind of method can achieve good performance on place recognition, and it is robust
against viewpoint changes. However, the hand-crafted features can hardly deal with environment changes, such
as the illumination changes and similar textured regions[Cum08, UMCM14, GSM18].
Recently, many researchers have found the features extracted from off-the-shelf convolutional neural networks
(CNN) have better performance than hand-crafted features[KSH12] and began to investigate how to use CNN
features in LCD[CLJM14, SSD+ 15, AGT+ 18, SSJ+ 15, BWZ+ 16]. Even so, the research in this field is preliminary
and incomplete, partially because of the weak interpretability of neural networks.
Before delving into the paper, we first see some frequently asked questions when people want to employ CNN
in LCD. First of all, there are numerous outstanding neural network architectures, which one is more suitable for
LCD and what is the reason? Secondly, CNN features vary from hand-crafted features in respect of the quantity
and dimension. Is traditional loop closure detection framework (such as BoWs) suitable for CNN features? If
not, do we have better solutions?
In this paper, we try to explore these problems in depth and give corresponding explanations. The main
contributions include:
1. We compare many off-the-shelf networks and find DenseNet outweighs other popular networks in loop
closure detection, because this dense-connected network could preserve both semantic information and structure
details of the input image.
2. A loop closure detection framework (Dense-Loop) using DenseNet features is proposed in this paper.
Decoupling by feature-maps (DBF) and Weighted Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptor (WVLAD) method
is utilized to make full use of DenseNet features according to its own distinctions.
3. Extensive experimental results show Dense-Loop approach could achieve state-of-the-art performance on
public datasets.
In the rest of the paper, the structure is as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces some current accomplishments
of loop closure detection. Section 3 presents the proposed framework in detail. Subsequently, extensive comparative experiments and evaluation are presented in Section 4. Finally, a brief conclusion and the future work are
summarized in Section 5.

2

Related works

We categorize current accomplishments on loop closure detection into three groups: traditional hand-crafted
feature-based approaches, end-to-end training approaches, and approaches based on the CNN features extracted
from off-the-shelf networks.
Many well-designed local features are widely used in place recognition and loop closure detection tasks because
their ability to resist scale changes or orientation changes. One of the most successful use is FAB-MAP, which
employs SUFT[BETG08] and BoWs for place recognition and demonstrates robust performance against viewpoint
changes[Cum08].[MAT17] integrate ORB[RRKB11] and BoWs in SLAM. This kind of method becomes the most
popular framework to detect loop closure in real-time visual SLAM systems. However, these hand-crafted
features only care about low-level information of the image and can hardly deal with environment changes,
such as illumination changes. Furthermore, these statistics based methods’ performance depends heavily on the
quality of the features and may be easily deceived by the textured dynamic objects in the environment.
Considering the shortcomings of the hand-crafted features, a recent trend in loop closure detection is to train
a CNN network in an end-to-end manner. NetVLAD[AGT+ 18] is a novel architecture which aims to minimize
the distance of two image representations of the same place. The training images are categorized into many
tuples, where each training query image has corresponding potential positive samples and definite negative
samples.[LAGOPGJ17] adopt the similar triplet training scheme and could produce a 128 dimension descriptor
vector for each image. However, all of these supervised learning approaches require a large amount of labeled
datasets to train. It is also a bottleneck for others to use the network for their own needs.
Another trend is to exploit the learned features of the off-the-shelf networks with pre-trained weights.
[CLJM14] employ CNN features based on OverFeat for place recognition. The performance of feature-maps
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Figure 1: The pipeline of Dense-Loop
of different layers is explored. [HZZ15] focus on using AlexNet to generate an image representation appropriate
for visual loop closure detection in SLAM. They find CNN features outperform hand-crafted features when illumination changes signicantly.[SSD+ 15] deploy pre-trained AlexNet as CNN features and using locality-sensitive
hashing and semantic search space partitioning optimization techniques to ensure real-time search. These kind
of methods do not require specific end-to-end training and thus are more convenient. The feature could be
extracted without interference to the pre-trained networks that designed for other tasks. However, since there
are numerous outstanding network architectures in recent years, which one is better and how to make good use
of its inner features have not been fully explored.
In this paper, we will explore what kind of network is more suitable in LCD and how to use them to achieve
better performance without specific supervised training.

3

Framework of Dense-Loop

In the proposed framework, the output of ReLu layer in the last dense block of DenseNet is adopted as the initial
features and decoupling by feature-maps (DBF) is utilized to decompose the global feature into local descriptors.
Then, 4 max-pooling by channel is adopted to reduce the computational complexity. Finally, Weighted Vector
of Locally Aggregated Descriptor (WVLAD) method is proposed to improve the ability of resisting scale or
viewpoint changes. To accelerate the searching process, locality-sensitive hashing (LSH)[RPH05] is employed
according to the characteristic of Dense-Loop descriptors. The pipeline of Dense-Loop is shown in Figure 1,
where C, H, W represent the dimension of the channel, the height and weight of feature-maps. K is the number
of cluster centers and D represents the dimension of one cluster center.
3.1

Image descriptors extraction

In the traditional BoWs, a lot of disordered local descriptors with low dimensions are extracted and they are
designed to resist scale or viewpoint changes. However, CNN features are ordered and 3-dimension. Therefore,
the first thing is to exact good features from CNN and map them to 2-dimension.
3.1.1

DenseNet features

DenseNet is a compact network and made up of dense blocks. All layers in one dense block are directly connected
to ensure maximum information flow between feature-maps. The input of each layer is all the preceding layers’
output, and thus, the block’s final classifier could obtain all the information of the previous feature-maps. This
kind of compact internal representation could reduce feature redundancy and help to solve vanishing-gradient
problem. The architecture of a 5-layer block in DenseNet is shown in Figure 2(a). DenseNet adopted in DenseLoop is made up of 5 dense blocks. The output of ReLu layer in the last dense block is used as the raw features
of the input image, where 7 × 7 is the size of feature-maps and 1024 is the number of channels. The reason for
choosing the ReLu layer is that it is cleaner and contains less noise.
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The reason of using DenseNet is its reuse of feature-maps. The features of low layers contain more structural
information and measure fine-grained similarity, which is similar to hand-crafted features. While the features of
higher layers care more about semantic information and measure semantic similarity. A natural idea is to utilize
the complementary of high-layer and low-layer features. The outputs of last few layers preserve all extracted
features of preceding layers, which means, the low-level features and high-level features are merged together in
an efficient way. It is helpful for more fine-grained features expression of an image. The superiority of DenseNet
will be illustrated in the experiment section in detail.
3.1.2

DBF and 4 max-pooling by channel

Here are two ways to map these features to 2-dimension, as shown in Figure 2(b). One is decomposing the global
feature into 49 local descriptors with 1024 dimensions, called decoupling by feature-maps (DBF). Anther way is
to decompose 1024 local descriptors with 49 dimensions, called decoupling by channel (DBC). The former plan
is chosen because it is of physical meaning, and it has better performance than DBC. Each pixel in the featuremap is corresponding to a receptive field in the input image, and all the channels of the pixel could describe the
distinctions of the corresponding receptive field. As for DBC, it’s more like using many global descriptors to
describe an image. But image’s viewpoint change may cause a shift in the feature-maps and thus the ability to
resist geometry structure or viewpoint changes will be weaken.
In order to ensure the real-time search, a method called 4 max-pooling by channel is proposed to reduce the
descriptors’ dimensions with minimal accuracy reduction. 1024-dimension descriptors are divided into 256 groups
and the maximum value of each group is used as the final descriptor. Compared with PCA, which is widely used
to reduce dimensions, 4 max-pooling by channel has less computational complexity but similar performance.
More results can be found in the experimental part.
3.2

WVLAD method

In the traditional BoWs, BoW encoding method is used to measure the similarity of two images. BoWs is
a statistical method and usually needs a large number of visual words (e.g. 106 ) in the dictionary. A lot of
local descriptors with low dimensions are more suitable in this situation, while the CNN descriptors, which are
decoupled by feature-maps, often have small quantity but large dimensions. Besides, it is hard to train such a
huge BoW dictionary. Instead, Weighted Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptor (WVLAD) is proposed in this
paper to encode the 49 × 256 local descriptors of an image.
WVLAD could ignore the geometric structure of the image via clustering and care more about the distinctions via weight. Therefore, it’s more resistant to viewpoint and scale changes than calculating euclidean
distance of CNN features. It is an improved method of famous Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptor
(VLAD)[JDSP10] method and inspired by Cross-dimensional Weighting for Aggregated Deep Convolutional
Features (CROW)[KMO16] method.
Usually we want the descriptors care more about the distinctions of the image and reduce the importance
of the plain areas (e.g. sky). It’s similar to the human perception system, which is conducive to improving
resistance to environment changes. One way is to use region proposal methods and compute regions’ descriptors
respectively. Another way is to adopt the self-adaptive weight methods to adjust the importance of the textured
regions and ordinary areas. The first way is computational expensive. Considering the need for real time, the
second way is integrated in Dense-Loop. Figure 3 shows the detailed process of calculating the feature-maps
weight (FW) and the channel weight (CW).
The strong response of convolution is usually corrsponding to the region of objects. FW can force features
to focus on the textured regions and help solving scale changes. Let F ∈ R(C×H×W ) denotes the 3-dimension
features of the inner layer. X ∈ R(H×W ) represents one feature-map. c, h, w is the location of the feature
vector. F W ∈ R(H×W ) can be calculated by summing feature-maps of all channels. Then L2-norm and a power
normalization with power 0.5 are utilized to get aggregated feature-maps weight.
X
S=
Xc
(1)
c

S0 =

sX

2
Sh,w

(2)

h,w

FW =

p
S/S 0
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Figure 2: (a) A 5-layer dense block with a growth rate of k = 4. The figure is reproduced from[HLvMW17]. (b)
The description of DBF and DBC.
CW ∈ R(1×C) is similar to the idea of inverse documentary frequency (IDF) in BoWs, that is, reducing the
importance of high-frequent features.
P
Xh,w >0 1
Tc =
(4)
H ×W
(
PC
Tc
), Tc > 0
log( c=1
Tc
CWc =
(5)
0, Tc = 0
Then, we can calculate the weighted feature-maps Fweight ∈ R(C×H×W ) . And decompose it into weighted local
descriptors L, which means 49 local features with 256 dimensions.
Fc0 = Fc × F W
Fweight =

0
Fc,h,w

× CWc

(6)
(7)

In order to improve the ability of resisting geometry structure or viewpoint changes, VLAD is used to encode
weighted local descriptors as a global descriptor. Firstly K-means is used to cluster all the weighted local
descriptors of the datasets and get the codebook {u1 , ..., uK }, where K is the number of cluster centers. Each
local descriptor Li has its corresponding cluster center uj : N N (Li ) = argminj kLi − uj k, where NN represents
T
nearest neighbor. VLAD is denoted as a set of vector V = [v1T , ..., vK
], where each vi is associated with a cluster
center ui and has the same size. Then V is calculated by the concatenation of the residual of each Li and
N N (Li ):
X
vi =
Lt − ui
(8)
Lt :N N (Lt )=i

Finally, a power normalization with power 0.5 and L2-norm is utilized to normalize V .
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3.3

Locality-Sensitive Hashing

An important feature of loop closure detection for robotic application (e.g. SLAM) is real-time. In the traditional
BoWs, K-D tree is adopted as the nearest neighbor search. However, the spatial dimension of Dense-Loop
descriptors is far more than the number of words in the codebook, K-D tree will be unsuitable in such case.
Instead, locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) is employed to speed-up the search with minimal accuracy degradation.
The detailed process is shown in Figure 1. The Hamming distance between the respective hashed bit vectors,
which is a cheap operation, is used to evaluate the similarity. According to our test, using 1024 bits retains
approximately 99% performance but much more quick than brute search.

4
4.1

Experimental Results and Explanations
Datasets and evaluation method

City Center dataset[Cum08] and New College dataset[Cum08] are widely used in visual SLAM research and loop
closure detection evaluation in particular. The former dataset has many dynamic objects like pedestrians and
vehicles. Besides, the sunlight, wind and viewpoint change may cause the features like shadow unstable. The
latter New College dataset has many dynamic elements and repeated elements, such as similar walls and bushes.
Ground truth are given in two datasets. Figure 4 shows the ground truth and the results of Dense-Loop.

(a) Ground truth

(b) Results of Dense-Loop

Figure 4: The ground truth and the results of Dense-Loop on New College Dataset. Pixel (i, j) represents the
relationships of image i and image j.
However, the provided ground truth can’t be used directly. It’s inconsistent with the goal of loop closure
detection because we only need to identify one loop in the same place. Therefore, new definition of the true loop
are made based on the original ground truth. The images in one dataset are divided into two groups, named left
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and right, and so is the ground truth. If a loop is detected, we will stop searching loop in 10 images (according
to GPS) to avoid getting the same loop. When we vary the threshold if a loop closure is accepted, the precision
and recall value will change and the PR-Curve can be gained.
4.2

Experiments and evaluation

Some comparative experiments are conducted to explore the validity of Dense-Loop. Dense-Loop could achieve
state-of-the-art performance on public datasets, The reason can be summarized as two points. One is excellent
features from DenseNet, which take high-level semantic information and fine-grained information into account.
Another is WVLAD method, which could ignore the geometric structure of the image via clustering and care
more about the distinctions via weight.
4.2.1

Why DenseNet
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Precision

Precision

In recent years, there are many prevalent and excellent convolutional networks showing up, such
as ResNet50[HZRS16], VGG[SZ14], DPN[CLX+ 17], SENet[HSS17], ResNeXt[XGD+ 17], NasNet[ZVSL17],
SqueezeNet[IMA+ 16], Xception[Cho17], Inceptionv3[SVI+ 15], Inceptionv4 and Inception-ResNet[SIV17]. To verify the excellent features of DenseNet, extensive comparative experiments were conducted. Figure 5 exhibits the
PR-Curves of different networks on New College dataset. Curves are named by the following formats: network
name layer name. For example, DenseNet relu5 blk represents the features extracted from relu5 blk layer of
DenseNet. All the networks are pre-trained on the ImageNet2012 dataset and euclidean distance is adopted as
the similarity score. The layer with best performance in each network is chosen to draw in the figure and it is
apparent that DenseNet outweighs other popular network architectures.
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Figure 5: The PR-Curves of different networks on New College dataset.
Figure 6 shows the euclidean distance of images on New College dataset when employing DenseNet and
Xception respectively. The high-level features of Xception, which care more about semantic information, have a
poorer discrimination on images than those of DenseNet. A common method to combine various levels’ features
is to concatenate them directly, but DenseNet aleady did this during the forward processing. The output of the
last few layers integrate both low-level and high-level features naturally.
4.2.2

Why DBF and 4 max-pooling

Figure 7(a) shows the PR-Curves of DBF and DBC on City Center dataset. In order to make a quick comparison,
euclidean distance is adopted as the similarity score. It is obvious that DBF far outweighs DBC and similar
results can be gained on New College dataset. Figure 7(b) illustrates the PR-Curves of different dimensionality
reduction methods on City Center dataset. The label named relu5 blk means the original features without
dimensionality reduction. The label named 4 max-pooling by channel represents applying 4 max-pooling to the
feature’s channel dimension. The label named 256 PCA means reducing the channel dimension to 256 through
PCA method. We can observe that utilizing 4 max-pooling by channel can maintain 99% accuracy and have
alomost the same performance as PCA. Considering the processing time, 4 max-pooling by channel is adopted
finally.
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(a) DenseNet

(b) Xception

Figure 6: The euclidean distance of images on New College Dataset.
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Figure 7: The PR-Curves of DBF V.S. DBC and different dimensionality reduction methods on City Center
dataset.
4.2.3

Why WVLAD

In order to compare the performance with traditional methods, two hand-crafted features (ORB and SIFT) and
two encoding methods (BoW and VLAD) are adopted. The VLAD codebooks have 512 cluster centers, just the
same as Dense-Loop, while BoW codebooks have 10000 visual words. The results on two datasets are shown in
Figure 8.
It’s clear that WVLAD could achieve better performance than BoW and VLAD encoding method based on
DenseNet. And we can notice Dense-Loop far outweighs hand-crafted features. Here are two typical examples.
In Figure 9(a) and 9(b), high similarity score is obtained based on hand-crafted features because of similar
textured regions on the trees and sky, while score of Dense-Loop is close to zero in this case. This is because
Dense-Loop could utilize high-level semantic and global information to judge the similarity. In Figure 9(c) and
9(d), Dense-Loop can recognize the two images as the same place with high score but hand-crafted features
can’t achieve that due to illumination changes. Besides, in this case, we can also find Dense-Loop can resist the
viewpoint changes. As for WVLAD and VLAD, WVLAD can reduce channel redundancy by CW and focus on
the distinguished and unique parts of the image by FW. Therefore, better performance can be obtained in some
cases by solving the problem of scale and viewpoint changes.

5

Conclusion

Loop closure detection is used to detect if the robot has passed through the same place. It’s crucial for the robot
to establish a globally consistent map, especially for large and long-term scenes. A framework of loop closure
detection based on CNN features is proposed in this paper. We find that features extracted from DenseNet
outweigh hand-crafted features and other popular networks’ features. The reason is DenseNet can preserve
both semantic information and structure details of the input image via dense connection. In order to improve
the ability of resisting scale or viewpoint changes, decoupling by feature-maps (DBF) and Weighted Vector of
Locally Aggregated Descriptor (WVLAD) method is utilized to make full use of DenseNet features according to
its own distinctions. Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) and 4 max-pooling by channel are adopted to ensure the
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(a) City Center dataset

(b) New College dataset

Figure 8: The PR-Curves of DenseNet V.S. (ORB, SIFT) and Dense-Loop V.S. (BoW, VLAD)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Picture (a) and (b) with ORB features come from different scenes, but they share similar textured
regions (e.g. trees and sky). Picture (c) and (d) with ORB features come from the same place, but they have
different apparences, such as illumination changes.
real-time search for robotic application. Extensive experiments illustrate Dense-Loop approach could achieve
state-of-the-art performance on public datasets.
However, the impact of the training datasets on the network’s performance has not been investigated. In the
future, we will conduct more extensive experiments to explore the generalization ability of Dense-Loop, which
is important in real-world robot applications. Besides, we would consider to utilize semantic information of the
network’s prediction results and establish a multi-level semantic knowledge base to speed up the search and
improve the loop closure detection performance.
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Abstract
This paper presents an Imitation Learning (IL) based visual navigation system, which could guide the robots navigating from some start
position to a goal location without any explicit map. We pay close
attention to the safety issue due to partially-observability and data
distribution mismatching—when the robot meets some incomplete or
unfamiliar states, it probably performs an unsafe action, making it
hard to work on lifelong robot navigation. In this paper, a sequenceto-sequence (Seq2seq) deep neural network is built to enhance the
agent’s context-awareness in partially-observable conditions and boost
the model’s adaptability to unseen scenarios. Additionally, we propose
Uncertainty-Aware Imitation Learning (UAIL) by explicitly estimating
model uncertainty and actively request experts for labeling samples
according to the uncertainty with On-Policy IL. Simulations demonstrated that the combined method—Safety-Aware Imitation Learning
(SAIL) in goal-driven visual navigation achieves 35.6% shorter expected
moving steps and 22% fewer collisions compared with current counterparts. With the learned safer policy, SAIL had be successfully adapted
to unseen environments with minimal navigation performance loss.

1

Introduction

Considering a task of navigating from a current location to find a specific goal. Classical geometry-based methods,
such as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] can be divided into two stages: one
stage is building a 3D map using imagery feature matching and geometry constraints, the other stage is global
or local path planning. SLAM-based approaches require carefully designed image features and are hard to work
on texture-less environments. Recently, learning-based approaches have dominated robot learning including
manipulation [21, 22], self-driving cars [10, 15, 16] and robot navigation [19, 20]. Compared with traditional
methods, learning-based navigation could work in an end-to-end fashion without any explicit map-building. One
framework for doing this is Reinforcement Learning (RL) [6, 7, 8, 9]. A reward function is usually given in RL,
then agents learn a policy to maximize the cumulative reward by interacting with the environment. However,
designing such an appropriate reward function in real-world scenarios is too difficult for humans. Moreover, the
sparse reward of RL in goal-driven task could lead to poor convergence and computation efficiency.
Copyright c 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
4.0).
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Figure 1: End-to-end target driven navigation task, the goal is to learn a mapping from observation to action
which consumes minimum moving steps from a start position to the target location without any known map.
Alternatively, Imitation Learning (IL) [10, 11, 12] has been proposed to resolve reward-function-designing
issues in RL. Rather than designing such a reward function, IL could learn policies directly from observing
expert’s demonstrations and generalize to new situations without any explicit interaction with environments.
A common approach for IL is Behavior Cloning (BC) [13], where a robot observes a supervisor’s policy and
learns a mapping from states to actions directly with supervised learning. However, BC has a prerequisite that
demonstrations must meet the i.i.d assumption of statistical learning, or will suffer from several problems—with
the execution of the robot’s policy, robot’s state will move to a different distribution from teacher’s demonstration
which it was trained on, making it drift to dangerous states [14]. For instance, when a robot moving to a strange
state, collisions could easily happen. Moreover, the robot’s action estimation errors will compound once the
robot’s states drift away from the supervisor’s demonstrations. Therefore, the model is hard to be adapted to
context-changing environments, which prevents the application in life-long navigation. On-policy approach, such
as Data Aggregation [14], can partially alleviate this issue by querying corrective samples online and iteratively
aggregate new data for training. However, DAgger requires a huge number of queries to update its policy, which
could be tedious for human teachers to answer and add more unnecessary computations. Recent works have
paid more attention to safety issues in robot learning tasks, such as safe RL [43, 44, 45], but seldom consider
the IL’s safety in specific applications. In addition, the model’s adaptability toward unseen environments plays
a vital role in lifelong robot navigation, which should be explicitly modeled in the deep neural network of IL.
This paper presents Safety-Aware Imitation Learning (SAIL) framework by addressing both partially observability and data distribution mismatching in IL. Firstly, to enhance the context-awareness in partially observable
environments and facilitate the adaptability to unseen scenarios and goals, we build a sequence-to-sequence deep
neural network with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). In this
network, both spatial relevance and temporal relevance are taken into consideration, which could significantly
enhance the agent’s context-awareness and improve the model’s generation performance toward unseen scenarios and goals. Secondly, UAIL is proposed using Bayesian approximation with MC-Dropout [42]. For those
potentially uncertain or unsafe actions that occurred in some unseen or unfamiliar scenarios, rather than to
perform it anyway, UAIL request for expert’s advising (similar to active learning) for whether to act or label
it. We predict the model uncertainty with MC-Dropout, a Bayesian approximation for uncertainty estimation
in deep learning. This uncertainty has been used to improve the safety and efficiency of On-Policy Imitation
Learning such as DAgger. Extensive experiments in the simulator have been conducted to compare the combined
SAIL method with the vanilla IL approach, SAIL shows better navigation performance (35.6% fewer expected
moving steps) and safer policy (22% lower collision rates). Additionally, with the learned safer policy, SAIL had
shown successfully adapted to unseen scenarios and goals with minimal navigation performance loss. The main
contributions of our work are listed as followings:
(1) We built a Seq2seq deep neural network to enhance the agent’s context-awareness in partially-observable
scenarios and facilitate the model’s adaptability to unseen scenarios and goals.
(2) We presented Uncertainty-Aware Imitation Learning (UAIL) approach by estimating model uncertainty
with MC-Dropout and combining it with On-policy IL method, which significantly improves the safety of IL.
(3) We proposed SAIL by combining UAIL and the Seq2seq network and done extensive experiments and
evaluations, including navigation performance, safety, and the adaptability to unseen environments and goals.
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Figure 2: The proposed end-to-end, sequence-to-sequence neural network architecture for context-adaptive visual
navigation. 1) we model the spatial relevance between observation and goal with Siamese CNN Network. in
each time step, both of current observation and goal image are feed into the CNN network, where ResNet-50 are
used to extract the visual features of images. 2) we model the temporal relevance between current observations
and past observation it has seen before to address partially observability. GRU is used to maintain the hidden
representations of the input observations it has seen before.
In the following sections, related work is presented in Section II. Section III demonstrates the SAIL framework.
Experimental results are described in Section IV before making a conclusion in Section V.

2

Related Work

This work is relevant to past literature in the domains of imitation learning, learning-based navigation and
uncertainty estimation. In this section, these areas’ related work is reviewed respectively.
2.1

Imitation Learning

One of the commonly used solutions for IL is Behavioral Cloning (BC) [13], where the robot passively observes
expert’s full demonstrations and learns a policy mapping state to action via purely supervised learning. However,
BC suffers from serious safety problems, when executing its policy, the robot will drift to dangerous states. For
example, when a self-driving car steers to the edge of the road, it cannot be able to recover from it [14]. [23] has
pointed out it was due to the robot’s distribution being different from its demonstrator’s, once robot drifting away
from expert’s demonstrations, robot’s error will compound, which is a known problem named compounding error
(or covariate shift). DART algorithm [24], where noise is injected into the expert’s trajectory, can make the gap of
distribution more nearly, but DART cannot work on the scenario where the gap is serious. Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (IRL) [25] could restore the reward function from the expert’s behavior trajectory, which enables RL in
turn. [26], [27] are two different branches of IRL. Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL) [28] build
a generator and a discriminator to find a strategy that matches the distribution of state-action pairs of experts
and does not require any assumptions about the environment. The common problem of IRL and GAIL is their
poor scalability in real-world settings and expensive computation. On-policy approaches have been proposed
to address the compounding error problem in off-policy IL. DAgger [14], [15] (Data Aggregation) is one of the
classical on-policy solutions. By continuously querying the experts for new corrections during execution, it can
make the robot’s execution trajectory distribution closer to the supervisors’. which has been demonstrated to
reduce compounding error and learn robust policies. However, DAgger suffers from several limitations: 1) it
is difficult for human experts to provide enough labeling; 2) visiting highly sub-optimal states is potentially
dangerous for a robot in real settings [29]; 3) it is computationally expensive to iteratively update the policy.
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To alleviate the computation burden, [29] tries to train a classifier to predict whether or not is safe during the
robot’s execution. However, this approach adds challenges to computational efficiency and human experts.
2.2

Learning-based Navigation

Learning-based techniques, especially the deep learning, approach the visual navigation problem in an end-to-end
fashion. There are mainly two types of learning based visual navigation methods: 1) RL based methods [6, 7, 8, 9]:
RL based methods are divided into two stages: an exploration stages, where the environment’s map information
is implicitly gathered; and an exploitation step, where the map information is used to navigate efficiently [30],
The paper [6] explored deep RL for target-driven navigation—navigating from a current location to a target
position. The main objective of goal-driven navigation is to find the minimal sequence of actions from its current
location to a target. However, this method requires 100 million frames to converge, which is too difficult to
train; [30] applied an LSTM extension to DRL for 3D maze navigation. 2) IL-based methods: [32] proposed an
imitation learning method for autonomous control of an aerial vehicle. [33] explored 3D navigation tasks such as
2D grid navigation, target-reaching and line-following with deep IL. [32] applied the IL to autonomous navigation
in complex natural terrain. [34] proposed zero-shot IL for visual navigation. All of the IL-based methods suffer
from either unsafe problem due to data distribution mismatch or poor computation efficiency.
2.3

Uncertainty Estimation in Deep Learning

There are two types of uncertainty in deep learning: 1) Aleatoric uncertainty, or statistical uncertainty, is resulted
from the intrinsic data distribution themselves [46,47]. There are some approaches [48] had been used to model
aleatoric uncertainty, but it cannot be alleviated by simply adding more samples or prior knowledge to the deep
learning system. 2) Epistemic uncertainty, as known as systematic uncertainty, come from the model parameters
themselves due to limited it theoretically could be eliminated by giving additional training samples or offering
more prior knowledge. [50] provide a deep analysis of estimating uncertainty in deep neural networks. One of the
most popularly used frameworks for estimating epistemic uncertainty in deep learning is Bayesian approximation.
Such as MC-dropout [46, 49] and Bayesian ensemble [51]. In this work, we applied MC- Dropout to estimate
the model uncertainty due to its plug-and- play advantages in existing deep network architectures. The only
thing we need to do is to pass the same input to the deep network multiple times with random dropout rate and
compute the entropy or variance of the outputs, which could be used to represent the uncertainty.

3

SAIL METHOD

In this section, the SAIL framework for context-adaptive navigation is described in detail. Firstly, we introduce
context-aware deep neural network design for goal-driven navigation, then the safety aware imitation learning
using uncertainty estimation with MC-Dropout is presented.
3.1

Context-Aware Neural Network Design

For network design, as shown in Fig.2, we consider the spatial relevance between the observations and goal image.
In each time step, both of the current observation and goal image are fed into the network. The intuition of doing
this is inspired by [6], [40], which can be used to improve the model’s generalization performance on unseen goals.
When applying the IL approach to unseen goals, the network needs no re-training for each goal. Furthermore,
we also take into account the temporal relevance of state-action pairs before the current observation. This
technique works especially on scenarios where the robot can hardly observe all of the details of the current state
(or Partially-Observable Markovain Decision-Making). Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is used to address this
problem. The goal of the network is to estimate the current action (such as moving forward or turning right)
from all of the history states and goal together. To be specific, this network can be divided into three parts.
CNN Feature Extractor: To extract the image features of observations and targets respectively. we use
two separate weights-shared CNN streams—ResNet-50 [35]. which are used to transform the two images into
the same embedding space. ResNet-50 is pre-trained on ImageNet [36] and finetuned on our dataset before the
training stage. The outputs of the ResNet-50 are projected into a 512-dimension space.
Embedding and FC Layer: this layer is used to fuse the observation feature and goal image feature to
a 1024- dimension joint representation and then projected it to a new 512-dimension vector on fully-connected
fusion layers. We use two separate fully-connected layers to learn the joint feature representation of observation
and goal image.
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RNN Context Modeling: To learn the temporal relevance of observation sequences. RNN Layers is
added right after the embedding and FC layer. Gradient Vanishing is a key problem of RNN with long-term
dependencies. Although LSTMs [38] are more prevalent in addressing this problem in past literature, we make
use of GRUs [37] that have smaller number of parameters, simpler to use and are generally faster to train than
LSTMs.
A sequence-to-sequence IL model is built as Fig 2. At the time step t = 0, an initial goal g and a start state
s0 are fed into the network, then in each time step t > 0, the agent takes an action at with its current policy πθ .
at = πθ (st , g)

(1)

Then the environment changes its state to a new state st+1 according to the transition dynamic env.
st+1 = env(st , at , g)

(2)

The current hidden vector ht is a function fθ on current observation st, current goal g and the previous hidden
vector ht−1 , θ is the parameter of function fθ .

s0
t=0
ht =
(3)
fθ (ht1 , st )
t >= 1
We can predict an optimal action a∧
t with Pθ (at |ht ).

a∧
t = arg max Pθ (at |ht )

(4)

Pθ (at |ht ) = sof tmax(ht )

(5)

a

where

Given the training set D = (si , ai ) The goal is to maximize the log-likelihood of the output action sequences.
X
θ∗ = arg max log
(6)
θ

(si ,ai )∈DPθ (ai |si )

where
log Pθ (a|s) =

X
t

log Pθ (at |st )

(7)

We minimize the cross-entropy loss between predicted action and corrective action made by experts with
Adam optimization algorithm.
XX
L(θ) =
[πE (a|s, g) log(πθ (a|s, g))]
(8)
τ inD a

3.2

Safety-Aware Imitation Learning

Considering the safety issues of off-policy IL due to the data distribution mismatching. UAIL was proposed
by considering model uncertainty and combining it with vanilla on-policy training methods—Data Aggregation
(DAgger) [14], [15]. UAIL iteratively query the expert but not frequently as DAgger for new correctives samples
to train IL model. The uncertainty information in the current model is used to guide UAIL whether or not to
ask the expert for new sample labeling. Therefore, this combined on-policy IL method is query-efficient, only
when the uncertainty value is greater than a certain threshold, then we ask the expert for labeling and vice versa.
when the accumulated new labeled data is enough for training a new policy (the number of new labeled data is
larger than another threshold), we aggregate the new labeled data with the old one and retraining our network
using the new aggregated dataset. A basic idea to estimate the model uncertainty in neural networks is using
the entropy of softmax output in the categorical neural network. This method is very naı̈ve because it always
happened that the softmax entropy is large but the real uncertainty is small and vice versa.
Uncertainty Estimation with MC-Dropout: To bridge the gap between uncertainty estimation and
deep neural network, we use MC-Dropout, a Bayesian approximation of uncertainty estimation in deep learning
to represent the confidence of action to be executed. Basically, it has been demonstrated that using Dropout
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at inference time in the deep neural network is equivalent to doing Bayesian approximation in Bayesian deep
learning. The key idea here is letting dropout doing the same thing in both training and testing time. At test
time, we will repeat beta times in passing the same input to the network with a random dropout value. MCDropout provides an efficient way to estimate uncertainty with minimal changes in most existing deep networks.
It provides a plug-and-play module to deep learning for uncertainty estimation.
Safety-Aware Imitation Learning: To improve the training efficiency of the on-policy training approach,
we intend to reduce the number of queries and aggregation times for data aggregation. We propose an uncertaintyaware imitation learning method (similar to active learning). It initializes model’s weights on initial dataset with
supervised learning, then executes the current policy until the learner’s confidence falls below a solid threshold, at
which point it queries the expert for corrective action. Uncertainty based approach may decide to stop asking for
queries once the confidence exceeds the threshold in all states. which make use of the complementary advantages
of humans and robots. Algorithm 1 summarizes the training procedure of Safe IL with uncertainty estimation.
Algorithm 1 SAIL: Safety Aware Imitation Learning.
Input: Initial demonstrations, D0 ; uncertainty threshold, uncertainty ; data aggregation threshold aggregation ;
aggregation episodes, M ; batch size,N ;
Output: policy parameter, θ;
1: θ0 = SupervisedImitationLearning(D0 );
2: for I = 0; M do
3:
for t = 0; N do
4:
at+1,θ = P olicyExecute(πθt , si,t , g)
5:
uncertainty = M CDropout(at , si,t , g)
6:
if at < u ncertainty then
7:
at+1,E = QueryExpert(si,t , g)
8:
Dt , T = AggregationP ool(at+1,E , si,t , g)
9:
else
10:
if T > aggregation then
11:
Dt+1 = DataAggregation(D0 , Dt )
12:
break
13:
else
14:
return (4)
15:
end if
16:
end if
17:
end forSupervisedImitationLearning(Dt+1 )
18: end for
19: returnθ

4

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the SAIL approach in the simulation environment—AI2-THOR1 [39]. We start out
by introducing the dataset and experiment setup, then present extensive experimental results on several metrics.
4.1

Dataset

AI2-THOR framework is used to collect the training data. AI2-THOR is an excellent photo-realistic interactive
3D simulator for AI agents, it provides a 3D environment that looks similar to the real-world scenes. There
are totally 120 scenes in the AI2-THOR environment covering 4 different environment types, including kitchens,
living rooms, bedrooms, and bathrooms, and each room type consists of 30 specific scenes. In AI2-THOR, the
agent’s positions are sampled from the discrete grids with 4 action spaces (move forward, move back, turn right
and turn left). Each image consists of the agent first-person view in the rooms.
4.2

Experiment Setup

In this experiment, the authors use 4 different scenes to train our models (bathrooms, bedrooms, kitchens, and
living rooms). For expert’s policy generation, we use the A* search algorithm to find the shortest path from the
start location to the target location while avoiding collisions simultaneously. In order to narrow the situation
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gap between different room types, we trained our model on each scene separately. In each scene, the authors
set 10 remarkable goal locations, such as the laptops, chairs and table lamps. For each goal, this work runs 50
stochastic starting points to evaluate the performance. To validate the proposed approach, the authors compare
and evaluate the following 4 baselines and 2 proposed methods.
(1) BC (off-policy): an off-policy IL algorithm that learns a mapping from states to actions directly by
supervised learning without any demonstrations sampling.
(2) DART (off-policy): an improved BC method that randomly injects noise into the expert’s trajectory.
(3) DAgger (on-policy): an on-policy training approach by iteratively querying experts for the new correct
sample and aggregating the new dataset for training.
(4) SaferDAgger (on-policy): an extension of vanilla DAgger method that minimizes the number of queries to
a reference policy both during training and testing stage.
4.3

Evaluations and Results

The ultimate goal of goal-driven navigation is to find a given target with minimum steps while avoiding collisions
simultaneously. Although these two facts can be affected by each other, having fewer moving steps is not equal
to having fewer collisions in real scenarios. Therefore, we evaluate SAIL’s performance from several different
metrics.
Expected Trajectory Steps. We evaluate the navigation performance by expected trajectory steps, the
expected trajectory steps are defined as the total number of steps taken to navigate from an initial start position
to a given target location. The goal of this task is to minimize the expected trajectory steps, the closer the
expected navigation steps to the shortest path is, the better the navigation’s performance is. For four different
scenes, the authors compare the training results of 4 different scenes with shortest path steps, as shown in Table
1. It can be seen that SAIL with MC-Dropout achieve shorter expected moving steps than vanilla off-policy and
on-policy IL approaches.
Navigation Safety Evaluation. In order to evaluate the robot’s safety awareness in goal-directed navigation, the expected collision rate is defined as the mean percentages of robot’s collisions with obstacles when
navigating from different start locations to different target positions. In this work, the agent is allowed to collide
with the environment, when the agent collides with the environment, we recognize it as one navigation step. As
shown in Table 2. SAIL with MC-Dropout can significantly reduce the collision rate of goal-driven navigation.
Navigation Success Rate in Unseen Scenes. Another metric to evaluate navigation performance is the
navigation success rate in unseen scenes. Since there are 120 different scenes in each types of environments, we
set 100 scenes as training scenes and 20 scenes as testing scenes. Experiment result (see Table 3) show that
the performance of SAIL in unseen scenes was farther markedly improved than the baseline IL model. This can
be explained by the safer policy learned by SAIL and improved perception ability due to context-aware neural
network design.
Table 1: Expected moving steps and collision rate for goal-driven navigation.
Method
Bathroom Kitchen Bedroom Living room
Shortest Path
BC [13]
DART [24]
DAgger [14]
SaferDagger [29]
SAIL(Entropy)
SAIL (MC-Dropout)

5

7.11
15.58
15.51
14.31
13.34
13.34
12.21

10.87
37.19
36.62
35.52
25.01
25.01
17.35

15.37
55.95
53.38
51.39
46.46
46.46
33.55

16.02
66.34
63.21
55.21
48.31
48.31
37.32

Conclusion

This work proposes the SAIL approach for goal-driven context-adaptive visual navigation. This approach addresses the robot’s safety issues due to data distribution mismatch and poor performance on partially-observable
visual navigation. To alleviate the safety issue, we model the policy uncertainty in deep learning with MCDropout and combine it with the on-policy IL approach. To enhance the agent’s perception capability and
context awareness in partially-observable environments, we build a sequence-to-sequence deep neural network
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Table 2: Expected collision rate for goal-driven navigation.
Method
Bathroom Kitchen Bedroom Living room
BC [13]
DART [24]
DAgger [14]
SaferDAgger [29]
SAIL(Entropy)
SAIL (MC-Dropout)

0.30
0.28
0.29
0.26
0.26
0.24

0.43
0.41
0.42
0.38
0.32
0.31

0.49
0.42
0.45
0.41
0.39
0.35

0.52
0.45
0.47
0.44
0.41
0.37

Table 3: Navigation success rate in unseen scenes,where the maximum penalty factor is 5 times the steps of
shortest path.
Method
Bathroom Kitchen Bedroom Living room
BC [13]
DART [24]
DAgger [14]
SaferDagger [29]
SAIL(Entropy)
SAIL (MC-Dropout)

0.89
0.91
0.88
0.96
0.95
0.96

0.83
0.87
0.86
0.91
0.94
0.98

0.71
0.74
0.74
0.81
0.89
0.92

0.64
0.67
0.68
0.69
0.75
0.81

with both spatial and temporal relevance taken into consideration. Experiments on simulator demonstrated that
the proposed SAIL method had better navigation performance on several evaluation metrics, compared with the
state-of-the-art IL methods. With the safer policy, SAIL had shown successfully be adapted to unseen scenarios
and goals with fewer collisions and minimal navigation performance loss.
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Abstract
Autonomous navigation in a city-scale environment brings several technical challenges that are difficult to solve by traditional approaches. In
this paper, we briefly discuss the limitations of the conventional navigation methods based on robot-centered environment modeling and understanding, and present recent an ongoing developments of the DeepGuider Project. The DeepGuider Project aims to develop a navigation
guidance system that enables robots to navigate in urban environment
without pre-mapping of the environment. In the paper, the main concepts and overall system architecture is briefly presented.

1

Introduction

Autonomous navigation in the unconstrained environments is one of the most important functions in realizing
robot services. In particular, there has been increasing demand on service robots in urban and everyday living
environments such as courier robots and food delivery robots. In order to enable such robot services, a robot
navigation technology capable of navigating to an arbitrary destination in the urban environment is required.
Autonomous navigation in a city-scale environment brings several technical challenges that are difficult to solve
by traditional methods. First, traditional robot navigation requires a precise robot-centered map which is usually
built in advance through SLAM(simultaneous localization and mapping) algorithm. However, robot-centered
modeling or mapping of city-scale space including every streets and buildings is very costly and sometimes
impractical. Second, even after initial mapping is successful, detecting changes (static changes like new buildings,
shops, trees) and keeping the map up to date for consistency is another challenging issue. The environment is not
fixed and the dynamic and static changes cause significant problems for existing map-based approaches. Third,
the success of map-based navigation relies on accurate localization. However, in a complex and dynamic urban
environment, accurate and reliable localization is easy to fail, leading to a navigation failure.
These problems are difficult to avoid with current approaches of robot-centric environment modeling and
understanding. On the other hand, unlike robots, we humans have the ability to navigate even in unvisited cities
and places. It is mainly because human is able to understand and utilize semantics of the surroundings (roads,
buildings, the connection of roads, landmarks) with an optional aid of abstracted map information (paths and
landmarks from electronic maps such as Google Map, Naver Map).
In this paper, we introduce main concepts of the DeepGuider Project which started recently as a national research project in Korea, and describe the technical issues and the proposed system architecture. The DeepGuider
Copyright c 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
4.0).
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Project aims to develop a navigation guidance system that enables robots to navigate in indoor and outdoor
urban environments without pre-mapping of the environment nor any pre-built robot-centered map. Instead of
robot-centered map, the guidance system utilizes existing human-centered digital maps such as Google Map or
Naver Map (hereinafter, they are called cloud map) to get abstracted navigation information of the environment.
The abstract navigation information includes road topology, path to destination, and POIs1 along the path.
Street-view or road-view images provided by the cloud map services and GPS information can also be optionally
utilized.
Main advantages of the DeepGuider approach is as follows. Since the proposed system uses existing humancentered navigation maps, there is no need for additional mapping and it is possible to apply a robot navigation
service instantly to any places and areas. Therefore, if the proposed system is realized, nationwide navigation
service is possible, and various indoor and outdoor robot services such as delivering goods and guiding people
to places can be realized. The DeepGuider Project is an open source software project, and its all results are
released in public via a GitHub repository (https://github.com/deepguider).

2

Related Works

There have been many studies on minimizing mapping efforts or mapless navigation to overcome the limits of
traditional SLAM-based navigation. Brubaker et al. [1] proposed a self-localization method which utilizes visual
odometry and online road maps as the inputs. It localizes by matching the shape of trajectory of the vehicle
obtained from visual odometry with the ones from free online OpenStreetMap. They adopt a probabilistic
approach to cope with inherent ambiguities in the map (e.g., in a Manhattan world). Recently, Mirowski et
al. [2] presented an end-to-end deep reinforcement learning approach that can be applied on a city scale. They
show that it is possible to learn navigation directions by using only Google StreetView without pre-given map.
It demonstrates large-scale learning from real-world imagery, but training and testing is done on the same
environment. Google also recently announced concept of experimental research of global localization, which
combines Visual Positioning Service (VPS), StreetView, and machine learning to accurately identify position
and orientation in urban environment[4]. It uses the smartphone camera as a sensor and Google StreetView
images as references to match. The problem is that the imagery from the phone at the time of localization may
differ from what the scene looked like when the Street View imagery was collected. As one way, they suggest
to filter out temporary parts of the scene and focus on permanent structure that doesn’t change over time by
machine learning automatically.
Another branch of approach is topological representation of the space and localization. Milford et al. [3]
proposed the RatSLAM method based on the rat’s navigation mechanism. RatSLAM builds a local graph map
of the nodes of spaces in online and localizes based on the topological connectivity of the spaces and feature
matching of each space. Badino et al. [5] proposed a hybrid topometric localization method that combines
topological localization using spatial connectivity of the places and metric localization method by Bayesian
filtering. Recently, Bruce et al. [6] presented a reinforcement learning method that learns navigation controls to
reach destination based on a topological representation of the space with omnidirectional images as nodes of the
navigation graph.
Road structure or topology provide an important clue for a semantic understanding of the environment and
localization. However, there have been only a limited number of studies on this branch. Brubaker et al. [1], as
described already, utilizes shape of road for self-localization. Kumar et al. [7] presented a method to classify road
types on street images into intersection and non-intersection based on deep network ensembles. They reported
72.1% accuracy on Mapillary images which consists of 300,000 street images. Amini et al. [8] suggested a deep
learning method to output vehicle control from raw sensor data and high level of route map using a variational
network. Researches on extracting or recognizing road topology have been conducted mainly on aerial photos
[9] and research on frontal images on the ground is very rare.

3

System Architecture

Figure 1 shows overall architecture of the proposed guidance system. The overall system flow is as follows. Once
a user requests a robot service through the DeepGuider system with a destination information, the guidance
system retrieves paths and map information from the cloud map service. Then the guidance system tries to
recognize road structure, POIs, and other semantic information from the raw sensory inputs from the robot.
1 Points

of Interest: a specific point location that someone may find useful or interesting.
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Figure 1: System architecture
The extracted information then is matched with the map information to locate robot position on the path. If
the localization is successful, an online navigation guidance is generated and sent to robot. On the other hand,
if the localization fails or it gets lost, the guidance system invokes an exploration module, which find ways until
location is recovered.

4

Implementation

The DeepGuider system is currently in development. Therefore, only the guidance scenarios in normal and lost
situation are described here.
4.1

Guidance Scenario in Normal Conditions

After a user orders a product for delivery via web, mobile or other means, the service provider checks the ordered
goods, loads them on the robot, and specifies the destination of the delivery. After confirming that the delivery
destination has been specified, the guidance system accesses the cloud map service and retrieves a routing path
from the current position of the robot to the destination. Since the routing path obtained from the cloud map
service is composed of a vehicle-centric or a pedestrian-centric path, it is difficult to directly use it for the
robot navigation. The guidance system converts the routing path as a sequence of predefined robot guidance
commands. The robot guidance commands consist of nodes and actions. The nodes are the important way
points in the map that the robot have to pass through and the actions are the semantic motion commands to
direct the robot to the next node. After that, the start command is transmitted to the robot. And during the
navigation, a guidance command in every step is selected according to the position of the robot and is sent to
the robot.
The robot captures the front, rear and side images and other sensor data such as GPS and odometer while
navigating and send them to the guidance system. The robot also automatically avoids collisions by recognizing
local obstacles. The guidance system localizes the robot on the map by comparing the image and sensor data
transmitted by the robot with the map information such as street view images and POIs(Point of Interests)
extracted from the cloud map service. The POIs here includes the store names and logos on the path.
Based on the estimated location of the robot, the guidance system selects and provides a guide command to
transmit to the robot. If the robot’s final destination is located indoor, the system guides the robot to find and
access the building entrance, navigate the doorway, and reach the final destination such as a specified room or
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shop. If an indoor map is provided, the map information is used. If not, the destination location is estimated
and searched through POI recognition and active exploration. In this case, the guidance system generates a
exploring guidance command which is described in Subsection 4.2. When the destination is reached, the delivery
is finished and the robot calls the user to pick up the goods.
4.2

Fail Recovery Scenario

When the robot passes a congested area or a point where it is difficult to extract feature points, the guidance
system is easy to lost. For example, the robot can enter wrong alley in a complex city environments. In such
cases, the guidance system recognizes that failures when a measure of reliability on the currently recognized
location falls below a predefined threshold. The guidance system then propagates the context information to
the internal active exploration module, and the active exploration module first attempts to return to the last
successfully localized node, using the internal visual memory stored in the robot.
To return to the last successfully localized node, a guidance command utilizing visual memory is generated
from the active exploration module and transferred to the robot. After the robot successfully returns to the
recent node, the guidance system changes back its status to normal and resumes the normal guidance that
was originally performed. If it is difficult to return to the previous node based on visual memory due to sensor
uncertainty or changes in surrounding conditions, the active exploration module executes a full exploration mode.
In this case, the robot tries to search in new surrounding environment until it recognizes a particular POI or
node.
Even in the above two situations, the robot continuously transmits information to help the guidance system
to locate the robot. And if the reliability of the current robot’s position returns back to be high, the guidance
system determines that the failure situation has been overcome, terminates the exploration mode, and proceeds
with the normal guidance.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new navigation framework to enable robots to navigate in urban environment
without pre-mapping of the environment. The key idea is to make the robots to understand and utilize the
human-centered maps or models of the environments. As the project has just started, only the concept and
overall system architecture is presented in the paper. Its implementation and validation in real environment will
be presented in future work.
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Abstract
Recently, much attention has been paid to intelligent robots. Especially, autonomous navigation of robots is the most important technology and is being developed by many researchers. The autonomous
navigation technology is based on the SLAM to find the position from
the sensor data that is mounted robots. However, most methods find
locations based on high-performance sensors in the predefined environments. This is difficult to apply to complex environments such as
wide area due to the difference in locomotion and sensor performance.
Therefore, efforts should be made to improve the application of limited
navigation technology. In this paper, we propose a method to drive in
a wide space for robots with various locomotion and sensor by semantic
information based autonomous navigation method. By using semantic
information, the robot recognizes the surroundings using available sensor data and performs autonomous travel. For this purpose, a semantic
map for a unit space (e.g. a room, a hallway, road etc.) is generated
and traveled by receiving information suitable for a robot locomotion
and sensor configuration from the local server. The proposed method
utilizes the semantic map to drive in the same way as a person in a
large space, and can use intelligent robot driving using the property information of the object. Therefore, it is expected that industrialization
of robot autonomous navigation will be promoted.

1

Introduction

Research on the autonomous mobile robot has been done steadily. Recently, robots employ various locomotion
and sensors [Khazanov14]. These researches assign robots by task to perform a specific task [Amigoni05], or
use semantic information to service in a limited space indoors [Lim10]. In addition, there are studies that
use task management, environmental awareness, trajectory planning, decision making and terrain classification
using semantic maps and ontology for robot mapping [Liu12], [Li12]. However, these robots mainly carry out
autonomous study on predefined areas in a way limited to locomotion and sensor system. In this paper, we
Copyright c 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
4.0).
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propose a novel autonomous navigation method that can travel a wide area through a map suitable for semantic
DB-based robot motion and sensor systems developed for intelligent robots. The proposed method simulates

Figure 1: Semantic DB based Reliable Autonomous Navigation
the navigation method used by human beings and drives similarly. Robots travel and recognize objects around
them as humans do. To do this, the robot registers and recognizes the objects necessary for navigation, as shown
in 1. After that, if the recognized objects are obstacles, they will be avoided or waited after depending on the
properties of the motion defined by the semantic information. If the recognized object is an object that affects
driving (e.g. a rough road), the driving speed is adjusted according to the drivability defined in the object’s
properties.
Meanwhile, a wide-area spatial map based on 3D LiDAR sensor and vision sensor is constructed to drive
wide-area space suitable for various robot motions and sensors. Robots can use this map to recognize the exact
location from the multi-sensor data or even a single sensor. Therefore, the proposed driving method is useful in
the wide area where many people walk because they drive according to semantic information. This is expected
to bring dramatic developments to the autonomous driving of robots.

2

Navigation Method using Semantic Information

The semantic information used for autonomous driving of robots is based on objects. The robot recognizes the
object while driving and uses semantic information of the object to secure driving ability similar to humans.
This can be divided into two abilities: First, the motion property is used as semantic information of the object.
Using this, an object, such as a person or a chair occupied by a person, is recognized as a movable object and
waits for 5 seconds when the robot meets a moving obstacle while driving. After that, it is avoided in the same
manner as a fixed obstacle, as shown in 2.

Figure 2: Semantic DB based Reliable Autonomous Navigation
Second, the semantic information used is the drivability property of the object corresponding to the driving
road. If you are driving on a road where there is a rough property, change the speed to match the degree of
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drive. The degree of roughness is divided into 5 levels and it is possible to secure the driving stability of the
robot. 3 shows the difference in running speed on gravel and asphalt roads.

Figure 3: Semantic DB based Reliable Autonomous Navigation

3

Semantic DB based Map Building

The semantic DB is created by modeling object information necessary for driving from the viewpoint of the
robot. Based on this, a map that is suitable for the locomotion and sensor system of the robot is build. This is
a key factor for driving the robot in a wide space. 4 and 5show the entire flow chart for creating the map and
the robot platform used for building the map. The platform was used to build a map based on the point cloud
of the 3D LiDAR sensor and the ORB features of the vision sensor [Mur17]. 6 shows wide-area spatial maps for
each sensor. It is possible to generate a semantic map including semantic information in a map suitable for the
robot sensor.

Figure 4: Semantic DB based Reliable Autonomous Navigation
Based on this semantic map, the robot performs autonomous Navigation. The robot sets up the driving
strategy according to the properties of the recognized object (e.g. movable, rough etc.). Using this method, the
autonomous mobile robot can flexibly move in the wide area.

4

Experimental Results

Using the proposed method, autonomous driving was carried out in a wide area of about 6ooo m2, as shown in
7.
This was tested during the exhibition at the convention center. First, the robot received information about
the semantic map and mission (patrol) from the local server and started driving. Next, the robot traveled to pass
between the people standing in line for entry and waited a while when it could no longer drive. The robot then
continued to drive through the gaps caused by people’s movement. As shown in the results, it was possible to
drive smoothly in an environment with dense crowds and to travel between crowds using semantic information.
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Figure 5: Semantic DB based Reliable Autonomous Navigation

Figure 6: Semantic DB based Reliable Autonomous Navigation

Figure 7: Autonomous Navigation Results in Wide-Area
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5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose autonomous navigation method in wide area by generating semantic map suitable
for locomotion and sensor system of various robots based on the driving method performed by humans. For
this purpose, driving using multi-sensor based semantic navigation map and defined semantic information was
performed. In the future, we will apply semantic information-based autonomous driving methods that can be
used for more types of locomotion and sensors.
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Abstract
Human-robot teaming is inevitable in various applications ranging from
manufacturing to field robotics because of the advantages of adaptability and high flexibility. To become an effective team, knowledge regarding plan execution needs to be shared by verbalization. In this respect,
semantic scene understanding in natural language is one of the most
fundamental components for information sharing between humans and
heterogeneous robots, as robots can perceive the surrounding environment in a form that both humans and other robots can understand. In
this paper, we introduce semantic scene understanding methods for verbalization of plan execution. We generate sentences and scene graphs,
which is a natural language grounded graph over the detected objects
and their relationships, with the graph map generated using a robot
mapping algorithm. Experiments were performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

1

Introduction

A traditional robotic system can perform simple and repetitive tasks in well-structured environments. However,
the application of robotic systems to various fields such as medicine, manufacturing, and exploration has led to
an increasing demand of highly flexible robots that can work efficiently in an uncertain environment, which has
resulted in a considerable amount of attention being paid to such robots [WZG19]. Combining the capabilities
of humans such as adaptability, creativity, and intelligence and the abilities of robots such as rigidity, endurance,
and speed can dramatically increase work efficiency [TKL+ 14]. Cooperation between humans and heterogeneous
robots can play an important role in adapting robots to an unstructured and dynamic environment [COGM19].
Many algorithms have been developed to resolve issues such as sensing, perception to planning, control, and
safety in human-robot teaming [MdSB18, ZJSS17]. Among the various elements that need to be considered for
a human-robot system, the most important function is verbalization of plan execution, which includes scene
Copyright c 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
4.0).
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understanding based on natural language as illustrated in Figure 1. This can enable humans and robots to share
information in a form they can both understand, which is the most basic ability required for cooperation.
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Figure 1: Verbalization of plan execution, which is composed of interpretability, transparency, explainability and
scene understanding plays an important role in human-robot teaming. In this paper, we focus on generating scene
graphs and language descriptions for scene understanding.
Semantic scene understanding is the process of perceiving environmental information in natural language or
a form that can infer semantic meanings. In robotics, semantic mapping algorithms, which generate graphs that
denote features and positions of detected objects as nodes, have been widely studied recently [ZWS+ 18, BADP17].
The graphs generated by these algorithms are unlike the maps generated by conventional methods, which consist
of points, corners, lines, and planes. However, the generated semantic graph is rarely applied to data sharing
methods for humans and robots, and these graphs need to be expressed in natural language. Natural-languagebased scene understanding is studied in various forms such as image captioning [XBK+ 15, KFF15], visual question
answering [GGH+ 17], and scene graph generation [WSW+ 17] in the field of computer vision. However, these
methods are rarely applied to the semantic graph maps that are used by robots to represent the environment.
Moreover, they do not address the problem of mission planning where humans and heterogeneous robots cooperate
to achieve a common goal. In this paper, we generate scene graphs and language descriptions to focus on scene
understanding, which is one fundamental element of verbalization of plan execution. A graph-based convolutional
neural network [DBV16] is employed to generate sentences attention over graphs. An iterative message passing
[XZCFF17] technique based on the gated recurrent unit (GRU) is used to generate scene graphs. We verified
the proposed algorithms through experiments.

2

Approach

This section describes two methods of scene understanding using semantic graphs for plan execution verbalization.
First, we generate natural language grounded scene graphs composed of objects as nodes, and their relationships
as edges. Then, language descriptions that describe the overall scene are generated. The details are as follows.
2.1

Semantic graph generation

Semantic scene understanding based on graph maps is widely studied in robotics. However, these graph maps are
rarely used for robotic applications such as mission planning, natural language processes, or plan execution ver-
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balization. We address the issue of natural language-based surrounding scene understanding for the verbalization
of plan execution using semantic graph maps. In this study, we assume that the graph map of the surrounding
environment is generated in advance using semantic simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). To construct a similar graph with semantic SLAM, the features and position of objects are set as nodes. Features of
objects are used for data association in the SLAM front-end. The position information of objects is utilized for
graph optimization in the SLAM back-end. The generated semantic graph map G is illustrated in Fig 2. In this
paper, multiple objects in the image are detected using a region proposal network [RHGS15] and encoded into
feature vectors using the neural network, VGGNet [SZ14].The vector concatenated with the image information
related to the i − th object and the bounding box of the object is set to the feature vector fiv of node vi ∈ V .
e
We set the feature vector representing the union region of two objects as fij
of edge eij = (vi , vj ) ∈ Eij that
connects vi and vj .
object

CNN

𝒱𝑖 : 𝒊-𝒕𝒉 𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆
𝓔𝒊𝒋 : 𝒆𝒅𝒈𝒆 𝒃𝒆𝒕𝒘𝒆𝒆𝒏
𝓥𝒊 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝓥𝒋

𝒱𝑗

Union region
of objects

Image

𝓖 = (𝓥, 𝓔)

feature
Feature
extraction

Semantic Graph

Figure 2: Scene graph generation: Detected objects are encoded as graph node features. The union regions of two
objects are encoded as graph edge features. A convolutional neural network is utilized for feature encoding.

2.1.1

Graph inference

We infer the optimal word for each node and edge of the generated semantic graph. The graph inference process
e
for the semantic graph fiv and fij
is as follows.
e
g ∗ = argmaxg P r(g | fiv , fij
)
YY
e
P r(g | I, BI ) =
P r(viclass , vibbox , eij | fiv , fij
)

(1)
(2)

i∈V j6=i

where, C and R are a set of object classes and relationship types, viclass ∈ C, vibbox ∈ IR4 , eij ∈ R. An iterative
message passing model [XZCFF17] is utilized for graph inference. Node message pooling focuses on finding words
for nodes through both the inbound and outbound edge states. Edge message pooling focuses on finding words
for edges through both the object and subject states. Through repeated message pooling, we generate scene
graphs comprising the most optimal words for each node and edge.
2.1.2

Language description

We generate language description for a semantic graph. The conventional methods utilizing convolutional neural
network are rarely applied to graph data that is irregular and unstructured. We generate sentences using a graph
convolutional neural network defined by spectral theory as follows.
1

1

H (l+1) = σ(D̂− 2 ÂD̂− 2 H (l) Wg(l) )

(3)

P
(l)
where, Â = A + I is an adjacency matrix A with self-connection I. D̂ii =
are a degree
j Âij and Wg
matrix and a trainable variable, respectively. H (l) ∈ RM ×D is output of the l-th layer, where H (0) = X. In
this paper, a graph is encoded as a 1024-dimensional vector with a fully connected layer. Then, a concatenated
vector composed of a graph feature and a word is fed into a recurrent neural network to predict the probabilistic
distribution of words.
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Figure 3: Simulation Results: (a) Language description (b) Scene graph generation

3

Experiment

We generated scene graphs and language descriptions using images of the surrounding environment obtained
with mobile robots performing mission planning of surveillance in the simulation environment. Ubuntu 16.04,
ROS Kinetic, and Gazebo 7 were used to set up the simulator. Two datasets were utilized for the neural
network training. The network for language description was trained with a COCO dataset [LMB+ 14], whereas
the network for scene graph generation was trained with a visual genome dataset [KZG+ 17]. The COCO dataset
consists of images, object boundary boxes, and captions. The visual genome dataset is composed of annotations
of object relationships and object labels. As these datasets only have images, we constructed graphs before
training the networks; VGGNet [SZ14] was used for graph construction. We set the maximum number of nodes
at 20 in order to cope with various sizes of graphs; when fewer than 20 nodes were present, empty nodes with
zeros were added.
Even though the networks were trained with datasets from the real world, the proposed methods successfully
generated language description and scene graphs for the simulation world as illustrated in Fig. 3. These results
can be utilized for the verbalization of plan execution. Language description can contribute toward recovering
from mission failure, as the failure of a robot is inevitable. For example, assume that a robot has to go to a
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certain position and wait for a human to load a package. As it does so, a car blocks the path to the robot and
the human cannot approach it; consequently, the robot will fail its mission. In this case, the robot can inform
humans about the failure by describing the current situation and move to a new position to complete the mission.
Scene graph generation can contribute toward gathering information in unseen and dynamic environments in a
compact and communicable form. For example, assume that a robot is located in a place where a human cannot
approach it. The generated scene graph can be used for humans to identify the place where the robot is located.

4

Artificial Intelligence Planning

AI Planning is a branch of AI that aims to provide automation by generating a structure of actions that one
or multiple agents use to transition from an initial state to a desired goal state in a given environment. This is
achieved by creating a model of the environment. The model aims to accurately represent the capabilities of the
agent and the objects present in the environment, their attributes, as well as the relationship between them. In
particular, the model includes an initial state, possible actions that affect the state, as well as the desired goal
condition.
A planner is used to find one or more plans. A plan is a partially-ordered set of actions which, once executed
are predicted by the model to achieve the goal condition. Typically planners perform search through the statespace in order to find one or more action sequences that provide a transition from the initial state into a state
in which the goal condition holds. These forward-search planners (e.g. [CCFL10]) are equipped with various
heuristics in order to find solutions faster than having to explore every state in the state space, thus enabling
their use for planning and replanning online.

5

Planning and Plan Execution

Task planning for robots means planning with incomplete and unreliable data. Observations can be made from
sensors in order to update the model used for planning and execution through state estimation. An up-to-date
model for planning reduces the risk of plan failure, and can identify earlier when a plan under execution is no
longer valid. However, even so it is likely that plans fail during execution, and in such cases it is critical that
the robotic agent is able to explain to the operator exactly why.
The work presented in this paper can be usefully integrated with task planning in two main ways. First the
generated scene graph can be used to update the model with new objects and relationships. Relations in the
scene graph can be used to update the (spatial) predicates that describe the current state in the planner’s model.
Second, verbalization of the scene graph enhance descriptions of the state that can be used to describe why the
plan has failed. If a location has become unreachable because of an obstruction, a verbalization of the scene
graph, such as the examples in Fig. 3, can be given to a operator as an explanation of plan failure. This allows
the operator to understand how the environment is different from what was expected, and what to do next. In
this section we discuss future work in this direction.
A team of robots can be controlled through task planning using the ROSPlan [CFL+ 15] framework for task
planning in ROS. The scene graph will be integrated with ROSPlan to perform continuous updates to the current
state through an integration with the ROSPlan sensor interface. This can automatically connect the scene graph
generation of relations such as light on building into the predicates of the planning model. This integration has
two main advantages: first, the spatial relations in the planner’s model are kept up-to-date, which is a necessary
function if the robot operates within a dynamic environment. Second, new objects that are detected can be
immediately described in terms of their position and relation to other objects. This is a necessary step for the
planner to understand how they can be used in a plan, or what effect they might have on the state.
Plan execution on board the robots will be extended to include verbalization describing the plan under
execution. This will be done by integrating the verbalization component with the plan execution components of
ROSPlan in the following two ways: first to provide verbalization of updates to the current state, and second
to provide verbalization of obstructions that prevent the robot from achieving its goal. In human-robot teaming
scenarios, it is important that the human operator is given sufficient situational awareness to judge the state of
the plan. By verbalizing the updates to the planner’s model, an operator does not have to be an expert in the
language of the domain model to understand what the robot is sensing. In addition, by verbalizing the reason for
plan failure, the operator can quickly understand which unexpected event or object has resulting in the failure
of the plan.
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6

Conclusion

Verbalization of plan execution is the most fundamental component of human-robot collaboration in that it can
share information in an interpretable form to achieve a shared goal. In this paper, two methods of semantic
scene understanding are proposed for the verbalization of plan execution. A graph convolutional neural network
and iterative message pooling are utilized to generate both language description and a scene graph, respectively.
The proposed method was successfully verified with the simulator in our study.
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Abstract
Cognitive science findings showed that humans are able to create simulated
mental environments based on their episodic memory and use such environment for prospecting, planning, and learning. Such capabilities could enhance
current robotic systems, allowing them predict the output of a plan before actually performing the action on the real world. It also allow robots to use
this simulated world to learn new tasks and improve its current ones using
Reinforcement Learning approaches. In this work, we propose a semantic
modeling framework, which is able to express intrinsic semantic knowledge
in order to better represent robots, places and objects, while also being a
memory-efficient alternative to classic mapping solutions. We show that such
data can be used to automatically generate a complete mental simulation allowing robots to simulate themselves and other modeled agents into known
environments. This simulations allows robots to perform autonomous learning and planning without the need of human-tailored models.

1

Introduction

Mental simulation is one of the fundamental cognitive skills. It allow humans (and perhaps other animals too) to predict and anticipate outcomes by recalling past experiences. This ability is one of the main pillars of episodic memory
[Boyer, 2008] paramount for task planning during navigation [Burgess, 2008]. Mental simulation theory presupposes three
main components: behaviors can be simulated, perception systems can also be simulated, and, finally, outcomes can be
anticipated by combining simulated behaviors and perception [Hesslow, 2012]. Early researches on the field also showed
that the same mechanism is used to predict counterpart’s thoughts and behaviors [Gordon, 1986]. Besides being one of the
core mechanisms of the human brain, mental simulation is yet to be fully explored on robotic systems. Some works on the
field suggested that such capability should not only be integrated into learning and planning algorithms, but also be their
central architectural layer [Polceanu and Buche, 2017].
In order to simulate a given environment, it is paramount to understand it semantically. The semantic information
adds another layer to the robot knowledge, allowing for a better understanding of the intrinsic concepts and relations
that are inferred naturally by humans. Even though there are several applications of semantic data in the robotics field
[Waibel et al., 2011, Kostavelis et al., 2016, Cosgun and Christensen, 2018], just a small fraction of them use it to perform
mental simulations [Tenorth and Beetz, 2009, Beetz et al., 2015, Beetz et al., 2018].
Learning is one of the main applications of mental simulation. Humans, at first, learn by interacting with the environment and observing its output. After obtaining enough experience, the brain is able to simulate this environment,
and use it to imagine new outcomes by applying a different behavior. In robotics, one of the main fields of Artificial Intelligence(AI) is Reinforcement Learning(RL). RL is inspired by the human way of learning, and it works by
Copyright c 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
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exploring the environment and giving (or removing) rewards, depending on how well the robot executed a given task.
More specifically, Deep Reinforcement Learning(deep-RL), has been used on several autonomous navigation applications
[Tai et al., 2017, Shah et al., 2018, Kahn et al., 2018].
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• Expanding an Ontologic Semantic Framework in order to automatically generate a full simulation environment, including a simulated robot.
• An end-to-end deep-RL model for autonomous navigation trained using the mentally simulated environment.

2

Related Work

In the past decades, several works proposed ways to incorporate knowledge into computers. CYC [Lenat, 1995] and SUMO
[Niles and Pease, 2001] gathered a large amount of encyclopedic knowledge into its database, however such knowledge
lacked the information necessary for mobile robot tasks. The OMICS [Gupta et al., 2004] project created a similar database
containing the necessary knowledge in order to a robot complete several indoor tasks. The RoboEarth [Waibel et al., 2011]
project tried to create a World Wide Web for robots, where they would be able to share and obtain knowledge in an
autonomous way. KnowRob [Tenorth and Beetz, 2009, Beetz et al., 2018] and OpenEASE [Beetz et al., 2015] created a
complete knowledge processing system capable of semantic reasoning and planning, and also performing mental simulations (referred as Mind’s Eye). Most of those works, however, focused on manipulation tasks only.
Despite being thoroughly studied by cognitive science researches [Boyer, 2008, Burgess, 2008, Hesslow, 2012,
Kahneman and Tversky, 1981], the mental simulation concept only started to be applied to computational systems few
decades ago. Most of the early works focused on the ”putting yourself on other’s shoes” approach, where an agent
would simulate itself on its counterpart perceived state in order to infer about its feelings and intentions. Leonardo
[Gray and Breazeal, 2005] was developed to infer a human intention and aid the execution of this predicted task. In
[Buchsbaumm et al., 2005], an animated mouse was able to imitate similar actors by inference using its own motor and
action representations. [Laird, 2001] created a Quake bot able to predict its opponent next action by simulating itself on
the opponent’s current state, while [Kennedy et al., 2009] used its own behavior model to predict another agent’s actions.
Most of the recent works on robotics field, however, focused on the application of mental simulation to manipulation tasks
planning and learning [Tenorth and Beetz, 2009, Beetz et al., 2015, Beetz et al., 2018, Kunze and Beetz, 2017], or comprehension and expression of emotions when socializing with humans [De Carolis et al., 2017, Horii et al., 2016]. J. Hamrick
[Hamrick, 2019], however, showed that there are several similarities between mental simulation findings from cognitive
science and model-based deep-RL approaches.
Deep Reinforcement Learning (deep-RL) has been applied to several different robot tasks, including but not limited to Human-Robot Interaction [Christen et al., 2019, Qureshi et al., 2018], dexterous manipulation [Gu et al., 2017,
Rajeswaran et al., 2017] and autonomous map-less navigation [Kahn et al., 2018, Zhu et al., 2017]. RL methods can be
divided into model-based and model-free value-based approaches. Model-based algorithms, such as [Zhu et al., 2017] use
a predictive function that receive the current state and a sequence of actions and outputs the future states. The policy then
select the sequence of actions that maximizes the expected rewards from the predicted states. Model-free approaches,
such as [Christen et al., 2019], approximate a function that receives the current state and action and outputs the sum of
the expected future rewards. The policy then picks the action that maximizes this output. Generally, model-based approaches are sample-efficient, while model-free methods are better at learning complex, high-dimensional tasks. Some
approaches [Qureshi et al., 2018, Kahn et al., 2018] also tried to use hybrid methods which would explore the advantages
of both model-based and model-free value-based approaches. Regarding value-based deep-RL methods, Deep Q Network
(DQN) has been vastly used by the research community [Qureshi et al., 2018], due to its good generalization capabilities
and relatively simple training method. DQN, however, can only approximate a discrete action space, requiring continuous
applications to be discretized beforehand. Trying to solve this issue, some new approaches such as Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DPPG) have been used [Christen et al., 2019, Gu et al., 2017] due to its ability to approximate continuous
action spaces.

3

Triplet Ontological Semantic Model

Researches on the cognitive science and neuroscience fields [Burgess, 2008] have shown that the human brain has its
own ”GPS” mapping system. Every time we revisit a known environment this GPS is responsible for navigating using
past known information and update itself with novel data. By relying on relational information instead of precise metric
position, the human brain remains unparalleled on its spatial scalability and data efficiency. Robots, on the other hand,
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Figure 1: Triplet Ontologic Semantic Model (TOSM) representation.
still heavily rely on information-rich, yet memory inefficient, maps in order to localize themselves and navigate through
known environments. Despite being precise, those maps require a large amount of data to be stored, which hinders the
robot’s long-term autonomy on large scale environments due to lack of storage space. Aiming to mimic the brain GPS
model efficiency, the Triplet Ontological Semantic Model(TOSM) [Joo et al., 2019] was developed.
The TOSM representation can be described as three interconnected models as shown on Fig. 1. The explicit model subsumes everything that can be measured or obtained through sensorial means. It can be data such as size, three-dimensional
pose, shape, color, texture, etc, which are already vastly used on current robot applications. The implicit model, on the other
hand, contains intrinsic knowledge which cannot be obtained by sensors alone, thus needing to be inferred from the available semantic information. The implicit model comprise a large variety of data that range from physical properties such as
mass and friction coefficient, relational data (e.g. object A is inside object B), until more complex semantic information
such as ”An automatic door opens if one waits in front of it”. Finally, the symbolic model describes an element using a
language-oriented way, such as name, description, identification number and symbols that can represent such element.
By creating an environment database using TOSM encoded data, a hierarchical mapping system was created, based
on the findings of cognitive science. As shown on Fig. 2, different maps can be generated on-demand according to the
specifications of the robot and the given task. This eliminates the demand to store several different maps by being able
to build them only when needed, reducing the data redundancy and improving its storage efficiency. The TOSM can be
also used to model places and robots, which combined with the object models can be used to generate high-level semantic
maps.
In this work, we also used the TOSM encoded on-demand database to automatically generate a complete simulation
environment without the need of domain expert tailored models. This allows the robot to update its mental simulated world
automatically just by updating the on-demand database. In order to encode the TOSM data into a machine-readable format,
the Ontology Web Language (OWL) was used. OWL is widely used and has an active community which created several
tools and applications openly available. We used one of those tools, the Protégé framework, to manipulate and visualize
the OWL triplets.
3.1

Robot Description

In order to describe a robot, it was divided into structural parts, sensors, wheels and joints, each of them described by its
own explicit, implicit and symbolic information. All categories contain similar explicit data, such as pose, shape, color, size
and material. The symbol data contains the part name and an identification number. On the other hand, the implicit data is
unique for each category. For structural parts, it contains the mass and the material, while wheels also store whether or not
it is a active wheel. Joints store which two parts it is connected to. Moreover, the implicit information can be different for
each type of sensor. For example, cameras were described by image resolution, field of view, frames per second and, for
RGB-D cameras, range. A laser range finder can have data such as range, view angle and number of samples.
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Figure 2: On-demand map generation.

Figure 3: Data flow for the mental simulation.
3.2

Environment Description

The environment can be modeled in a similar fashion as the robot. It is divided mainly into objects and places. Regarding
objects, the explicit model contains the same data as described on Subsection 3.1. The implicit model contains data such
as mass, material and relational spatial information, such as ”in front of”, ”on the left of”, etc. With respect to places, on
the other hand, the explicit model contains its boundary points, while the implicit model stores which objects/places are
inside of it and which other places is it connected to. The symbol information is the same for both, storing the name of the
place/object and an identification number.

4

Mental Simulation

By encoding the TOSM information using the OWL format, it is possible to do semantic reasoning and querying. Before
doing any task, the robot can reason about its feasibility by knowing about its surrounding environment’s characteristics
and its own structure, limitations and properties. For example, a robot only equipped with a laser scanner can reason
about its inability to navigate through a corridor made out of glass walls. We extended those reasoning capabilities by
automatically generating a complete mental simulation environment using only the on-demand database data.
The data flow for the mental simulation can be seen on Fig 3. Whenever its needed, the robot requests the TOSM
data to the on-demand database, and generate two different outputs. The first one is an Universal Robot Description Format(URDF) which is then fed into Robot Operating System(ROS) and Gazebo Simulator in order to control and simulate
the virtual robot. The second one is a Gazebo World file which represents the whole environment simulation. Those files
are generated on-demand and can be constantly updated whenever the real robot update its database.
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Figure 4: DQN structure.

5

Reinforcement Learning for Autonomous Navigation

In order to show one os the uses for the mental simulator, an autonomous navigation policy was trained using a DQN.
The training was performed using a Core i7 CPU and a Nvidia GTX 1060. The OpenAI ROS framework [ezq, ] was
used in order to to abstract the layer between the reinforcement learning algorithm and the Gazebo/ROS structure. The
task learning architecture is shown on Fig. 4. The observation space is composed by the latest three sparse laser scans
concatenated with the last three relative distances between the robot and the target way-point. The action space are 15
different angular velocities equally distributed from −0.5rad/s to 0.5rad/s. The rewards were defined as


rcompletion , if at goal,
rcloser ,
if getting closer to the goal,


rcollision ,
if too close to an obstacle,

where rcompletion , rcloser and rcollision were defined trivially.

The training was done using an ε-greedy exploration approach, where ε started at 1.0 and decayed until 0.1. The DQN
was trained using batches of 64, with learning rate α = 0.001 and discount factor γ = 0.996. The robot was trained for a
total of 2000 episodes, where each episode would end in case of completion, collision or after 1000 steps.

6

Results and Discussion

In order to show the usability of such framework, the 7th floor of the Corporate Collaboration Center, Sungkyunkwan
University, was added to the on-demand database. Additionally, the differential robot shown on Fig. 5a was modeled. The
comparison between the simulated world and the database data can be seen on Fig. 6 while the comparison between the
real and simulated robot is shown on Fig. 5.
By automatically generating this simulation environment, we allow the robot to perform mental simulation without the
aid of domain experts by reusing the same data it already uses for planning and navigation. Such approach further improves
the robot autonomous behavior by letting it simulate itself(or even other robots) on its own mind and use this simulated
environment to prospect about new actions. Currently, this can be done in two different ways:
• Learning: The robot can use the mental simulation to run reinforcement learning algorithms in order to train and
learn the execution of new tasks. This is mainly done when the physical robot is idle(e.g. charging at night).
• Planning: The robot can simulate its current state and use it for testing a plan, generated by traditional planners,
and check whether it succeeds or not. In the case of failure, the robot can re-plan without having to fail on the real
environment, allowing for a more robust task execution.
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(a) Real robot

(b) Simulated robot

Figure 5: Real and simulated robots comparison.

(a) Visualization of the data obtained from the on-demand DB. Objects
are represented as bounding boxes, while places are represented as colored polygons on the floor

(b) Mental simulation environment

Figure 6: Comparison between environment data queried from the DB and mental simulation.
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Figure 7: The blue line represents the cumulative average reward, while the red line shows the 100 episodes moving
average.
The main advantage of such simulation is that it removes the necessity of a tailor-made simulation environment, allowing the robot to generate and update this environment automatically. It can be specially useful for reinforcement learning
approaches, which, in theory, gets better the more experiences the robot collects. The robot should be able to run learning
algorithms whenever it is idle, slowly improving itself. Naturally, a cluster running multiples CPUs and GPUs would learn
orders of magnitude faster, allowing the robot to run the learning algorithms itself bring the robotics field one step closer
to true robot autonomy. Finally, by uploading the on-demand database to a cloud infrastructure, robots should be able to
share its own model and environment maps, allowing other robots to compare its performance on a given task with one
another, and provide this information for its operators automatically.
By using the mental simulation, a autonomous navigation task was learned. The average reward graph can be seen
on Fig. 7. Despite being one of the simpler deep-RL approaches, DQN was shown to be good at generalizing a highdimensional task. However, the whole training took around 30 hours on a mid-range computer. If the same training were
performed on a mobile robot, the training times might be too prohibitive. Thus, sample-efficient learning algorithms should
be more appropriate for this application.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a method of generating an automatic mental simulation by using a TOSM on-demand database.
By allowing robots to create and update mental simulations on a complete autonomous way, we removed the necessity of
expert-tailored models, leading for more autonomous robotic systems. In order to show one of the possible applications
of such method, we trained the robot to autonomously navigate on an known environment by using a Deep Q Network.
We plan now to expand those applications, by including behaviors into the on-demand DB, allowing robots to share and
configure RL policies by themselves. We also want to explore the usability of our framework when combined with classical
planners.
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Figure 1: RGB observation, object detection, depth estimation, top-down map reconstruction.

1

Introduction

This work describes our extended solution [MARb] for the MARLÖ (Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning in
MalmÖ) Minecraft competition [MARa, PLHM+ 19, JHHM, GCH+ 19], and provides insights about how a semantic model of abstract representations of rich sensory data in an environment influence learning and performance in a task. Reinforcement learning can achieve state-of-the-art performance on a broad range of tasks
[KMO+ 18, SM18], however, facing limitations in generalization and sample efficiency. Abstract latent representations and different levels of control can substantially increase sample efficiency [MFSR19]. Learning of a
semantic model requires a structured representation of an environment. For that, a preprocessing pipeline can
translate rich sensory information into useful abstractions and an object-based representation. A trained model
can be utilized to provide navigational goals to the lower-level controller trained with Hindsight Experience
Replay (HER) [AWR+ 17]. Universal value function approximators (UVFAs) and HER [AWR+ 17] allow efficient
learning when a goal is provided.

2

Methods

To facilitate semantic inference we borrow from methods successfully employed in robotics and autonomous
driving, namely U-Net [RPB15], SLAM, OctoMap [HWB+ 13] and an object detection module [Goo19]. This
allows the agent to consider the locations and spatial relationships of all elements of the environment based
solely on RGB-image data and the agent’s actions. In the MARLÖ environment, any action is elementary and
performed in exclusion of any other action (move one cell forward, turn left or right 90 degrees). We trained an
open-source Keras implementation of U-Net [RPB15] on 841322 pairs of RGB and ground-truth depth images
collected from the Minecraft simulator. We used Tensorflow Object Detection Library [Goo19] for tracking the
second player, pet and exits in the challenge. Training data was collected in different game sessions by manually
labeling 10000 frames. Combined with our action-based SLAM approach, continuous integration of new distance
data from the depth estimator results in robust scene reconstructions as 3D Octomap [HWB+ 13] voxel volumes.
Copyright c 2019 by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY
4.0).
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Entity
Object B
Object B
Object B
Object B
Object B
Object B
Object B

Table 1: Predefined concepts.
Relation
is attached (adjacent) to
is on the left side of
is on the right side of
is above
is below
is on the same vertical line as
is on the same horizontal line as

Entity
Object A
Object A
Object A
Object A
Object A
Object A
Object A

The Octomap is queried every step in the game environment to update the abstract top-down map representation
(Fig. 1).
We consider a mixed reinforcement learning and semantic learning framework with a pre-processing pipeline.
The pipeline translates RGB-images st ∈ S into an abstract representation zt ∈ Z of a top-down map suitable
for navigation (Fig.1), and tracks objects o ∈ O with the object recognition module. We translate the abstract
representations zt ∈ Z into a Boolean space of concepts ct ∈ C and determine causality of rewarding events in
C ∈ B c (c is the number of concepts). A concept checks for a set of relationships of objects in the environment
and provides a boolean test result. Along with the test result, each concept collects a relative position of
the tested object. We predefined a set of object-related spatial concepts which are computed for each pair of
objects in the “CatchTheMob” environment at each time step (Table 1). We used human-players demonstrations
(20 episodes) to collect trajectories (st ∈ S), actions, and rewards. The objective is to leverage human-player
demonstrations to acquire a semantic model of rewarding states that enables the agent to select navigational goals
in the environment. When a set of rewarding concepts is selected, their superposition determines a distribution
of positions related to the reward. We feed a sample from this distribution as a goal for the policy that controls
the agent. The policy is trained with HER [AWR+ 17] to navigate the agent to a goal position in the top-down
map (zt ∈ Z).

3

Untangling causality

Here we provide experimental results which highlight the structure of the problem in the ”CatchTheMob”
environment [MARa]. We trained a DQN using the Rainbow implementation [HMVH+ 18] to catch the pet with
two agents (black curve in Fig. 2) in the ”CatchTheMob” environment [MARa] on the reconstructed top-down
map representations (Fig. 1). The reward function returns +1 when the two agents are at adjacent positions to
the pet but from two opposite sides. The rewarding condition of being at two opposite sides of the pet can be
learned end-to-end or resolved by a higher-level planning model. To measure the potential benefit of the model
we trained the same DQN [HMVH+ 18] in a simplified single-agent ”CatchTheMob” environment. The reward
function returns +1 when a single agent is at a position adjacent to the pet (blue curve in Fig. 2). We got more
than 50 times faster convergence than in the two-agent case. The red curve shows training of a single player with

Figure 2: Convergence curves of agents trained on a 10x10 grid map. OY: cumulative reward (median of three
seeds). The black curve shows training with two players, blue and red - with one player. In all experiments the
episode runs until the reward +1 or the maximum of 50 steps is reached, the reward function gives -0.02 for each
non-terminal action.
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HER [AWR+ 17] to navigate to a given position. We got similar results to the single-agent case. These results
highlight the benefit of higher-level planning through learning causality in the environment.
To learn the rewarding causality we select concepts activated at the rewarding events (ct → ct+1 , r == 1) as
candidates for the necessary (but not sufficient) condition. Necessary concepts are encapsulated into a context
and therefore not sufficient to fully determine the rewarding causality. To determine the sufficient set of concepts
we optimize search by prioritizing concepts with a difference in rewarding / not rewarding samples and y a
localization loss (1).
Loss = aP(Cx ) + bMSE(D)
(1)
P(C) - reward prediction error of the selected set x of concepts C.
MSE(D) - mean square error of distribution of possible rewarding positions D. a, b - coefficients.
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Abstract. We present here an intelligent man-machine interface which will be integrated to social robots dedicated to the elderly. Firstly, we discuss the specificities of conversational agents, also called chatbots, by
comparing them to the other man-machine interfaces. Then, we establish how linguistic intelligence contributes to the development of high quality conversational agents. We finish by explaining the functioning of a
conversational agent based on a linguistic processing of non-structured information.

1

Introduction

We are witnessing the advent of robots in our society, as Issac Asimov the writer of science fiction predicted in
the 50s [1]. If the existing robots are way behind to be considered as well performing as the ones in the science
fiction literature, huge and remarkable progresses have been made in the field of robotics in the last few years,
especially robots functioning as caregivers ‘social robots’. One of the characteristics of these robots is the integration of a system of verbal interactions between men and machines. Hence, this article highlights the characteristic of man-machine verbal interactions.
The senior market in rich countries is striking due to the increase rate of aging of the population which is linked
to the growth of life expectancy. The need to accompany this phenomenon by practices, so called, aging well is a
huge stake for these societies. As seniors advance in age, the question of losing their autonomy raises. The projections show an increasing gap between the non-autonomous people and the professionals who help them overcome their difficulties. Therefore, robots are presented as a sustainable solution to compensate the lack of staff
[2].
Robots, which give people a helpful hand, are characterized by their aspect, mobility and their communicative
capacity. The first characteristic is the aspect which is more or less humanoid. Besides NADINE, a social robot
which resembles exactly to its designer Nadia Thalman, other robots have a general shape which is similar to the
human body. It is just their sizes which look more like an infant than an adult, for example, the robots PEPPER,
NAO and ROMEO of SoftBanks Robotics Company. Some robots have a more sophisticated shape which bears
little resemblance to the human body; such as, the ELLI-Q Company robots. Sometimes, their upper part looks
like a human head, for example, the robots CUTTI or the robot KURI of Mayfield Robotics Company. There
exists, also, robots which have the appearance of an animal, either totally as the seal robot PARO of Inno3Med
company, or partially as the bear robot ROBEAR of Riken company. The second characteristic concerns the mobility or the absence of mobility of the robot. The most humanoid robots have a manner of movement which
simulates human walking, for example, the version ZORA of NAO. Less humanoid robots use wheels to move,
Copyright © 2019 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
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for example the robots of Kompaï Company or the robot GIRAFF of GiraffPlus consortium. Other robots have
mobile elements but they do not move, for example the robots ORIGIBOT of Origin Robotics Company. The
third characteristic is the man-machine interaction. It can be focused on the non-verbal communication (tactile,
auditory or kinesic), in order to create emotions for users with cognitive difficulties, which is the case with the
therapeutic robot PARO. The use of a screen integrated in the robot is another possibility, for example the range
of robots of Padbot Company. The interaction with a screen may be tactile or vocal. At last, robots allow the verbal
interactions through answering questions and obeying orders. Thus, the version ZORA of NAO interacts with its
users through conversations.
Robots, which give a helpful hand to old individuals, have many functions which mobilize specific technologies. The function of care is the oldest one. It consists of measuring the physiological state of a person by pressing
on objects connected to a platform dedicated to medical supervision. When the signals detect abnormalities, an
alert is launched. Another function is the prevention of individuals’ falls. It is applicable to robots which can be
called smart walkers. They help people with balance troubles to move without risks. Developed computer systems
manage the movements of these robots on the basis of the users’ indications and information about the spatial
environment obtained from sensors. Another function of robots is the detection of falls. They, also focus on the
geo-location of sensors. They inform a system which measures the position of the user and launches an alert when
this position is out of the security norms. Tele-presence is a broader function. On the one hand, it allows watching
after a senior from a distance by moving the robot in the senior’s environment and launching an alert in case of a
problem. On the other hand, it communicates with the users. It involves a screen, which uses the videoconference
and a system of remote control from a distance to move the screen mount. The function of sociability can be the
fruit of tele-presence since it includes interactions between the user and another person. More broadly, the function
of sociability concerns the companion robots, which are developed to compensate the emotional and social isolation of elderly. The function of helpfulness is consubstantial with robots since they perform tasks they were designed for. The last two functions, among others, focus on the technologies of chatbot type when it comes to
verbal interactions. The quality of the chatbot is a crucial factor for the functions to work effectively.
For now, we are discussing only about chatbots. After placing the conversational agents1 at the man-machine
interface, we precise the contribution of linguistic intelligence to the development of an elaborated chatbot, then
we explain how a conversational agent, based on a linguistic processing of a non-structured information, functions.

2

About the conversational agents

Digital technologies process the human language with its written and oral forms. These digital technologies either
interpret it or automatically reproduce it. They are dedicated either exclusively to the first part of processing, for
example the analysis of emotions, or specifically to the second part, for example automated journalism, or to both
parts simultaneously. Digital technologies dedicated to the simultaneous processing of both parts are regularly
man-machine interfaces known as ‘chatbot’ or ‘conversational agents’. Chatbot, which is a compound English
word, consists of the word chat and robot. A chatbot is presented in the form of an API which takes, as input, a
sound or a text file and produces, as output, a sound or text file. This is followed by means of communication with
the machine either in writing or speaking. The chatbot functions through the understanding of a message sent by
a human being, a request, and through the formulation of another message, linked to the initial one, by the machine, a response.
Forms, interactive menus, command prompts, etc. allow the user to give instructions to a computer. Such
modes of communication are, sometimes, insufficient to meet the user’s exact needs due to their rigid relativity.
The terms conversational agent and chatbot are synonyms.
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The man-machine dialogue is conceived as a means to deal with these inadequacies. It consists of a system that
allows an interaction, which is less or more narrow, between a human and a system. Its implementation is difficult
because of the complexity of the language.
Therefore, the man-machine dialogue is a man-machine interface type as the language is a means to exchange
the data. The word dialogue2 indicates “ different shapes of interviews between two persons [3]”. The denotation
dialogue has to be distinguished from conversation and discussion, because a dialogue has specific characteristics:
it is structured to contain a beginning, a flow and an end; it involves codified turn taking; it needs a temporal
isotopy, it means that there is no time lag in the verbal interactions [4]. Spatial isotopy is not a dialogue condition:
we can make a dialogue with a person at a distance, for example through a phone call. Speaking and writing are
the two possible ways of a dialogue. As a result, instant messaging permits people to have a dialogue. However,
a correspondence and an exchange of mails don’t belong to the category ‘dialogue’ because there is a time lag in
the exchanges. The dialogue is attributed to two speakers, Speaker1 and Speaker2, who obey the principle of turn
taking as the role of the speaker and the interlocutor is successively attributed to Speaker1 and Speaker2 [5]. In
the case of the man-machine dialogue, one of the two speakers is a machine and the natural language is substituted
with data processing codes. This substitution involves bilateral exchanges into the natural language. However, it
is a question of either a voice user interface or a user-friendly interface with speech. Systems of the former type
understand the human language by responding to oral injunctions. Systems of the latter type react through pronouncing instructions. The man-machine dialogue has been under research in natural language processing and
artificial intelligence for more than thirty years [6]. It is a central sector of activity in Language Industry. In fact,
man-machine dialogue systems are distinguished by their mode of running which can be more or less by the
machine [7].
When the restrictions on use are striking, the verbal interactions have a big knowledge gap, as the GUS system
that is dedicated to online air ticket sales [8]. In such systems, the notion of script has a leading role because it
determines the nature of interactions and their organization mode. Outgoing messages are those of the artificial
speaker; they are preset according to the understanding of the user’s intention. The incoming messages are those
of the human speaker, yet it is very often proven that “every man-machine dialogue system has its limits, and,
quickly, the user notices that the machine has understanding limits [3] “.
Communication systems in natural language of the first generation are fundamentally dedicated to database
queries or to very specific tasks. They permit to formulate instructions in natural language and answer them in
natural language. Interaction systems in natural language of the second generation are more developed. They can
deal with linguistic phenomena that impede the system effectiveness. To detect the human speaker’s intention, it
is necessary, in particular, to deal with the inference, the reference and the meta-dialogue. The processing of the
implicit meaning consists of highlighting the implicit consequences of a statement [9]. For example, the fact of
saying the door is open does not produce the same reactions according to contexts. This can mean ‘the door must
be closed’, for example because of a draught or on the contrary, ‘the door must be open’, because somebody is
coming. The processing of the inference consists of implementing extra-linguistic knowledge and tools capable
of detecting the implicit meaning of a speech in a man-machine dialogue system [10]. The question of reference
is crucial in natural dialogue processing. First, there is the answer to the question of first and second personal
pronouns that change the referent in turn taking and depend on the situation of utterance [11]. Then, there is the
analysis of the references set which concerns the third personal pronoun, nominal groups and proper nouns [12].
They function differently; it depends on either their reference functions in an anaphoric or a deictic manner. In
the first case, their reference is found in the left context (it is found in the right context if the function is cataphoric).
In the second case, it is to be found in the utterance situation. The processing of the reference needs to implement
the same resources as before if it doesn’t require to use tools capable of identifying the referents as well [13]. The
meta-dialogue concept refers to the phatic function of language. Its processing “consists of specific sub-dialogues
There is no special use of the word ‘dialogue’, not the one that is used in the theatre repertoire.
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of repeat requests (followed or not by particular instructions), of confirmation or validation requests in case of
ambiguity, of processing of the interlocutor questions on the results of understanding or recognition, of put on
hold and of the dialogue maintain and revival [7]”. Man-machine dialogue systems of the third generation use
works based on machine learning [14]. They permit, in very constrained operational framework, to perform more
effectively certain tasks carried out in other system types [15].
There are many types of chatbots. We can subdivide them into two categories [16]: a) chatbots which make
illusion but are proven ineffective in use; b) chatbots more performing, namely intelligent chatbots. Category a)
chatbots can simply make two or three general exchanges, and then show their inability to process the information.
Category b) chatbots are able to process the language information when the latter is applied to a limited sector.
There are many implemented solutions to develop chatbots: 1) non-linguistic solutions; 2) weakly linguistic solutions; 3) quasi-linguistic solutions; 4) linguistic solutions; 5) strongly linguistic solutions.
Whatever the solutions, they can integrate technologies namely, on the one hand, speech-to-text, and, on the
other hand, speech synthesis. In the first case, it is about converting automatically an oral message into a written
one. In the second case, it is the contrary; a written message is automatically converted into an oral one. These
two technological aspects are not presented here. The solution types 1 to 4, generally, correspond to a questionand-answer system, namely a question is asked by a human being and the answer is given by a machine. Type 5
solutions are considered to be more than a question-and-answer system, since it is about producing deeper verbal
interactions between two human beings as one is a human being and the other is a machine.
Type 1 solutions are trivial because they are based on the preparation of ready sentences that correspond to
requests which, once recognized, are associated with beforehand recorded answers. The first chatbots designed
on this principle date from about fifty years ago [17]. Type 2 solutions are more developed since they use keywords that automatically identify in requests in order to associate them to concepts, which in their turn are associated with already made answers. A big number of chatbots are based on this principle. They can be reinforced
by statistical tools that use the identified request-answer association [18]. Type 3 solutions are namely quasilinguistic because they include linguistic analysis for the chatbot component which processes the understanding
of the request, cf. infra. However, it is not the case for the formulation of the answer; it is an already made sentence.
Type 4 solutions integrate the request analysis part of type 3 solutions and rely on the natural language generation,
cf. infra. This technology permits to give a similar response in the content, but presents various shapes. Type 5
solutions have to allow the robot to simulate a conversation to the maximum by relying on verbal interaction
scripts. It is to be conceived.

3

Linguistic Intelligence Contribution3

By definition, an intelligent chatbot automatically understands the incoming messages (a question) and it associates them automatically to outgoing messages (a response). It aims at simulating verbal interactions between two
humans by replacing one of the speakers (typically, the one who gives answers). The chatbot performance depends
on its ability to interpret the incoming messages and produce relevant informative outgoing messages. In addition,
its performance is, also, conditioned by the speed of exchanging information between the user and the machine.
In order to improve the performance of a chatbot, it has to include the linguistic processing of incoming and
outgoing messages. The processing of the incoming messages differs from the one of the outgoing messages since
in the first case, it relies on natural language understanding of texts and in the second case, it relies on the natural
language generation; that is to say two different technologies of natural language processing [7]. So far, natural
language understanding and natural language generation technologies can share the same data model to process
About the concept of linguistic intelligence and its relationship with the concept of artificial intelligence, cf. P.-A. Buvet. sous
presse, “Linguistique et intelligence” in Linguistique et … Peter Lang
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either the incoming or the outgoing messages. And even more, this has to involve a device associating an incoming
message to an outgoing one.
In order to facilitate the flow exchange in the information processing set, there has to be a formal and common
representation of the language data. Here, the propositional contents presentation of incoming and outgoing messages is used, in terms of predicate-argument structure to understand and generate messages in a homogeneous
manner. The predicate-argument structure concept relies on Zellig S. Harris works [19], Maurice Gross [20],
Pierre-André Buvet [21], Salah Mejri [22] and Robert Martin [23]. These works are inspired by the predicate logic
suggested by Gottlob Frege [24].
In this theory, the concept of predicate is defined as a relationship in which the propositions, in its logical term,
are analyzed as a link between entities, named arguments. This modeling differs from the Aristotelian modeling
and gives place to the functional representation of the propositional content4: proposition => prédicat (argumenti).5
6

Applied to language facts, the calculation of predicates leads to associate the contents of an utterance to predicate-argument structure. For example, the utterance Le médecin soigne un patient (The doctor treats a patient) is
metalinguistically represented by the following predicate-argument structure: soigner (médecin,patient)7. Utterances are distinguished by the fact of having simple or complex propositional content. In the second case, nested
predicates characterize the utterances. For example, in the utterance Le médecin affirme au patient qu’il est guéri,
(The doctor tells the patient that he is cured) the propositional content integrates another propositional content.
Hence, the utterance is represented metalinguistically by a predicate-argument structure mentioning a predicate
nested in another predicate: affirmer(médecin,patient, guéri(patient)).8
A more sophisticated abstraction layer is also possible by replacing lemmatized forms of lexical units by their
semantic class. Thus, both of the utterances above have the following metalinguistic representation:
SOIN(HUMAIN1,HUMAIN2)
AFFIRMATION(HUMAIN1,HUMAIN2,GUERISON
(HUMAIN2)).9
To process the information of the incoming and outgoing messages, the choice of linguistic formalism is crucial. Thus, it is necessary to precise the type of the theoretical approach which underlies it. Theories about language are distinguished by their privileged subject of study. Therefore, to study the language facts, morphological
theories have as an entry point the morphology, for example the theory named construction morphology [25]. It
is the same thing for the syntactic theories, semantic theories, pragmatic theories and the theory of enunciation
compared, respectively, to syntax, semantics, enunciation and pragmatics. Lexical theories assign a central place
to lexicon in the linguistic analyses they produce. It is the case of those which rely on predicate-argument structures to represent language facts.
The effectiveness of a chatbot is based on the understanding of the incoming message and its adequacy with
the outgoing message. From this point of view, the predicate-argument structures contribute to the association of
an incoming message and an outgoing message in the chain of processing information by allowing the connection
between the outcome of the interpretation of the incoming message and the beginning of the production of the
outgoing message. The solution presented here is based on natural language understanding technology and a natural language generation technology, cf. infra. The junction point between these two technologies is the arrival
The representation is namely functional because the predicate corresponds to an algebraic function, the argument is a variable.
The letter i indicates the number of arguments in relation to a predicate, namely arity.
6
Proposition => predicate (argumenti)
7
To treat (doctor, patient)
8
To tell (doctor, patient, cure (patient)).
9
TREATMENT(HUMAN1,HUMAN2).
TELL(HUMAN1,HUMAN2, HEALING(HUMAN2)).
4
5
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point of the first technology in the form of predicate-argument structure and the departure point of the second
technology, also, in the form of predicate-argument structure. When the incoming message expresses a need, its
metalinguistic representation is incomplete, namely one of its components is missing. The need expressed initially
is satisfied in the outgoing message when the metalinguistic representation, which produces it, is saturated, namely
the missing component of the other presentation is specified. The other elements of the two metalinguistic representations being similar are linked in a way that an association exists between the incoming message and the
outgoing message. From this point of view, the predicate-argument structures are adapted, as metalinguistic representations, in order to make an association between the incoming message and the outgoing message.
The data model used to develop a chatbot grants an important role to the concepts of predicate and argument
and to the relationship between them to automatically analyze language facts. The latter uses linguistic resources
which correspond to local grammars, dictionaries and basic rules, cf. infra. The homogenization of the integration
and the use of these resources in the system, which makes the conversational agent functions, creates the first
constraint for the flow of information processing. Especially as, the processes of understanding and generating
messages have opposite objectives. In the first case, the input is a text and the output is a metalinguistic representation. It is the opposite in the second case. The input is a metalinguistic representation and the output is a text.
Moreover, it is necessary to associate the output of the natural language understanding to the input of the natural
language generation. A human being conversation simulation represents a second constraint. From this point of
view, the quality and relevance of the outgoing message is essential as well as the rapidity of the processing; the
time of reply has to be about a second. Finally, the third constraint concerns the robustness of the system and its
capacity to adapt to all kinds of computer science environment.
The chatbot relevance rate has been the subject of a quantitative and qualitative evaluation through the evaluation of two system components: on the one hand, the one which processes the understanding of the incoming
messages, on the other hand, the one which is in charge of the outgoing messages. In both evaluations, we have
to measure the noise, non-relevant information presented by the system as relevant, and silence, relevant information not selected by the system [26]. The first evaluation relies on the one used by labeling systems; it concerns
the comparison of beforehand information identified by at least a person with the identified and qualified information by the system. It consists of manually labeling an incoming message corpus [7] and compares the manually
labeling with the labeling of the same corpus by the semantic analysis engine. In that respect, noise and silence
are measured in terms of precision and recall rates10. The results are as the following: Precision rate: 92.1 / Recall
rate: 94.8.
The second evaluation consists of checking if the results given by the solutions are in accordance or not with
the expressed needs11. The evaluation protocol requires a person who doesn’t know the given results by the chatbot
in order for the comparison to be independent. In addition, the evaluation consists of manually develop an outgoing messages corpus and compare it with incoming messages produced by the chatbot. It appears that 11% of
the manually obtained data are missing, but only 4% of the automatically given data are not in the reference
corpus. The failures of the automatic generation module are due to questions of synonymy which appears inadequately processed until now.

It is useful to suggest the following formulations to calculate them: Precision=true positive/true positive+false positive/Recall=true positive+false negative. The terms ‘true positive’ and ‘false negative’ indicate respectively the non-relevant information but identified as relevant and the relevant information but not identified as it is.
10

The second evaluation differs from the first one because the generation process does not match with the beforehand manually made tag process. The control over the data, that the natural generation method involves, confirms that the noise concept
has no point in the evaluation.
11
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4

Operating Mode of Conversational Agents

We present the architecture of the system which makes the chatbot functions.

Speech to Text

Linguistic resources

NLU (CAT)

A

P

NLG (GAT)

I

Speech Synthesis

Knowledge base

Database

Fig. 1. The architecture of the system

API (Application Programming Interface) is the interface which permits the interactions between men and
machines. Speech-to-text and speech synthesis modules have a role of transforming sound files into text files and
another text file into a sound file. The Natural Language Understanding (NLU) module includes a semantic analysis engine which uses linguistic resources in the form of electronic dictionaries and local grammars [27]. The
semantic engine’s task is to replace the incoming message, in the form of text file, into a symbolic representation.
This representation is given to the Natural Language Generation (NLG) module which associates the former representation to another symbolic representation from which an outgoing message will be produced in the form of
text file.
The symbolic representation used in the system are metalinguistic representations, more precisely, it concerns
semantic representations by making linguistic functioning mode of utterances. Incoming messages processed by
the conversational agent have information requests or action requests. Information requests are introduced either
in the form of questions (for example, Que mangeons nous ce soir? (What do we eat this evening?)) or in the form
of requests (for example, Je voudrais savoir ce que nous mangeons ce soir (I would like to know what we eat this
evening.)). Action requests are formulated in the form of orders (Monte le chauffage (turn up the heating)) or
observations (J’ai froid (I am cold)). In the case of orders, the request is often formulated explicitly. In the case
of observations, the request is implicit in a way that there has to be an inference in the observation about the need
to be satisfied. Replies to action requests have two dimensions: extra-linguistic dimension, it concerns a concrete
reply to the request in an appropriate way; and a linguistic dimension, it has to be known that the action requested
is executed or about to be executed. Here, the extra-linguistic dimension is not developed.
When dealing with information or action requests, their metalinguistic representations include predicate-argument structures, cf. supra, in order to homogenize the process of information. Incoming messages are different in
terms of the request type. In information requests, the human speaker’s intention expresses an informative need
which has to be satisfied. Also, the metalinguistic representation of an incoming message, henceforth RMi (RMe)
has to specify this need in a way that can be associated with a metalinguistic representation of an outgoing message, henceforth RMo (RMs), relying on the fact that this representation can satisfy its need. Metalinguistic representations expressed, in terms of predicate-argument structures as functional representations, correspond to the
following formula according to if the predicate is: a monadic predicate (prédicat monadique), namely it takes only
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one argument, a unary operator (RM1 = PREDICAT (ARGUMENT1))12; a dyadic predicate (prédicat dyadique),
namely it takes two arguments, binary operator (RM2 = PREDICAT (ARGUMENT1, ARGUMENT2))13; a triadic predicate (prédicat triadique), namely it takes three arguments, ternary operator (RM3 = PREDICAT
(ARGUMENT1, ARGUMENT2, ARGUMENT3))14
The hypothesis has been made on the basis of the RMi which consists of merely one unknown element, a
variable or a function, which is associated with the RMo from their other common elements which suggest the
unknown element. Hence, the information request Qu’est-ce qu’il a comme repas? (What do you have for lunch?)
has the following RMi MENU (X) and it is associated with the RMo MENU(%liste_plat%)15 which is associated
with the RMo MENU (%liste_plat%) because the predicate MENU appears in both representations in a way that
the argument %liste_plat% is the object of the question represented by X. It is the same case with the information
request Est-ce que mon fils m’a appelé? (Did my son call me?), it has the following RMi OUI_NON=X
(TELEPHONE (FILS (INTERLOCUTEURh) , INTERLOCUTEURh)16 and it is associated, according to the context, to either the RMo OUI (TELEPHONE(FILS(INTERLOCUTEURh), INTERLOCUTEURh))17or to the RMo
NON(TELEPHONE (FILS (INTERLOCUTEURh), INTERLOCUTEURh))18 because (TELEPHONE (FILS
(INTERLOCUTEURh), INTERLOCUTEURh))19 appears in both of the representations in a way that the predicate OUI (yes) or NON (no) is the object of the question represented by the predicate OUI_NON=X .
In action requests, the human speaker’s intention corresponds to a concrete need that has to be satisfied. An
incoming message in a form of an order is sufficiently explicit to be returned to a RMi. However, when it is in a
form of an observation, its intention is indirectly accessible to the interlocutor; there must be an inference of the
semantic contents to express other semantic contents. The latter has to be added to the RMi in a form of a predicate-argument structure to the predicate-argument structure which has a link with the first semantic contents.
There are inferences’ rules used to result in such RMi. The association of these representations to the RMo is
different from the previous one. It concerns the identification, among the second ones, of similar predicate-argument structures with the first ones and concatenates them with a predicate structure to execute the initially formulated request. For example, the action request Il fait sombre? (Is it dark?) has the following RMi FAIBLE
LUMINOSITE (DEIXIS) & ORDRE (INTERLOCUTEURh, INTERLOCUTEURr, ALLUMAGE (LUMIERE))
and it is associated with the RMo FAIBLE LUMINOSITE(DEIXIS) & ORDRE (INTERLOCUTEURh, INTERLOCUTEURr, ALLUMAGE (INTERLOCUTEURr, LUMIERE)) & INFORMATION (INTERLOCUTEURr,
INTERLOCUTEURh, EXCECUTION ORDRE (INTERLOCUTEURh,INTERLOCUTEURr,ALLUMAGE (INTERLOCUTEURr , LUMIERE))).20The results RMo, for example to the following utterance is: Comme il fait
sombre, vous souhaitez que j’allume la lumière. C’est fait (Because it is dark, you want me to turn on the lights.
It is done).
The expressive language of semantic contents, an intention, comes from a huge diversity at the morphological,
syntactical and lexical levels [28]. This transformation happens at the level of the text understanding module

(MR1 = PREDICATE (ARGUMENT1))
(MR2 = PREDICATE (ARGUMENT1, ARGUMENT2))
14
(MR3 = PREDICATE (ARGUMENT1, ARGUMENT2, ARGUMENT3))
15
(%list-dish%)
16
YES-NO=X (TELEPHONE (SON (SPEAKERh), SPEAKERh)
17
YES (TELEPHONE (SON (SPEAKERh), SPEAKERh))
18
NO (TELEPHONE (SON (SPEAKERh), SPEAKERh))
19
(TELEPHONE (SON (SPEAKERh), SPEAKERh))
20
LOW LIGHT (DEIXIS) & ORDER (INTERLOCUTORm, INTERLOCUTORr, TURN ON (LIGHT)) and it is associated
with the RMo LOW LIGHT (DEIXIS) & ORDER (INTERLOCUTORh, INTERLOCUTORr, TURN ON (INTERLOCUTORr, LIGHT)) & INFORMATION (INTERLOCUTORr, INTERLOCUTORh, ORDER EXECUTION (INTERLOCUTORh, INTERLOCUTORr, TURN ON (INTERLOCUTORr, LIGHT))).
12
13
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through two steps: 1) data extraction through the identification of their linguistic form; 2) qualification and interpretation of the data by associating them to semantic meta-information. To interpret these incoming messages,
there has to be a semantic analysis engine which simulates three linguistic capacities made by humans. The first
capacity is the lexical capacity, namely the memorization of simple or compound words. The second capacity is
the structural capacity which concerns the morphological, syntactical and semantic levels of the language. The
third capacity is the combinatorial capacity, namely to express the same propositional content in all kinds of ways.
The simulation of these three capacities needs Information Technology tools and linguistic resources to identify
the information and qualify it with semantic tags, cf. infra. The choice of adding meta-information to texts in
terms of predicate-argument structure relies on the identified lexical units’ properties. They have to be sufficiently
described in the linguistic resources for the semantic labeling to operate.
The transformation of a RMo into an outgoing message is another difficulty. The choice has been made from
a process which relies on conceptual dictionaries, namely dictionaries whose macrostructure is formed of concepts
and the microstructure of lexical units associated with each concept. There are two conceptual dictionaries: the
one of predicates and the one of arguments. The RMo are in form of predicate-argument structures as the predicate
corresponds to the function and the arguments correspond to its variables. The predicates and their arguments are
symbolized by their semantic class. Though the pragmatic adjustments, for example Lundi (Monday) when the
incoming message is Quel jour sommes-nous? (What day are we?), the semantic class is related to the lexical
units which they characterize. For example, the semantic class METEO_NEIGE21 characterizes the verb neiger
(to snow), the noun neige (snow) and the adjective neigeux (snowy). The lexicon instances of a predicate, unlike
the ones of arguments, have the particularity of being characterized by standard constructions. For example, the
construction X0:PRONOM V22 characterizes the verbal predicate neiger (to snow) (il neige) (it snows), the constructions X0:PRONOM y avoir DU N and X0:GROUPE_NOMINAL être à LE N23 characterize the nominal
predicate neige (il y a de la neige et le temps est à la neige) (snow) (there is snow and weather forecast calls for
snow)) and the construction X0:PRONOM+GROUPE_NOMINAL être A24 characterize the adjective predicate
neigeux (snowy).
The unique argument, namely X0, is semantically specified at the distributional semantic
level; it is the subject in all the constructions as deictic, nominal group or both of them. There are reconstructions
associated with constructions, namely non-standard constructions or the component order is modified in a way
that the syntactic modification does not involve the major semantic modification. For example, the construction
X0:GROUPE_NOMINAL être à LE N25 (Le temps est à la neige) (weather forecast calls for snow) has as a
possible reconstruction, ce être à LE N que être X0:GROUPE_NOMNAL26 (C’est à la neige qu’est le temps) (it
is called for snow by weather forecast). The juxtaposition of these different metainformation gives rise to sentence
patterns in the instantiation phase of the lexical units in the constructions, namely when the major components are
replaced by a beforehand specified vocabulary. Morphosyntactic resources are, then, used to apply formal grammar to sentence patterns and produce well-formed utterances. Linguistic descriptions are formalized in electronic
dictionaries and rule bases. Their good quality and systemicity are fundamental for the well-functioning of the
Natural Language Generation module. The latter simulates the human language by suggesting all kinds of utterances relevant to the same semantic contents. The objective is met because the lexical and syntactic variety is
taken into consideration by the data model implemented by the system.

WHEATHER FORECAST_SNOW
X0: PRONOUN V
23
X0: PRONOUN have of N and X0: NOMINAL_GROUP to be at THE N
24
X0: ARTICLE+NOMINAL_GROUP to be A
25
X0: NOMINAL_GROUP to be at THE N
26
This to be at THE N that to be X0: NOMINAL_GROUP
21
22
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In the Natural Language Understanding module, the incoming messages are enhanced with semantic tags, dictionaries and local grammars. Below, we introduce an excerpt of one of these dictionaries, the body-parts dictionary. This dictionary contributes to the identification and qualification of information relevant to the health of the
conversational agent users.
annulaire,.N+H_PARTIE_CORPS
(ring finger,. N+H_BODY_PART)
annulaires,annulaire.N+H_PARTIE_CORPS
(ring fingers,ring finger. N+H_BODY_PART)
articulation,.N+H_PARTIE_CORPS
(joint,. N+H_BODY_PART)
articulations,articulation.N+H_PARTIE_CORPS
(joints,joint. N+H_BODY_PART)
avant bras,avant-bras.N+H_PARTIE_CORPS
(forearms,forearm. N+H_BODY_PART)
avant-bras,.N+H_PARTIE_CORPS
(forearm,. N+H_BODY_PART)
auriculaire,.N+H_PARTIE_CORPS
(auricular,. N+H_BODY_PART)
auriculaires,auriculaire .N+H_PARTIE_CORPS
(auricular,auricular. N+H_BODY_PART)
bouches,.N+H_PARTIE_CORPS (mouths,. N+H_BODY_PART)
Fig. 2. A dictionary relevant to the health of the conversational agent users

The information on the left side of the full stop is of a linguistic nature and the one on the right side of the full
stop is of a meta-linguistic nature. The macrostructure of the dictionary is made of lexical units constituting the
dictionary. The microstructure is constituted of a lexical unit followed by a comma and its lemmatized form if the
entry is an alternative. Next, there is a full stop which is mandatory followed by a grammatical category (N is the
code for noun) and by meta-information of a semantic nature, in this case, the code H_PARTIE_CORPS
(H_BODY_PART) is relative to body part hyperclass. This meta-information may be called from a local grammar
in a way that all the dictionary items are recognized.
Below, we introduce one of these local grammars, the local grammar namely PROBLEME_SANTE
(HEALTH_PROBLEM).
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Fig. 3. Local grammar (HEALTH_PROBLEM)

Local grammars are formal representations of contextual elements. Regular grammars used by a parser which
constitute the simplest grammar class in Chomsky hierarchy [29]. The representation of a finite state automaton
is the one of an oriented graph (namely with a departure point and an arrival point) in which the windows are the
states and the arrows are the transitions between these states. They correspond to formalized descriptions of syntax
of a semantic class or a grammatical class. They are implemented in forms of automata which run through texts
in order to identify and qualify the information. Local grammars use electronic dictionaries which are formal
representations of lexicographical data. They are introduced in forms of graphs involving a start node and an end
node and information nodes of lexical or morphological nature, the nodes linked make different possible combinations, regressions and repetitive structures. A graph can call other graphs which makes its combinatorics even
more powerful. In computer science, graphs correspond to either finite state automata or finite state transducers.
Finite state automata allow the identification of information by running linearly through texts and by reporting
each connection between the text and one of its graphic paths. Finite state transducers integrate the first ones; they
identify information according to the same principles and qualify them by inserting new data.
PROBLEME_SANTE (HEALTH_PROBLEM) graph calls other graphs and one of them is the
PARTIE_CORPS (BODY_PART) graph which represents the dictionary PARTIE_CORPS. It allows the identification of all kinds of utterances which have a relationship with a health problem related to the human speaker,
for example, J’ai mal à la poitrine or Mon ventre me fait mal (I have pain in my chest or My stomach hurts). It
qualifies them, by adding a tag, in a predicate-argument structure form PROBLEME_SANTE
(LOCUTEUR_HUMAIN)27.
The information specified in the utterance is not always explicit. For example, in the use of a chatbot context,
reporting a physical pain implies the implicit information ‘j’ai besoin d’être soigné’ (‘I need to be treated’). It
follows that the tag PROBLEME_SANTE (LOCUTEUR_HUMAIN) is interpreted as an action request and it has
to be completed with the tag APPEL (LOCUTEUR_MACHINE,PERSONNEL_SOIGNANT)28. Such transformations happen when the RMo are given to the Natural Language Generation module and they are processed by
inference rules.
In the Natural Language Generation module, the semantic representation of the outgoing message is a predicate-argument structure, cf. supra. From this representation, it is possible to generate a well formulated utterance
by applying well ranked rules which consider: semantic properties of a distributional and lexical nature; syntactic
properties related to the predicate constructions and the positioning of the lexical material, specified in a previous
rule, in these constructions (a procedure named instanciation (instantiation)); enunciative properties relative to
the actualization of predicates and arguments (a procedure named actualisation (actualization)); morphosyntactic
27
28

HEALTH_PROBLEM (HUMAN_SPEAKER).
CALL (MACHINE_SPEAKER, NURSING_STAFF).
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properties which give rise to verb conjugation and coordinating conjunction rules with adjectives and nouns;
pragmatic properties which narrow the field of possibilities and take the extra-linguistic context into consideration.
The semantic, syntactic and enunciative properties are listed in a conceptual dictionary. This dictionary is
transferred to the database. The fourth category of properties is about the morphosyntactic dictionary, created as
part of the project. This second dictionary is also inserted in the database. The fifth category of properties is
covered by the knowledge base.
These linguistic and extra-linguistic resources are used by the natural generation module through the implementation of a set of rules which use linguistic resources inserted in the database. Below, we list the different
rules used. The order of their presentation corresponds to their order in the passages before.
Predicate identification rule
Semantic properties of a distributional nature define propositional contents as the predicates and their arguments which are specified in a functional representation form as a semantic value. For example, utterances such
as Il y a du brouillard, C’est brouillardeux and Le temps est au brouillard (There is fog, It is foggy and The
weather forecast calls for fog) share the same semantic contents represented as the following:
METEO_BROUILLARD (DEIXIS+METEO)29. The first rule used by the natural generation module relies on
this type of meta-linguistic description.
The departure point of the generation module is a predicate-argument structure. Its functional representation
indicates if we are dealing with a simple predication or a complex predication. The second predication is distinguished from the first one by the fact that it incorporates at least another simple or complex predication, in its
argument domain. The functional representation of a complex predication involves at least a double parenthesis,
which allows its automatic identification. For example, the utterance Le médecin est absent (The doctor is absent)
is analyzed as a simple predication which corresponds to the following predicate-argument structure: 1)
(ABSENCE (HUMAIN:MEDECIN))30.
Furthermore, an utterance as: Le médecin a déclaré aux patients qu’il était absent (The doctor announced to
his patients that he was absent) is analyzed as a complex predication which corresponds to the following predicate-argument
structure:
2)
(DECLARATION(HUMAIN:MEDECIN,HUMAIN:PATIENT,ABSENCE(HUMAIN:MEDECIN)))31.
The end of the representation 1) involves one closing parenthesis while the representation 2) involves two
closing parentheses. The number of the closing parentheses indicates the type of the predication. If it is simple, it
includes one closing parenthesis. If it is complex, it includes more than one closing parenthesis.
First, it is a question of the rules related to the simple predication.
Distributional rule
This rule specifies the information which considers the predicate-argument structure by explicitly specifying
the semantic nature of predicates and the different categories of arguments. There are three categories of predicates, monadic predicates, dyadic predicates and the triadic predicates, cf. supra32. It follows that there are three
categories of arguments: the first argument which is coded X0 and it is observed with the three categories of
WEATHER REPORT_FOG (DEIXIS+WEATHER REPORT).
ABSENCE (HUMAN:DOCTOR).
31
ANNOUNCEMENT(HUMAN:DOCTOR,HUMAN:PATIENT,ABSENCE(HUMAN:DOCTOR)))
32
There is a fourth category of predicates, a predicate that its domain of arguments is quaternary. Its scarcity led to its neglecting
[30].
29
30
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predicates, the second argument, coded X1 and which is observed with the dyadic and triadic predicates, the third
argument, coded X2 which is observed merely with one triadic predicate. The three predicate categories are respectively coded PRED(X0) monadic predicate, PRED(X0,X1) dyadic predicate and PRED (X0,X1,X2) triadic
predicate. For example, the utterance La météo est bonne (The weather is fine) is generated from the following
information: PRED=METEO%type_temps%(X0=METEO+X0=DEICTIQUE)33.
The code %type_temps% means that the information is not in the linguistic database but depends on the
knowledge base. For the X0 argument, it is about either a substantive of the METEO (WEATHER FORECAST)
class or about a pronoun of the DEICTIQUE (DEICTIC) class. The exact nature of the deictic is specified at the
level of the constructional rule (règle constructionnelle), cf. infra.
Pragmatic Adjustment rule
To limit the number of answers, the knowledge base is requested straightaway to identify a precised weather
forecast type. As a result, the previous rule is rewritten as the following (in the case of a fine weather):
PRED=BEAU_TEMPS(X0=METEO+X0=DEICTIQUE)34.
Lexical rule
It is about the specification of the linguistic units associated with the semantic categories of predicates and
arguments. For example, for the predicate class BEAU_TEMPS (FINE_WEATHER), the rule produces the following linguistic forms: the nouns beau temps, temps magnifique (fine weather, a nice day); the adjectives agréable, beau, bon, magnifique (pleasant, delightful, nice); or a verbal phrase aller vers le beau (it is going to be
beautiful) and for the argumental class METEO (WEATHER FORECAST) the nouns météo and temps (weather
forecast and weather).
Constructional rule
It is about the specification of the constructions connected to the linguistic forms of predicates. For example,
in beau temps (fine weather), it is about the construction X0 :DEIXIS1 avoir DU N35 as N is for beau temps (fine
weather)36, and the subject is the argument X0 of the nominal predicate under the value coded DEIXIS1, which
means on or nous (we).
Reconstruction rule
The construction, associated with the linguistic form of a predicate, is canonical; it involves a standard layout
of the subject position and, if any, the positions of the first and second complement occupied by the arguments.
In speech, this layout may be changed and codified [31]. It is the case with the passive form in comparison to the
active form of a sentence. For example, the predicate petit déjeuner (breakfast) is associated with the canonical
construction: LE N être X0:GN37 (Le petit déjeuner est du café, des tartines et un jus d’orange) (The breakfast is

PRED=WEATHERFORECAST%type_weather%(X0=WEATHER FORECAST+X0=DEICTIC)
PRED=FINE_WEATHER (X0=WEATHER FORECAST+X0=DEICTIC)
35
X0: DEIXIS1 to have THE N
36
Avoir (to have) is a helping verb of the nominal predicate [20].
37
THE N to be X0:NG
33
34
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coffee, a toast and an orange juice) and with the reconstructions il y avoir comme N X0:GN38 (Il y a comme petit
déjeuner du café, des tartines et un jus d’orange) (There is for breakfast: coffee, a toast and an orange juice), etc.
The lexical variety of the predicates and arguments and the constructional variety, combined with each other,
explain that from the same propositional content, the system produces a huge number of utterances and allows the
stimulation of a human conversation, cf. infra.
Instantiation rule
This rule consists of merging the three previous rules and inserting the linguistic forms in the positions of the
predicates and arguments. For example, in the previous example, the construction LE N être X0: GN is transformed into LE petit déjeuner être DET café, DET tartines, DET jus d’orange39, the reconstruction il y avoir
comme N X0:GN into il y avoir comme petit déjeuner DET café, DET tartines, DET jus d’orange 40, etc.
Actualization rule
It is about the specification of the predicate time and the argument determination. For example, when the
instantiation rule gives such results : aujourd’hui, DET météo être à la pluie/aujourd’hui, DET temps être à la
pluie/DET météo être à la pluie aujourd’hui/DET temps être à la pluie aujourd’hui41. The application of the code
relative to the enunciative properties of the nominal predicate pluie (rain) produces the result : aujourd’hui, LE
météo être:PRESENT à la pluie/aujourd’hui, LE temps être:PRESENT à la pluie/LE météo être:PRESENT à la
pluie aujourd’hui, LE temps être:PRESENT à la pluie aujourd’hui42.
Conjugation and coordinating conjunctions rule
This rule specifies how to conjugate a verb, how to coordinate and use determiners.
Morphological adjustment rule
This rule specifies in which conditions, there are contractions, transformations or removal of concatenated
forms and stop words (mots vides), for example:
Lexico-syntactic adjustment rule
The role of this rule is to limit the descriptive power of the syntactic properties, particularly the ones which
concern the reconstructions and/or the lexical combinatorics. In fact, all the predicate uses defined by the same
construction do not accept the reconstructions associated with them. Hence, it is convenient to limit them by only
specifying the ones applicable. For example, adjective predicates bon, mauvais, pourri (good, bad, rotten) are
characterized by the construction X0: GN être A (X0: NG to be A). This allows the reconstruction X0: GN être
There to be as N X0:NG
THE breakfast to be DET coffee, DET toast, DET orange juice
40
There to have as breakfast DET coffee, DET toast, DET orange juice
41
Today, DET weather forecast to be at the rain/today, DET weather to be at the rain/DET weather forecast to be at the rain
today/DET weather to be at the rain today
42
Today, THE weather forecast to be: PRESENT at the rain/today, THE weather to be: PRESENT at the rain/ THE weather
forecast to be: PRESENT at the rain today, THE weather to be: PRESENT at the rain today.
38
39
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très A and X0:GN être vraiment A (X0: NG to be very A and X0 : NG to be really A) in a way that the following
utterances can be generated: La météo est bonne, La météo est très bonne, La météo est vraiment bonne, Le temps
est bon, Le temps est très bon, Le temps est vraiment bon, La météo est mauvaise, La météo est très mauvaise, La
météo est vraiment mauvaise, Le temps est mauvais, Le temps est très mauvais, Le temps est vraiment mauvais,
La météo est pourrie, La météo est très pourrie, La météo est vraiment pourrie, Le temps est pourri, Le temps est
très pourri, Le temps est vraiment pourri. (The weather forecast is good, The weather forecast is very good, The
weather forecast is really good, the weather is good, the weather is very good, the weather is really good, the
weather forecast is bad, the weather forecast is very bad, the weather forecast is really bad, the weather forecast
is rotten, the weather forecast is very rotten, the weather forecast is really rotten). Yet, the utterances Le temps
est bon, Le temps est très bon, Le temps est vraiment bon (the weather is good, the weather is very good, the
weather is really good) are not acceptable (lexical combinatorics constraint) and La météo est très pourrie (the
weather forecast is rotten) (reconstruction constraint). In addition, it is convenient to precise these constraints in
a lexico-syntactic adjustment rule.
In the case of a complex predication, the same rules are applied. However, once the rule of the predicate
identification is applied, they have to process the embedded predicate before the predicate which embeds a unit.
When there are more than two predicates which are embedded, those rules must be applied from the most embedded predicate to the one whose level of embedding is the highest, cf. supra.

5

Conclusion

The works that have been carried out as part of the chatbot development have contributed to set the foundations
of a lexical generative grammar of the French language. The development of this grammar will allow the creation
of other chatbot processing others themes.
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Abstract
Chatbot is a conversational agent that communicates with users based
on natural language. It is founded on a question answering system
which tries to understand the intent of the user. Several chatbot methods deal with a model based template of question answering. However,
these approaches are not able to cope with various questions and can affect the quality of the results. To address this issue, we propose a new
semantic question answering approach combining Natural Language
Processing (NLP) methods and Semantic Web techniques to analyze
user’s question and transform it into SPARQL query. An ontology has
been developed to represent the domain knowledge of the chatbot. Experimentations show that our approach outperforms state of the art
methods.

1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the huge amount of data has been increased which makes the task of information retrieval more
difficult. To overcome this problem, several approaches in different domain areas have been proposed based on
question answering system (QA) [BAB12, YD14a] where the aim is to understand natural language questions
and extract relevant information. QA is a computer science discipline designed to generate an answer of question
posed by human in natural language. This system is based on Natural Language Processing methods and
Information Retrieval (IR) [CLR13, Fer16]. NLP helps computer to understand and answer user’s query through
IR. Furthermore, QA systems are divided into two categories: an open domain and a closed domain. The
open domain deals with questions related to several topics and the closed domain deals with questions related
to a specific domain. In order to represent knowledge and facilitate the information retrieval, Semantic Web
techniques are required. Ontology is one of these techniques. It’s a formal model that allows to describe concepts
and relations between them in a domain. However, recent works in the literature have not highly developed these
techniques, they rely on keywords to identify the context and answers for user’s question. These methods involve
the removal of stop words. Nevertheless, the removal of these words can lead to the loss of the sentence’s
meaning. From this point, we found some improvement areas which motivate us to combine NLP methods and
Semantic Web techniques. The main objective of our system is to get user’s intent based on syntactic dependency
relationships. In this paper, we review the related work in section 2. Then, in section 3, we highlight the use of
the syntactic relationships to translate user’s question into triple patterns and build the SPARQL queries. We
conduct a comparative study with previous related work to prove the effectiveness of our approach in section 5.
Finally, in section 6, we provide some conclusions.
Copyright c by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
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2

Related Work

Several chatbot approaches have been addressed in the literature where most of them are based mainly on
the preparation of a question answer template. In [A+ 18], authors suggest a chatbot leaded and controlled
by template questions. Therefore, when user asks a question and it is present in the file that contains all the
templates for questions and answers (AIML), the bot can provide an answer based on the question template.
However, this approach, as shown in many works, has revealed a number of unexpected problems and weaknesses
related to the reliability of answers. In practise, it is impossible to list all the possible questions that a user may
have. Therefore, if a user’s question is not in the dataset, the bot can’t supply an answer.
Researchers proposed tools to transform user’s question into SPARQL query language in order to find the
answer. They created an application called Quepy [Mac18][BC14]. The purpose of this application is to transform
a question (in natural language) into SPARQL in order to query linked open data such as DBpedia or Freebase
[ABK+ 07, YD14b]. In this application, they highlight the use of NLP methods to identify named entities
(i.e. human entities, places, organizations) and question templates in regular expression form to generate the
SPARQL query. However, such an approach is doomed to be ineffective because it is based on a prepared
template. To resolve these limitations, researchers advanced more in-depth approaches. For example, C. S.
Kulkarni et al. [KBPK17] propose a new NLP and machine learning approach to cope with agent conversational
system problems. First, a dataset of questions/answers has been prepared in order to train the model. Then, to
categorize users question, authors suggested a non supervised classification algorithm where a cosine similarity
measure has been used to classify new users questions. However, this approach, while quite efficient, does not
deal with semantic relationships between questions.
In [BDNM18], a new approach has been proposed based on the combination of Semantic and NLP methods to
enhance chatbots ability. Giving a question, keywords and named entities have been extracted. Therefore, the
keywords express the intent of the question and help in the construction of the SPARQL request. In addition,
authors propose to use WordNet [Mil95] to establish a synonym list and perform mapping. Nevertheless, removing
the stop words and extracting only the keywords in order to identify questions intent can severely limit its
effectiveness and induce erroneous answers. In [AKS17], A. Albarghothi et al. combine as well a linguistic
approach with Semantic Web processing. They use NLP functions (normalization, tokenization, removing stop
words, stemming, tagging) to translate natural language into triple patterns and query an ontology. This
approach is limited because it suffers from semantic rules. In [APMG12], authors establish an ontology and
AIML categories to reply users question. After a classic processing of the users question, they convert properties
and relations between concepts into AIML categories to supply a complete sentence for the user. Their approach
requires improvements to be deemed in industry. In [SWRR14], a simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS) and Spin rules have been used to translate natural language into SPARQL. Nevertheless, this method
is not yet applicable under industrial conditions.
In [NNBU+ 13], a new approach has been established to transform a SPARQL request into a natural language.
To do this, different rules (these rules look like patterns) have been defined to build the sentences. Unfortunately,
this approach suffers from the syntactic and semantic aspects. In fact, generated sentences may poorly be tuned
due to the superimposition of rules. Thus, we obtain as results, sentences having no sense or without correct
grammar rules..
Different state of the art approaches suffer from semantic and syntactic relationships to understand the intent
of the question. To overcome these limitations, we propose a new semantic chatbot based on the dependency
relationships and the SPARQL query. The originality of our approach lies in the definition of new rules to deal
with question answering system.

3

Proposed approach based on Linguistics and Semantics rules

The approach is based on the combination of NLP methods and Semantic Web techniques. The purpose of this
combination is to understand user’s question. Here, “understand” means to get user’s intent (what is he looking
for behind his question?) in order to supply a correct answer. Our approach requires an ontology to represent
information and relationships related to the topics. The main step, is to analyze the words of a sentence. It
should be emphasized that words part of speech is not sufficient to understand the meaning of a sentence. It
is also necessary to deal with the syntactic function of different words and detect the named entities which can
help us to perceive the meaning of the question and discern the intention. Thus, we use the NLP tools to extract
the syntactic structure of the sentence. Then, this linguistic information will be used to build the rules. Finally,
these rules will be transformed into SPARQL queries to request the triple store. In addition to that, external
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resources such as WordNet and DBpedia have been used to enhance and strengthen the reliability of our chatbot.
Figure 1 shows an illustration of the proposed approach.
User’s Query

Query Processing
Formalization
of the Rules

External Resources

Building
SPARQL Queries
Query Triple Store

Answer
Figure 1: Process of the proposed approach
We start by the query processing (syntactic and linguistic annotations of the question), then, rules’ formalization in order to transform the question into SPARQL query and finally, we query the triple store to get the answer.

3.1

Query Processing

The aim of the query processing is to analyze the linguistic and syntactic structure of the question. By focusing
on the structure, we can know: what is the subject of the question? What is the core of the question or the
main verb? What are the complements (object, noun)? Does the sentence have any specific feature for example
coordinating conjunctions, a question with a copula (an intransitivity verb which links a subject to a noun
phrase, adjective or other constituent which expresses the predicate)? Moreover, we start by extracting the part
of speech of each word which allows us to know the subject of the sentence, the main verb that symbolizes the
action of the sentence and the complements for specific cases. Then, we extract the named entities to identify
the context of the sentence. Finally, the dependency relationships have been identified in order to obtain the
syntactic functions and get relations between words in a sentence.
3.2

Formalization of the rules

During this step, we develop a generalized rules model based on syntactic relationships in a question. The defined
rules could be adapted to any question (who, what, where, when, how, etc.), they are presented as follows:
• 1st rule: when the question contains a possessive phrase. This means that the possessive will give additional
information to his syntactic head. Thus, this syntactic head will become the secondary predicate.
Example : What is the name of Michelle Obama’s daughters ?
“name” represents the main predicate and the apostrophe “s” is the possessive of “Michelle Obama”. The
syntactic head of this possessive is “daughters”. Therefore, the latter become the secondary predicate.
• 2nd rule: when the question contains coordinating conjunctions such as “and”, “or”. This means that all
named entities in the question are on the same level. In other words, they share the same main predicate.
Example: Who are the daughters of Michelle Obama and Barack Obama ?
“daughters” is the main predicate and we have two named entities which are separated by a coordinating
conjunction “and” which means that we want to know the daughter of both.
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• 3rd rule: when the question contains a non-verbal predicate, for example the verb “to be” and it is preceded
by the main predicate and it’s an interrogative adverb type, then, the intent of the question will be a nominal
subject (in most cases it’s a noun).
Example : How is Eagle’s syndrome ?
In this example, we have an interrogative adverb “How” followed by a non-verbal predicate. Consequently,
we focus on the nominal subject of the question to get the intent. “syndrome” is the subject of the question.
So, it becomes the main predicate.
• 4th rule: other questions that have a subject, a main predicate and a complement.
Example : Who wrote Harry Potter ?

“wrote” is the main predicate of the question and “Harry Potter” is a named entity and a complement. In
this case, we are looking for the subject of the question. In other words, the writer of the novel.
These rules can be perfectly combined. If a sentence or a question follows a rule, it does not exclude the other
rules. The main issue of syntactic dependencies is the identification of user’s intent. Indeed, sometimes NLP
methods are not able to correctly identify the intent. That’s why, external resources have been used to deal with
semantic relations (section 3.5).
3.3

Building SPARQL Queries

After listing all the rules (section 3.2), we now associate each of these rules to a SPARQL request. The core of
the question will be considered as the main predicate. In other words, it’s the main property that will connect a
resource A to a resource B, in each question there is always a main predicate. For the modifiers or complements,
their syntactic heads will be considered as the secondary property. This property will link a resource C to a
resource A.
For the specific cases: first, we know that the named entities in a user’s question share the same property
when we have a coordinating conjunction in the sentence. In other words, user’s intent is exactly the same
for these entities. Therefore, we use UNION structure because it’s useful for concatenating solutions from two
possibilities. Second, if the heart of the question is an interrogative adverb then we consider that the main
predicate will be the nominal subject of this sentence. SPARQL queries for the different rules are defined as
follows:

• 1st rule:
SELECT DISTINCT ?a
WHERE
{?ans onto:main_predicate ?a
?x onto:secondary_predicate ?ans}
• 2nd rule:
SELECT DISTINCT ?ans_label
WHERE
{?x onto:main_predicate ?ans
?y onto:main_predicate ?ans
?ans rdfs:label ?ans_label.
{?x rdf:type onto:Person
?x rdfs:label ’X’.}
UNION
{?y rdf:type onto:Person
?y rdfs:label ’Y’.}}
• 3rd rule:
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SELECT DISTINCT ?ans_label
WHERE
{?x onto:nominal_subject ?ans
?ans rdfs:label ?ans_label.}
• 4th rule:
SELECT DISTINCT ?a
WHERE
{?ans onto:main_predicate ?a}
3.4

Query the Triple Store

The knowledge graph is stored in a triple store called GraphDB [NAJ14]. We chose a triple store because the
data will be structured as a triplet and it will be easy to update it using SPARQL. We use a wrapper service to
query the repository of our knowledge Graph and get answers to our questions (Figure 2).
User: Who is Camille Dupond’s father?
Bot: Paul Dupond.
User: Where did Chantal come from?
Bot: Berlin.
Figure 2: Conversation between the bot and the user
3.5

External Resources

We employ external resources to reduce ambiguities. In fact, the user may use specific terms in his question and
NLP tools are not able to identify the user’s intent or extract the named entities. These problems are solved
through two external resources: WordNet and DBpedia.
3.5.1

WordNet

WordNet [Mil95] is a lexical database developed by Princeton University. Once the intention of the question has
been identified, a list of synonyms must be drawn up to promote mapping on the ontology. The integration of
this resource allows our system to avoid ambiguities.
3.5.2

DBpedia

DBpedia is used to find the type of named entities. Indeed, NLP tools may omit to extract some entities. Thus,
thanks to grammatical analysis which gave us upstream the different proper nouns of the sentence. DBpedia is
able to identify the type of each proper name. It’s a knowledge base that standardizes the content of Wikipedia.
Each Wikipedia page is browsed by a set of extractors and these extractors will identify elements of the page
and generate data. We map the proper noun with his label, then we try to get his type with a SPARQL request.

4

ILLUSTRATIVE WITH EXAMPLE

For our approach, we use Stanford Core NLP [Cor19] as NLP tools. In Table 1, we mention the main syntactic
relations that interest us. As we can see on the left of the table, the annotation used by Stanford and on the
right, names of syntactic functions in dependency grammar. We illustrate our approach using the example below.
Example: What is Genghis Khan’s real name?
4.1

Query Processing

During this step, user’s query follows four processing : tokenization, parsing, dependency parsing and named
entity recognition (NER). Tokenization is the task of cutting it up into pieces, called tokens. Parsing gives
the parts of speech of each word and the structure syntagmatics of sentence. Dependency Parsing analyzes
the grammatical structure of a sentence, and establishes relationships between “head” words and words which
modify those heads. NER classifies named entities that are present in a question into predefined categories like
person, organization, location, etc..
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Table 1: Main dependency relationships for our system
Dependency Parsing
Annotation by Stanford
Name of the Function
ROOT
Predicate (core of sentence)
nsubj
nominal subject
nmod
nominal modifier
cop
copula
cc
coordinating conjunction
conj
conjunct
avdmod
adverbial modifier
tokenization: [’What’, ’is’, ’Genghis’,
’Khan’, ’’s’, ’real’, ’name’, ’?’]
parsing:
(ROOT
(SBARQ
(WHNP (WP What))
(SQ (VBZ is)
(NP
(NP (NNP Genghis) (NNP Kan) (POS ’s))
(JJ real) (NN name)))
(. ?)))
dependency parsing:
[(’ROOT’,0,1),(’cop’,1,2),(’compound’,4,3)
,(’nmod’,7,4),(’case’,4,5),(’amod’,7,6),
(’nsubj’,1,7),(’punct’,1,8)]
NER:
[(’What’, ’O’),(’is’, ’O’),(’Genghis’,
’PERSON’), (’Khan’, ’PERSON’),(’’s’, ’O’),
(’real’, ’O’),(’name’, ’O’),(’?’, ’O’)]
4.2

Formalization of the rules into SPARQL

From Query Processing results, we establish a SPARQL request that queries the triple store. Parsing indicates
that there is a noun phrase (NP) in the question. The latter composed of two proper names “Genghis” &
“Khan”. Dependency Parsing gives more information about the function of these words. Indeed, it tells us that
“Genghis” is a compound word and his syntactic head is “Khan”. Thus, these two proper names are linked
together. Named entity recognition (NER) indicated the type of these two names which is “PERSON” type.
Then, when we look back on dependency relationships, we see that the main kernel is “What”.
Nevertheless, in dependency relationships, we can’t have “ROOT” type of interrogative pronoun. In addition,
“ROOT” is followed by a copula. In this case, according to the third rule, the intention of a question is
symbolized by the nominal subject. The nominal subject in this question is “name” so it becomes “ROOT” of
the question. Therefore, it is considered as the main predicate. These annotations are expressed in the following
request:

SELECT DISTINCT ?reponse
WHERE {?x onto:name ?reponse.
?x rdf:type onto:Person.
?x rdfs:label ’Genghis Khan’.}
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4.3

SPARQL into Answer

After transforming user’s question into a SPARQL request, we query the triple store to get the answer corresponding to the question. In order to do this, we use a SPARQL Wrapper [LZB17] , it’s a wrapper around a
SPARQL service that allows us to query the URI of our triple store.
User: What is Genghis Khan’s real name?
Bot: Temujin.

5
5.1

Evaluation
Background

To evaluate the performance of our approach, an ontology has been used that symbolizes the concept person
Figure 3. The ontology represents personal information about a person x, such as date of birth, place of
birth, profile description, job, etc. Therefore, the ontology contains classes (Person, Organization, Occupation,
and Location, etc), object properties (wasBorn, isLocated, hasOccupation, etc) and data properties (born, cost,
description, etc).
Precision, Recall and F-measure have been used to compare our approach with A. Bouziane et al [BDNM18].
The main purpose of this evaluation is to evaluate chatbot’s ability to identify the user’s intent. In order to do
this, we submit a dataset of questions related to the ontology person. These questions were built by Yassine
Benajiba [RBL06]. In this study case, the questions will be asked in order to extract personal information related
to a person, his family, his job, etc.

Figure 3: Ontology used during evaluations

P recision(P ) =
Recall(R) =

Number of Correct Answer
Total Number of Answer

Number of Correct Answer
Total Number of Correct Answer

F −measure = 2 ×
5.2

(P x R)
(P + R)

Results

A comparison was made between our system approach and an Arabic Question Answering System [BDNM18].
Their system attained respectively 0.71, 0.66, 0.68 for the precision, recall and F-measure. However, our system
successfully achieves, as you can see in Table 2, 0.88, 0.86 and 0.87 in terms of Precision, Recall and F-measure.
The main challenges in our approach were the formalization of the rules and the building of the ontology.
In fact, the rules are formalized manually and it requires significant corpus of questions to elaborate generic
rules. These rules demand a permanent renewal as soon as specific cases arise. In addition, in order to deal
with the questions present in the dataset, it is necessary to create a same domain ontology than [BDNM18]
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Table 2: Evaluation results, expressed in Precision, Recall and F-measure.
Measure Performance
Precision
Recall
F-measure

Results
System Approach
0.88
0.86
0.87

A. Bouziane et al.
0.71
0.66
0.68

with all the concepts, relations and instances. The implementation of these two things may take time but our
method is fruitful because the results show that the system is very efficient to find the user’s intent and they
are much higher than [BDNM18] approach. This is because we have essentially used dependency relationships
to understand user’s intent.
Indeed, these relationships have helped us to understand not only the meaning of user’s question but also the
structure of his question. This linguistic information are then managed by the rules that we have formalized in
order to be translated into triple patterns and find the answer to the question. While [BDNM18] put forward
the stop words removal to identify the user’s intent. This method is too drastic and not applicable to certain
number of questions. In fact, by removing the empty words, this can affect or destroy the meaning and especially
the structure of the question. Therefore, their system may provide an incorrect answer which clearly distorts
the results of their approach.
We believe that our method represent a significant improvement of the state of the art QA systems due to the
development of a generic method that deals with different cases and different ways that the questions were asked.
Indeed, using the NLP methods helps us to identify user’s intent, however there is still room for improvement.
For example: dealing with several intents in a question. Actually, our system can only detect one intent at a
time. Then, we can make automatic rules generation.

6

Conclusion & Future Works

One of the biggest challenges in the development of question answering system is to advance a conversational
system or chatbot that is not based on preparation in upstream of questions and answers template. This paper
presents a question answering system based on NLP methods and Semantic Web techniques to provide answers
to questions expressed in natural language. In our approach, we use NLP methods to process user’s question. In
this processing, we use syntactic dependency relationships to view the semantic and syntactic structure of the
question. These relationships are very important to understand and correctly answer user’s question. Then, we
transform them into SPARQL queries by means of rules in order to query our triple store. Indeed, the knowledge
of the chatbot has been represented using an ontology. The evaluation of our approach shows that our method
is good as our system can be adapted to a large number of questions. This shows that our approach constitutes
a significant step in the question answering field.
However, the proposed approach requires improvement in future works. First, we will have to rework the intent
of the bot. Indeed, the bot can respond and process one intention at a time for now. Secondly, the formalization
of the rules is still manual and it will be better to take into account this issue. Then, we will introduce the
ontology alignment in our method in order to deal with open domain and ameliorate results. Finally, we can
customize our bot, by adding vocal conversations. This implies implementation of machine learning and advanced
algorithms.
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Abstract
The relationship between the feedback given in Reinforcement Learning (RL) and visual data input is often extremely complex. Given
this, expecting a single system trained end-to-end to learn both how
to perceive and interact with its environment is unrealistic for complex domains. In this paper we propose Auto-Perceptive Reinforcement
Learning (APRiL), separating the perception and the control elements
of the task. This method uses an auto-perceptive network to encode a
feature space. The feature space may explicitly encode available knowledge from the semantically understood state space but the network is
also free to encode unanticipated auxiliary data. By decoupling visual
perception from the RL process, APRiL can make use of techniques
shown to improve performance and efficiency of RL training, which
are often difficult to apply directly with a visual input. We present
results showing that APRiL is effective in tasks where the semantically
understood state space is known. We also demonstrate that allowing the
feature space to learn auxiliary information, allows it to use the visual
perception system to improve performance by approximately 30%. We
also show that maintaining some level of semantics in the encoded state,
which can then make use of state-of-the art RL techniques, saves around
75% of the time that would be used to collect simulation examples.

1

Introduction

Unifying deep reinforcement learning with visual perception is often slow and ineffective for high dimensional
problems with continuous action spaces. This is perhaps unsurprising as training directly from percepts through
to actions for control is a complex relationship with poorly constrained supervision. This is especially true due to
the high dimensionality of the image domain and the fact that many techniques used to speed up learning cannot
be applied in image based systems. In nature, learning to interpret our surroundings and interact with them are
learnt simultaneously but not necessarily as one continuous system [1]. Inspired by this, we use interaction with
the world to co-train separate visual perception and control systems (Fig. 1).
This work shows how an auto-perception network can be used to learn an effective state space for reinforcement
learning. Unlike previous RL techniques which try to learn an encoded state space, the proposed solution generalises
across all levels of state observability. When the state space is completely or partially observable at training time
then it is used to condition the learning of a representative feature space. The conditioned auto-encoder can be
used to create a feature space which includes this knowledge but is not limited to it - allowing retrieval of other
auxiliary information from the observations which may not have been considered by the developer.
Copyright c by the paper’s authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
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Figure 1: Perception and control in the brain are linked but separate systems requiring different feedback.

2

Related Work

Deep RL has seen advances recently with work like Deep Q-Networks [2] which uses a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN) to approximate the action-value function in a Q-learning method to learn to play Atari games.
There have since been many variations on DQNs such as using recurrent neural networks in place of a standard
feed-forward CNN [3] and adaptations for use with continuous action spaces [4]. Whilst these value based methods
for RL have proved popular, policy based and actor-critic methods have also been successfully adapted for deep
learning. In this work we use a synchronous version of Mnih et al.’s Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C)
method [5].
RL algorithms are often tested using simple software simulators such as video games or simple physics problems
(e.g. cart-pole). This makes it easy to accumulate the number of episodes required to train the networks, which is
not practical for more realistic robotics applications. Many techniques for approaching the issue of data collection
have been suggested. For example, Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) [6] allows RL to learn from unsuccessful
episodes by changing the goal and hence the reward feedback. However, in order to apply this to the image domain,
a method for synthesising images is required to change the goal. There have also been model based techniques
aimed at reducing the number of experiences needed for training. Black-DROPS (Black-box Data-efficient RObot
Policy Search) [7], for example, uses Gaussian Processes (GPs) to learn the dynamics of a system with a small
number of experiences and then produces experiences for training the RL directly from the GPs. This accelerates
the RL process but is focused on systems where the state is fully observed and has a small number of dimensions.
The large dimensionality of observations only available as images are not suitable for GP dynamics modeling.
Advances in deep learning has meant that feature spaces can be created which represent the important aspects
of a visual observation. Deep auto-encoders [8] have been used extensively to reduce dimensionality of data
and have been used with CNNs [9] to help retain the spatial relationships in images. As well as providing a
low-dimensional feature space they are also used to create generative models, for example in image restoration
[10].
Considering the problems high dimensional spaces cause in RL, it is not surprising that attempts to use
auto-encoder networks with RL have been made. Table 1 compares the uses of auto-encoders in RL systems. Finn
et al. [13] use an auto-encoder to create a set of feature points representing positions in the image that describe
the environment, for example where objects are. Stadie et al. [15] encode a state for training a dynamics model in
order to improve exploration by increasing curiosity, but still use the raw observation as the input to the learning
system. Lange and Riedmiller [11] use a deep auto-encoder to compress a visual input to a low dimensional
feature space, which is not semantically understood. This improves the reinforcement learning data-efficiency.
Kimura [16] uses auto-encoders as pre-training for a DQN system. However, none of these approaches can exploit
valuable RL techniques, such as HER. Lange and Reidmiller’s work does not have the semantic understanding
required in the features in order to adapt the episode with a new goal. Kimura’s requires images, for fine-tuning
of the network, which cannot be adapted for a new goal.
Nair et al. [17] propose a solution to goal-conditioned RL, using an encoder-decoder system to learn a latent
space which can be used to sample goals, provide a lower dimensional, structured input for RL, and to compute
a reward signal. Although this allows HER to be used for visual problems, it introduces its own limitations. In
using an image as an explicit goal, the agent’s flexibility is limited. For example, in a pick and place problem it
restrains the final position of the robot when the final position of the object is more important. They also assume
that only the image is available to the RL system at train time, they do not consider cases where we may want
to make use of the state that is available - meaning information is wasted.
In contrast APRiL makes use of whatever semantically understood state information is available at train time,
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Table 1: Comparison of different works using Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Auto-encoders (AE)
Use of AE

RL method

RL Input Space

Goal
conditioned

Semantics
in
RL
input

Lange and
Riedmiller [11]

Encode image

FQI [12]

Latent space

No

None

Finn et al. [13]

Encode image

Gaussian
Controller +
Guided Policy
Search [14]

Robot state +
latent space

Implicit in
image encoded into
latent space

Partially

Stadie et al.
[15]

Encode image
for augmented
reward

DQN [2]

Images

Implicit in
image

-

Kimura [16]

Pretrain RL
network

DQN [2]

Images

Implicit in
image

-

Nair et al. [17]

Encode image,
Calc reward,
Generate data

TD3 [18]

Latent space

Conditioned
with a point in
the state space

None

APRiL (Ours)

Encode image

A2C [5]

Available env and
robot state +
latent space

Implicit in
input (state or
latent space)

Variable

whilst still allowing additional auxiliary information to be encoded from the visual input. This gives a system
which makes full use of the information and RL techniques available at train time but can still be deployed using
vision as the input.

3

Methodology

Fig. 2 shows the outline of the proposed APRiL approach. The black arrows show the data flow at deployment.
The observation image of the agent and environment is passed to the encoder which provides an encoded state,
which may be completely or partially semantically understood. This is then passed to the trained reinforcement
learning system which selects an action which is passed back to the agent to be executed.
The flow of the data when the system is being trained can also be seen in Fig. 2. The optional loss can be
used if semantically understood knowledge of the state is partly or fully available. The perception network is
trained independently on data collected with an initial random walk policy from the RL system. The RL block
is trained using data both from the agent (in this case a physics simulator) and from a pre-trained Gaussian
Process which models the dynamics of the system. This means that the RL system can obtain vast quantities of
data points without having to run them all through a physics simulator, speeding up the process. The following
sections elaborate on the individual elements and how they are trained.
3.1

Reinforcement Learning

A formalisation of episodic reinforcement learning is used where an agent interacts with an environment at discrete
time steps, t, with a maximum number of steps T . There is a set of states st ∈ S and a set of actions the agent
can perform at ∈ A. The goal is to maximise the discounted sum of reward signal rt over time,
Rt =

∞
X

γ k rt+k

(1)

k=0

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor for future rewards. In order to maximise Rt we learn a policy π(a | st ), which
estimates a distribution over the possible actions, a ∈ A, conditioned on the current state st . We sample at from
this distribution π(a | st ). The value is defined as V π (st ) = E (Rt | st , π), the expected return Rt given a particular
policy starting in a particular state st . Finally, the action-value function is defined as Qπ (st , at ) = E (Rt | st , at , π),
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Forward data
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Reward (𝑟 ∈ ℝ)

Reinforcement Learning
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Control

Loss

Figure 2: Overview of APRiL. The optional loss and the |S| determines how much of the encoded latent space is
semantically understood. Black arrows: the data flow in the forward pass, Orange arrows: the data flow in the
backward pass.
the expected return Rt given a particular policy, starting with a particular action at from a specified stated st .
For the visual aspect we define ot ∈ O as an image of the system.
In this work we use Advantage-Actor-Critic style reinforcement learning [5]. This system produces two outputs
- a stochastic policy (the actor) and an estimate of the value function (the critic). The ground truth value Rt is
used to calculate the value loss
Lv = Rt − V (st ).
(2)
The policy loss is calculated using the advantage, given by
A(st , at ) = Q(st , at ) − V (st ).

(3)

The advantage gives the difference between the expected return given the action taken and the expected return
of the state itself given the current policy - showing how much better or worse the action performed than
expected. This can be approximated as the discounted rewards minus the predicted value for the current policy,
taking the form A(st , at ) ≈ Rt − V (st ). The policy used is in the form of a Gaussian distribution, such that
π(a | st ) = N (µa , σa2 ). Given that an action at is then sampled and executed, the policy loss is then calculated as
Lp = log π(a = at |st )A(st , at ).

(4)

This means that an action which is better than expected will be made more likely, with a weighting of how likely
it was in the first place. In contrast an action which performed worse will be made less likely for that state. The
full loss for the RL network then takes the form
L r l = αLv + βLp + H(π(st ))

(5)

where H is the entropy - which is included to encourage exploration - and α, β,  are hyper-parameters which
control the strength of each loss term. To ensure that the initial random value estimate is sensible and does not
skew the policy loss, we train with α = 1, β = 0,  = 0 for a small number of iterations.
We use a batch-style off-policy approach by storing up experience in a replay buffer and sampling from this
to train the RL algorithm. We set a limit to our experience replay buffer to some value M so that as learning
progresses, the oldest experiences are forgotten and replaced with more recent ones. The replay buffer is of the
form Ω = {e : |Ω| < M }, where each episode of experiences is of the form e = {(st , at , Rt ) : t = 1, .., j and j ≤ T }
where j is the terminating step for that episode. The probability of at being selected from the current policy and
the value of the st for the current policy is found at training time.
3.1.1

Hindsight Experience Replay

Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) [6] is a powerful technique which allows us to learn from unsuccessful episodes
in learning, especially where rewards are sparse and success from random exploration may be limited. Using
HER we can adjust the goal for our system to a state it achieved in the current episode - meaning we artificially
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create successful episodes. For a given episode s1 , ..., sT where a goal g 6= s1 , ..., st , we may “replay” this episode
with g = si for some 1 < i < T knowing that it will achieve the goal. Adding these adapted episodes to the
experience replay, Ω, means the episode buffer then has more episodes to learn from and has a more balanced
ratio of successful episodes without needing excessive exploration.
3.1.2

Gaussian Process Model

In order to reduce the number of costly agent-environment interactions we use Gaussian Processes (GPs) to
approximate the dynamics of our system and give uncertainty information. We use a small number of interactions
with the agent and environment to train the GP - this takes in the current state, st , and the action to be taken,
at . It is then optimized to output a Gaussian distribution which estimates the next state st+1 with uncertainty.
We represent the dynamics of our system as
st+1 = st + D(st , at ) + w,

(6)

with w (Gaussian system noise) and D (unknown transition dynamics). Given that xt = (st , at ), the GP is
computed as
D̂(xt ) ∼ GP(µ d̂ (xt ), k d̂ (xt , x0t )),
(7)
where µ d̂ is the mean function and k d̂ is the kernel function. With a set of observed transitions Y1:t =
D(x1 ), ..., D(xt ), we can query our GP at a new data point x∗ to obtain a distribution over expected state
updates:
p(D̂(x∗ ) | Y1:t , x∗ ) = N (µ d̂ (x∗ ), σ 2d̂ (x∗ )).
(8)
Sampling from this Gaussian allows the rapid creation of more episodes to train the RL system. The same reward
calculations as the normal environment are used so these episodes can be added directly to Ω as before.
3.2

Auto-Perceptive Network

The perception part of our system is an auto-encoder. This allows us to encode a feature space to use as the state
space, S, which is the input to the RL system. The encoder uses the observations of the agent and environment
in the form of an image, transforming it to the feature space as the function φenc : O → S, whilst the decoder
arm transforms from the feature space to a reconstructed image φdec : S → O.
The auto-encoder takes the image observation of the system as an input and compresses it down to the feature
space st = φenc (ot ) and the output is a reconstruction of that image ôt = φdec ◦ φenc (ot ). The reconstruction loss
is a pixel-wise loss against the input
Lr = |ot − ôt |.
(9)
We denote the space of available information from the environment, which has a predefined semantic meaning, as
s̄t ∈ S̄. The optional conditioning loss is the absolute difference between a section of the encoded state space and
the semantically understood state. In the case where S ⊂ Rn and S̄ ⊂ Rm , with m ≤ n, then the conditioning
loss is
Lc = |s1:m
− s̄t |.
(10)
t
The full loss for the visual perception network is
L v p = Lr + ωLc ,

(11)

where ω is a weighting which determines how strong the conditioning is. The learnt feature space can be:
1. entirely conditioned to be semantically understood as the observable state (m = n, ω 6= 0),
2. partially conditioned with some learnt features relating to the observable state and some auxiliary features
with no predetermined semantic meaning (m < n, ω 6= 0),
3. or not conditioned with learnt features having no predetermined semantic meaning (ω = 0).
This network can be trained using data from initial random exploration and fine-tuned during reinforcement
learning.
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3.3

Auto-Perceptive Reinforcement Learning (APRiL)

The RL system and the auto-perception network are independent networks, which can be trained concurrently
with much of the same data but do not need to be trained end-to-end as they exploit different types of supervision.
In the case of the encoded feature space being entirely semantically understood the auto-encoder is trained
with data collected for the initial random exploration - the same data can be used to train the GP to learn the
dynamics. These may be co-trained in parallel and tested individually before being integrated. The perception
network infers an approximated state from an observation and then passes this approximate state to the RL
network without the RL needing to see any images during training. This still provides a system which does not
need access to the robot state at run time and can predict actions with only visual input, but does not require it
to be trained in an end-to-end manner, allowing RL to benefit from HER and GP modelled transition dynamics.
When the encoded feature space is partially semantically understood then the auto-encoder will still be pretrained on random data but the encoder arm will be used to get the encoded state for input to the RL system.
Therefore the RL system only has to interpret the low dimensional feature space coming from the auto-encoder
and does not need to process the images. This means that the training is more focused on solving the control
problem. Techniques such as HER are still feasible since we have a predetermined understanding of some of the
feature space being used by the RL.
The final case is where there is no semantically understood state available. This is similar to Lange and
Riedmiller’s work [11] where the encoder feature space had no predetermined semantic meaning. This case still
allows a lower dimensional state space to be learnt from the visual input even when there is no semantic state
available during training.

4

Experiments and Results

To evaluate APRiL we use the OpenAI [19] framework with the Mujoco physics simulator [20]. We use a variation
of the Fetch robot reach environment because it has a continuous action space and has a visually interesting
environment to test the auto-perceptive system. The aim is to direct the end-effector of the Fetch arm to a goal
gx , gy , gz - represented visually by a red sphere. The action space is defined with actions (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) where
(x, y, z) is the position of the end-effector and the maximum episode length is set as T = 50. We train the
networks using Adam optimizers [21] and a Tensorflow [22] implementation of our system will be available at
https://github.com/rebecca-allday/APRiL.
4.1

Fully Semantic Features

The first experiment uses a fully observed, semantically understood state s̄t = (xt , yt , zt , gx , gy , gz ). Firstly, we
use a random policy to collect an initial experience replay buffer. This data can be used to train multiple
aspects of the system. Initially we train a GP on the transitions taking in (xt , yt , zt , ∆x, ∆y, ∆z) and outputting
(xt+1 , yt+1 , zt+1 ). This allows us to create extra episodes to train our RL system as described in Section 3.1.2. The
advantage actor-critic RL system is trained with data created from both the GP and from the agent, including
the HER additions to the replay buffer. The data from the random policy and any episodes collected using the
simulator are used to train the perception network. In this case the perception network is co-trained such that
s̄t = st = φenc (ot ), which is the first case from Section 3.2, when m = n and ω 6= 0. Finally, at test time the
networks can be used together to go directly from vision to actions, following the data flow shown by the black
arrows in Fig. 2. We compare this to a latent space with no conditioning loss, where ω = 0, which is similar to
[11].
The training of the RL system, using the semantically understood state space directly, converges with only 15
episodes of random policy interactions with the simulator, the rest of the data used is collected from our trained
GP. It takes approximately 0.01 seconds per rendered simulation step, but only 0.0025 seconds to sample a single
step from the GP. This equates to saving 75% of the time that would have been spent on collecting simulation
examples. This is a saving that would not be possible using a traditional end-to-end visual RL algorithm.
Table 2 shows the policy achieves an average episode length of 3.1 actions when using the ground truth
state space as input. The perception network is trained alongside this. Examples of the reconstructions from
the auto-encoder can be seen in Fig. 3, along with reconstructions from the auto-encoder without the semantic
conditioning (ω = 0). Even though we fully constrain the encoded feature space, and do not enable the system
to encode many visual properties, the decoder arm is still able to learn how to produce realistic images of the
scene from a non-visual intermediate state, including how to correctly place a fully textured robotic arm. They
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Table 2: Average episode length (actions to complete task) of system trained on the Fetch Reach env (no obstacle).
Runtime RL Input

Average Episode Length

Ground truth S̄

3.10

Perceived S (ω = 1.0)

12.42

Perceived S (ω = 0.0) [11]

30.94

Perceived S (ω = 0.5)

17.06

(a) Original

(b) Reconstructed (ω = 1)

(c) Original

(d) Reconstructed (ω = 0)

Figure 3: Reconstructions from the auto-perceptive network
are certainly comparable to the reconstructions without the conditioning loss. However, reconstruction accuracy
is unimportant, the key is the reconstruction loss aids encoding meaningful information into the latent space for
the RL.
At test time we can see the performance of the system using the visual encoder network to produce the feature
space, which is an approximation of the semantically understood state space, given to the RL network. The policy
achieves an average episode length of 12.4 actions. This is largely due to the goal or end point being occluded
or out of the field of view, in which case the arm must move to attempt to gather more information about its
current state. In these situations, the ground truth algorithm is an unrealistic comparison for a vision based
system which will never have full access to the state. However, this is still much more effective than the case
when the perceived state, S, is not conditioned on the semantically understood state, S̄, which is similar to [11].
4.2

Partially Semantic Features

The next set of experiments introduces an element such that the state is not be fully observed via a semantically
understood state space. A randomly placed obstacle (box) is added which can affect exploration and potential
solutions for getting to the goal (red sphere), see Fig. 4. Again we compare the results in this section to a network
trained with no access to the available semantic state which is similar to [11]. We also train a system which takes
the ground truth semantic state and a separate latent space (in a similar way to [13]) to show that if both are
available the system has all the information it needs.
We first train APRiL on the same state that was available in the previous set-up. This means that the RL
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Figure 4: Fetch simulation with obstacle (box) and goal (sphere)
Table 3: Average episode length of system trained on an environment with a randomly placed obstacle.
Runtime RL Input
Ground Truth S̄

n

m

Average Episode Length

-

-

8.45

6

0

5.44

Perceived S [11]

16

0

37.04

6

6

28.55

Perceived S

8

6

20.83

GT S̄ and Percieved S [13]
Perceived S

system is not receiving any information about the obstacle. As expected, we see a reduction in performance
compared to the environment with no obstacle. From 3.10 average actions per episode with no obstacle to
8.45 with obstacles - this equates to approximately a 2.5 times increase in the number of actions. Examples
of the reconstructions from the perception network are seen in Fig. 5b. These reconstructions are comparable
to those in Fig. 3b, with some slight degradation because the scene is more complex yet we have not given it
any additional degrees of freedom in the latent space. It is interesting to note that the decoder arm attempts
to reconstruct the obstacle even though it is theoretically not present in the intermediate state.
When testing with the perception to action system we see that this gives much worse performance with an
average episode length of 28.55 actions (See Table 3). It is good to note that this is in comparison to 12.42 actions
with no obstacles, equating to approximately a 2.5 times increase in the number of actions which is similar in
scale to the decrease in performance seen without perception. This is likely because it has no way of knowing
about the obstacle in the encoded state and often mistakes it for the goal, especially if the goal is occluded by
the arm.
Next we allowed the encoded feature space to be only partially semantically understood. We used a feature space
of size n = 8, with the semantically understood state s̄t conditioning only the first 6 elements (i.e. m = 6). The
rest were driven purely by the reconstruction loss, allowing it to learn whatever was relevant to the understanding
of the environment. Example reconstructions from the perception network can be seen in Fig. 5d. This trained
perception network does a better job of modelling the obstacle and goal as independent objects, however the
robot arm has lost a significant amount of visual fidelity. This may be because all systems have been trained
for the same number of iterations, despite this one having more network parameters. Regardless, a high fidelity
image of the robotic arm is not important for RL, as long as the position is known.
The proposed RL system using our partially semantically understood feature space as input performs better
than the system using just the semantic state, with an average of 20.83 actions (See Table 3). In comparison
to the 12.42 actions in the environment with no obstacles, this is only a 1.68 times increase for what is a more
difficult problem. This is approximately a 30% improvement compared to 28.55 average actions taken when using
the semantic feature space. This shows that when we do not have access to the full semantically understood state
our feature space can encode the additional auxiliary information necessary to solve the task better than just
with the semantic state based perception.
Finally we give the perception network complete freedom to encode a state space based purely on the
reconstruction loss in a similar manner to [11]. Fig. 5f shows that this improves the reconstruction as expected
since that is the only feedback given to the encoder-decoder network. However, as we can see from Table 3 the
performance of the system with no use of the semantically understood data available to it at train time performs
much worse than those which do.
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(a) Original

(b) Reconstructed (n = m = 6)

(c) Original

(d) Reconstructed (n = 8, m = 6)

(e) Original

(f) Reconstructed (n = 16, m = 0)

Figure 5: Reconstructions from the auto-perceptive network for the env with obstacles - top: semantic features,
middle: partially semantic features, bottom: non-semantic features.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that the bio-inspired separation of percepts and control at training time allows
reinforcement learning to be trained effectively and still gives a system that can predict actions purely from visual
data. We showed that allowing the perception system to encode additional properties into the feature space
improved the performance over a system using only the approximate state.
This demonstrates the value in allowing the visual system to encode additional features into the input of our
RL algorithms. In addition, the splitting of perception and control allows other techniques to be used, which are
typically challenging to implement in the high dimensional image domain, such as HER and modelling transition
dynamics with GPs. Whilst we still have a system which allows us to go from visual observation to action - the
training does not need to be end-to-end.
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